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SECTION 1 

Background 

Introduction 
Interstate 5 is designated as an international trade corridor and freight route. 1-5 provides 
north-south access controlled movement of interstate goods, services, and passenger travel 
between Mexico and Canadd, through California, Oregon, and Washington. Thus, the 
I-5/Beltline Interchange is one key element of a comprehensive transportation net~vork 
serving interstate, regional, and local travel demands in the Eugene-Springfield area. 

Changes in land use over the years have affected the function of the interchange and the 
surrounding transportation system. The interchange opened in 1968, serving a 
predominantly rural area Land uses are now7 urban, which has affected the function of the 
interchange and surrounding trc3nsportatlon system. 

To address the issues, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) first completed an 
interchange refinement plan to determine the approyrrate course of act~on Building on the 
~ ~ n d e r s t a n d ~ n g  gained during that process, ODOT developed and el aluated alternati~ e 
actions through an Env~ronmental Assessment (EA) for the project. The proposed project is 
the selected alternatn e for the 1-5/Beltllne Interchange project, as described in the Re\ ised 
EA (REA). 

It is anticipated that the I-5/Beltline Interchange project would be constructed in three 
phases over a period of several years (approximately 2006-2022) to match available funding. 
An intergovernmental agreement (IGA) executed behz7een O D 0 7  and the City of 
Springfield includes traffic monitor~ng requirements, the results of which m'ould trlgger 
actions consistent ~v i th  the three phases (Appendix A.) Funding for the first phase of the 
project has been programmed by ODOT. Release of funds for constrtlction is being deferred 
until this Interchange Arec3 h4anagemcnt I'lan (IAMP) 1s approved b) the Oregon 
Transportat~on Commission 

Purpose and Reasons for Preparing the IAMP 
ODOT is required to prepare an IAMP for the I-5/Beltline Interchange as a means to ensure 
that the interchange ~vill  function acceptably through the 20-year planning horizon. This 
requirement stems from Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 734-051 and commjtments 
made in the REA, IGA with Springfield, and Statewide Transportation Improvement 
Program (STIP) footnote for the project's Phase I. The IAMP will ensure that the improved 
interchange functions safely and efficiently after construction. 

ODOT and local governmental agencies are encouraged by Oregon Highway Plan (OHP) 
policy and administrative rule (OAR 660-012,731-015,73~-051) to collaboratively address 
land use and transportation issues, especially in the vlcinity of interchanges. The 
development of IAMPs (per OAR 734-051-0155) is one way to address these issues. This 
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IAMP for the I5/Beltline Interchange project has been developed in cooperation with the 
City of Springfield and the City of gugene. Both cities support the project. The full 
construction of improvements approved by ODOT and the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) for the I5/Beltline Interchange project is anticipated to maintain 
highway performance and improve safety. This IAMP will: 

Protect the function of the interchange by maximizing the capacity of the interchange for 
safe movement from 1-5 to Beltline Highway/Road 

Provide safe and efficient operations between connecting roadways 

Minimize the need for additional major improvements of the existing interchange 

Description of Planning Area 
'the interchange is located at milepost 195 on Interstate 5 near the northern limits of the 
Eugene-Springfield area, which is one of Oregon's three largest urban areas. Figure 1 
defines the area of influence for interchange operations and traffic impacts for this study. 
This study area was defined by considering the relevant Oregon Administrative Rules, 
existing and planned land use, transportation facilities and traffic, and natural and cultural 
resources. 

Appendrx B includes maps deplctlng the lane configurations, traffic volumes, and queulng 
lengths for the proposed project Land use plann~ng maps senTlng as the b a s s  for the EA's 
analys~s and proposed project are included in Appendix C These maps deplct exlshng land 
use,  ind developed and agricultural lands, comprehenslrre land use plan and zonlng. 

Other Work Products 
Related work products contr~buhng to the development of thls IAMP are llsted In 
Sectlon 10, References Rer 1erv of these documents pro1 Ides a hlstorv of the project. In the 
,pring of 1996, ODOT beg'tn a facrlrty plan for the I-S/Beltlrne Interchange project, w71th the 
flrst stetrtng committee meetrng held In J~une 1996 A fac~llty or refinement plan p ro~~rdes  
publlc par t~crp~?t~on before aIlocatlon oi funds This faclllty plan ~ncluded analysls of 
transportation Issues, trafflc forecastlr~g, concept deslgns, and locat~on and ref~ned solutlon 
costs Creatron and andlvsis of the deslgn concepts lvas completed bv No\ ember 1999 

In the year 2000,OL>OI began a h~ghly  s t r~~ctured  public and agencv p r o p  evaluation 
screenrng process to ldent~fy a range of alternatlr es for lmprox ing the Bcltline Interchange 
T h ~ s  process led to the selection of environmental studv alternat~ves for documentation in 
an EA Thls effort produced alternatir es considered and d~smlssed, as ~7e l l  as those carrled 
through the EA 

The EA for the project n7as released in Mav 2002. It included a No-Build Alternative and a 
Beltline Interchange Build Alternative .cz~ith three Gatenrav/Beltline Intersection Options. A 
public hearing was held and a decision to choose the selected alternative was made in 
November 2002. A IiEA xvas completed in June 2003, followed by a Finding of No 
Significant Impact by the FHWA in July 2003. 
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I .  BACKGROUND 

Interchange Classification and Function 
Interstate 5 ("Pacific Highway") is classified as a National Highway System (NHS) freeway 
and part of the Strategic National Defense Highway Network (STRAHNET). The OHP 
designates 1-5 as a highway of statewide importance and a Statewide Freight Route. It is the 
highest order highway in ODOT's functional classification. The interchange management 
area is within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) of both the City of Springfield and the 
City of Eugene; the posted speed for 1-5 is 60 miles per hour. The interstate segment is the 
demarcation line running north-south bettveen the two cities. The interstate would be 
considered urban with respect to the spacing to the next adjacent interchange 1.2 miles 
farther south. 'The cross road is OR 69 ("Beltline Highway") which, to the west of 1-5, i s  a 
State Level highxvav and part of the NHS. On the east side of 1-5, a one-quarter-mile stretch 
of OR 69 is a Region Level highway. Beltline Highway becomes "Beltline Road" at milepost 
13.0, ~vhich is the intersection with Gateway Street. State control of the highway ends at 
Gateway Street, which is 0.22 miles (1,162 feet) east of 1-5. Beltline Highway has an 
operating speed of 45 and 55 mph, while Beltline Road has a posted speed of 35 miles per 
hour. 

The primarv function of the I-S/Beltline Interchange is to facilitate statewide travel and 
secondarily local travel. The function of the Beltline Highway is to ser1.e regional tra~rel and 
pro\-ide access between the local transportation system and the higher-order state highway 
facilities. Although the interchange pro-\rides access to travel-related services (e.g., 
restdurants, lodging, and gasoline), provision of services to 1-5 travelers is a secondary 
function of the interchange. The interchange also provides access to industrial complexes, 
both manufacturing and campus industrial (e.g., The Register Guard, Levi Strauss, 
Symantec, Roval Caribbean), the Gateway Mall, the RiverBend Medical Center Campus and 
associated development, and local residential neighborhoods. The Gateway Mall area is in 
the Citv of Springfield. The mall is serviced primarily by the I-5/Beltljne Interchange, which 
provides access from the north from Beltline at the intersection with Gateway Street. Beltline 
Highxvay is constructed to freeway standards and sen7es as a principal arterial in the City of 
Eugene; Reltline Koad presently sen7es as a minor arterial in the City of Springfield. 

Todav, about 18 percent of the total motor 1 ehicle trrps through the ~nterchange on 1-5 are 
state\v~de tnps; that is, they begrn and end outside both Fugcne dnd Sprrngf~eld cltv I~mits. 
A11othc.r 31 percent of the trlps that Ira\ erse the lnte~change are regro~~al  and o r ~ g ~ n a t c  or 
end ~zrlthln the cornb~ned c ~ t v  Ilrnlts Finally, about 38 percent of the tnps uslng the 
interchange are IocaI, b ~ t h  heglnnrng and endlng ~ v ~ t h l n  the csmbined a t y  11mts. Ir, the 
Eugene-Spr~ngf~eld area about 14 percent of all trips are non-auto. 



SECTION 2 

Problem Statement, Project Purpose and Need, 
and Project Goals 

Problem Statement 
Traffic increases through the interchange area have resulted in three related transportation 
problems at the intersectlon of 1-5 and the Beltline Highwav. 

The I-5/Beltline Interchange is a cloverleaf with circular loop ramps in all four quadrants, 
which functioned ~vell  in a lot\7 traffic volurne rural environment. Current traffic volumes of 
93,000/day result in vehicle conflicts in the weaving areas on both 1-5 and Beltline Highway. 
In the next 15 years, average daily traffic will increase to 120,000. Operational and safety 
problems  rill xvorsen. The loop ramps create transition problems because of the differential 
between freewav speeds and speeds of the merge/diverge mox7ements of the lower speed 
loop ramps. The operational deficiencies parallel the geometric deficiencies and include the 
interchange and the Beltline/Gateway intersection, resulting in delays and congestion 
during peak commuter periods. 

During the 4-vear period from January 1994 through December 1998, more than 175 crashes 
in the 1-5/~eltl1ne Interchange area xvere reported to ODOT. The EA (2002) for the project 
notes that this interchange area's crash rate' is in the state's highest 10 percent of all crash 
locations. 

Purpose and Need 
The purpose of t ! ~ s  project 1s to correct the operat~onal and safety cteflc~encirs of the existing 
1-5/Reltllne In te~-ch~~nge  and the Beltlrne/Gate~vay rnttrsectlon Irnpro\7ements xvouPc1 meet 
current and projerterl traffic demands, support commun~ty x~ifality and l~vab~li ty  pro\ ~clc 
improved blc~7ile pedestrian connect i~~ty ,  and m111lml7e ~mpacts  to the natural and 
lauman en\ rronment 

Interstate 5 pro\ ~ d e s  north-souih access controlled movement of interstate goods, services 
and passenger tra\~el In California, Oregon, and Washington. The I-5/Beltline Interchange 
connects 1-5 to the Beltllne High~vay. The Interchange 1s located at the northern boundary of 
the Eugene-Spr~ngfleld h~letropohtan Area. 

The crash rate takes into account the number of crashes. traffic volume. and facility type based on the crash history of a 
specific roadway segment in urban or rural conditions. 
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The Interchange opened In 1968, serx lng a predomlnantlv rural area Land uses are now 
urban, ~x7h1ch has affected the funct~on of the Interchange and surround~ng transportation 
system The ~nterchange provides access to trax el-related senrices such as restaurants, 
lodglng, and gasoline, access to industrial complexes and the Gatewav Ivlall, and access to 
local rrsldenhal nc.~ghborhoods 

In 1968, nearby land uses consisted Traffic-generating land uses have 
primarily of farms and pastures. developed over the last 30 years in 

the Gateway area. 



2. PROBLEM STATEMENT, PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED, AND PROJECT GOALS 

Local businesses and residents have concerns about the ability of the existing interchange to 
adequately senre existing businesses and future development. There is also concern for 
increased congestion negatively affecting residential neighborhoods. 

There is a need for a greater connectivity between neighborhoods west of 1-5 and the 
Gateway area east of 1-5, particularly with respect to bicycles and pedestrians. The size and 
character of the Gatewray/Beltline intersection currently discourages bicycle and pedestrian 
use. 

Project Goals and Objectives 
The goal of the I-5/Beltline Interchange project is to help create a fully integrated, multi- 
modal transportation network in the Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area; a network to 
support planned growth and a reduction in total \lehicles miles traveled. In particular, this 
project's goal is to enhance the operations and safetv of the interchange and local 
connections for the 20-year planning period. The project 's improvements would meet 
current and projected traffic demands, support community vitality and livability, prolride 
improved bicycle and pedestrian connectivity, and minimi7e impacts to the natural and 
human environment. 

Threshold and evaluation criteria Tvere used for altcrnat~x cs dex elopment and analysls As 
summarlzed below, these cllter~a form the bas15 for the project's objectl\ es 

0 Interchange and 1ntersect:on form consistent 1 ~ 1 t h  Anierlcan Assoc~atlon of State 
FIlghway and Transportat~on Offlclals (AASH TO) ~nterchange geometric deslgn forms 

Compliance ~71th applicable des~gn  standards and applicable OHP pollcles (or 
concurrence on devlatrons by ODOT or FHWA, as appropriate) 

Improved safety for all modes of transportation 

Phased implementation 

Impro\red bike, pedestrian, and n7heelchair accesslb111t.i and safetv 

Accommodation of transit 

hlobll~t? a t  rnteis~ct~ons and ramps, and less iilclai 

Delcrral of reudvntlal dncl busmess property impacts 

* Accommociates access to businesses 

Minimum loss of potentially developable propert~es and l-ustorrc properties 

hhintains or enables neighborhood cohesion 

Limits noise and light impacts 



SECTION 3 

Existing Plan and Policy Review 

This section identifies the existing policy relationships and plans that have guided the 
development and selection of the build alternative for the I-5/Beltline Interchange Project 
and interchange area management strategies. 

Interchange Area Management Plan (IAMP) development involves close cooperation 
between the Oregon Department of Transportat~on (ODOT) and local government agencies 
Management of the I-5/Beltline Interchange involves particular coordinat~on among ODOT, 
the City of Spr~ngf~eld, and the C ~ t y  of Eugene State and federal policies and rules, as well 
as local poIlc~es and codes play a key part In the development, adoption, and 
implementation of IAMPs. 

State and federal policies guide interchange area management strategies; the IAMP 
recommendations must be consistent with federal and state policies. Policies and code 
language from local documents serve as pro\~isions to manage transportation and land use 
in the interchange influence area with the goals of protecting interchange function, 
providing for safe and efficient operations, and minimizing the need and expense for 
additional major improvements to the interchange for the future. 

Federal and State Plans, Policies, and Rules 
The proposed 1-5 Beltline Interchange Project is in compliance with a ~nu l t~ tude  of relevant 
statewide planning goals and plans, and their implementing administrative rules, as found 
through the alternative development and screening process of the environmental 
assessment. Relex~ant federal and state plans, policies, and rules include: 

Natlonal Fnx ~ronmental Pol~cj  Act (NEPA), 1969 
Fecieral Interchange Poltc?, 1998 
OTC Pohcy for New Interchanges, 1998 
Statem ~ d e  Planning Goals (~nc lud~ng  2,11,12 and 14) 
Oregon 'I ransporta tion I'lan, 1992 
Oregon Hlgh~vay I'lan, 1999 
Oregon Public Transportation Pian, 1997 
Fre~ght Moves the Oregon Economy, 1999 
7 ransportation Planning Rule (OAR 660-012) 
Access Managemei~t Rule (OAR 734-051) 

The following includes summaries of each of the plans, policies or rules as well as its 
relex ance for the IAMP and project recommendations. Appendix D contains more detailed 
descriptions of the relevant federal and state plans and policies, their relevance to the I- 
5/Beltline Interchange Project, and how the proposed project is consistent ~ 4 t h  those plans 
and policies. 
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National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 1969 
Surnmary: NEPA is national legislation for environmental protection, and sets national 
environmental policy and establishes a basis for environmental impact statements (EISs). 
NEPA requires that to the extent possible, the policies, regulations, and laws of the federal 
government are interpreted and administered in accordance with the protection goals of the 
law. 

Relevance: IAMP recommendations were developed consistent with the NEPA process 
because impacts to the natural and human environments were fully evaluated as part of the 
project, in compliance with the requirements of NEPA. Iiesults of the environn~ental 
impacts analysis-including information on noise, air quality, natural resources, and other 
issues-were documented in an Environmental Assessment prior to the selection of a 
preferred alternative. 

Federal lnterchange Policy, 1998 
Szln.rrnnry: The purpose of the Federal Interchange Policy is to provide guidance to state 
transportation officials in justifying and documenting requests to add access or revise 
existing access to the interstate system. This policy defines eight specific requirements for 
adding a new access to the interstate system. 

Xelewnct?: Project and plan recommendations were developed cons~stent with the OTC 
policy, as all alternatives ad1 anced for the I-5/Beltllne Interchange meet the requirements of 
the policy, as does the f~nal  recommended project. Interchange spaclng standards of 3 miles 
in an urban area and 6 miles In a rural area mean that addition of a new interchange in tlie 
Gate~zray area is not available as a project alternative. The project alternati\.es meet the 
requirements spelled out in the policy and will accommodate destgn-year traffic demands 
as a threshold. 

OTC Poticy for New Interchanges, 1998 
Sun~mnry  Thls document established Oregon Transportation Coninussion Pollcv for tlie 
evaluation and selection of new Interchanges on full accessed c:x1trolle:1 h~gkxvays or; the 
state svstem New ~nterchanges must demonstrate s~gniflcant 5taten ~ d e  or reg~on~il  beneflt 
Thev must have slgilficant local go\ ernment and publlc support and be consistent w t h  
loc'd transportatlon plans They must conform to ODOT des~gn and spaclng stanilards 
The\ ma\ be proposed only after all other alternatnes, ~ncluclrnng construct~on of next 
arterials have been el aluated and discarded as not viable 

Releaallce: The I-5/Belthne lnterchange Project 1s consistent 14~1th this policy, because no nen7 
~riterchanges are proposed Several of the requirements outlined above would preclude the 
del elopment of a nextr Interchange In t l ~ e  vicinlty of the Gate~va! area It would be I cry 
d~fflcult to demonstrate a slgnlficant statewide or regional benefit to a ne\z7 interchange 
adjacent to the exist~ng lnterchange that would primaril) s en  e to help c~llevIatc trafflc 
problems in the Gate~zray area. A new7 Interchange is not currently a part of local 
transportatlon plans Given the cost, rt would be difficult to generate support among all 
local jurisdictions in ]leu of other needed projects dread! tn local transportatlon plans. 
Flnally, a second interchange serx7tng this area ~ i o u l d  not met ODOT and FWHA spacing 
standards. Improvements to the exlsting Interchange will serve transportat1011 needs at 
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significantly less cost than a new interchange and without violating the stringent criteria 
established in the interest of wise use of funds. 

Statewide Planning Goals 
Sumr?zary: Relevant statewide planning goals include Goal 2 (Land Use Planning), Goal 11 
(Public Facilities Planning), Goal 12 (Transportation) and Goal 14 (Urbanization). Goal 2 
requires that a land use planning process and policy framework be established as a basis for 
all decisions and actions relating to the use of land. Goal 11 requires cities and counties to 
plan and develop a timely, orderlv and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services 
to serve as a framework for urban and rural development. Goal 12 requires cities, counties, 
metropolitan planning organitations, and ODOT to provide and encourage a safe, 
convenient and economic transportation system; this is the Coal implemented through the 
Transportation Planning Rule. Goal 14 regulates activities within urban growth boundaries. 

Relevance: The Id/Beltline Interchange Project is part of TransPlan, the Eugene-Springfield 
Metropolitan Area Transportation Plan. TransPlan has been acknowledged as consistent 
with Statewide Planning Goals and the Transportation Planning Rule; therefore, the project 
is consistent bz7ith Statewide Planning Goals. 

Oregon Transportation Plan, 1992 
Suil-~milry: The purpose of the OTP is to guide the development of a safe, convenient, and 
efficient transportation system that promotes economic prosperity and livability for all 
Oregonians. In the OTP, Oregon's population was projected to increase from 2.8 million in 
1990 to 3.8 million in 2012 (this projection is most recently revised to 4.3 million by 2020). 
The OTP sets broad policies for the state transportation system. The OTP designates 1-5 as 
an important part of the transportation system and notes its importance in the freight 
system. The plan defines a minimum level of service (now termed mobility standard) for 
highways that vary by metropolitall areas. The OTP does not specifically address 
improvements to 1-5 but offered a broad policy framew.ork and standards for improving 
state high~z~ay systems. 

l i e l ~ a i ~ ~ ~ c r  The IAXlP wt~s  de\ eloped 14-rtli~n the framewo~k of the OTP, part~cularly poiicies 
of the Oregon FTigh\vaj I'lan (d~scussed below) The 1-5/Beltllne Interchange Project is 
consistent with the 0T17 by providing safe effic~ent movement of passengers and 
frelght 

Oregon Highway Plan, 1999 
Sunzinnry: The OHP is a modal element of the OTP. It  addresses the follo~ving issues: 

Eff~cient management of the system to increase safety, presen e the system and extend 
~ t s  capacity 

Increased partnerships, particularlv with regional and local golrernments 

Links between land use and transportation 

Access management 

Links with other transportation modes 
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Environmental and scenic resources 

Relevance: The OHP designates 1-5 as part of the National Highway System and as a 
designated freight route between the California and Washington borders. The OHP impacts 
the I-5/Beltline interchange by establishing interchange spacing requirements, investment 
priorities, access management policy, and mobility standards. The 1-5/Beltline Interchange 
Project is consistent with all relevant OHP policies. Appendix D includes greater detail 
regarding consistency with OHIJ policies. 

Oregon Public Transportation Plan, 1997 
Surrrrnary: The Oregon I'ublic Transportation Plan (OBTP) is a modal element of the OTP, 
The goal of the OPTP is to provide a p ~ ~ b l i c  transportation system to meet daily medical, 
employment, educational, business and leisure needs without dependence on single- 
occupant vehicle transportation. The OPTP defined three different implementation levels for 
the plan. Level 1 freezes service at current levels, Level 2 keeps pace with current growth, 
and Level 3 responds to state and federal mandates and goals and responds to Oregon's 
anticipated growth. 

Releunnce: The OPTP suggests under Level 3 implementation that intercity bus and rail 
senrices is anticipated to grow substantially, that additional commuter bus service should be 
prox~ided in many metropolitan areas, and that addit~onal intercity bus service should be 
provided through communities with a population of 2,500 and above. The ]AMP 
recommendations should be able to accommodate transt The I-5/Beltline Interchange 
Project 1s consistent wlth the Oregon Public Transportation Plan (OPTP) b17 improving the 
safe and efficient movement of transit and passengers through improvement of capacitv and 
sa fetv. 

Freight Moves the Economy, 1999 
Srrnrn~ury: This document outlines freight conditions in Oregon, including truck, rail, 
~ ~ a t e r ~ v a y ,  air, and pipeline. The document states that trucks account for most of the freight 
in Oregon. Information found In this publication that may affect Interstate 5 lncludes the 
follow~ng: 

Because the State's largest airports are located in four metropolitan areas along 1-5, the 
rnajorrty of Brcgon's mn-state air traffic follows the 1-51 corridor '3s ~vcll 

Approximate daily truck vo1~rr .e~ in the 1-5 Corridor are: 

10,000 per day across the 1-5 bridge 

10,000 to 15,000 per dav in the Salem and Eugene areas 

Rel~vo~rcc:  Recommendatlons are made in this plan for the construction of an intermodal site 
in Eugene. Beltline Highway links west to industrial properties and rail connections. 
Improving the I-5/Beltline Interchange is consistent with proposed strategies in this plan; 
the planned improvements are intended to reduce delay and improve safety, and will 
therefore eliminate travel barr~ers for frelght. 
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Transportation Planning Rule (OAR 660-012) 
Sumnzary: The TPR implements Statewide Planning Goal 12 (Transportation) and is 
intended to promote the del'elopment of safe, convenient and economic transportation 
systems that are designed to reduce reliance on the automobile. It also identifies how 
transportation facilities are services are planned for and provided on rural and urban lands 
consistent with state goals. Local and state transportation plans must comply with the TPR. 

Relevance: The I-5/Beltline Project must be consistent with the TPR as an adopted plan for 
the state highway system. I-5/Beltline project recommendations are included as part of 
TransPlan (Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area Transportation Plan). TransPlan has been 
acknowledged as consistent with the Transportation Planning Rule; therefore, the proposed 
project is consistent with the TPII. 

Access Management Rule (OAR 734-051) 
Sun~~rznry :  OAR 734-051 implements state policy (OHP) related to access management 
spacing standards in an interchange area and access management plans for IAMPs, and 
applies to the location, construction, maintenance and use of approaches onto the state 
highway rights-of-way and properties under the jurisdiction of ODOT. These rules also 
govern closure of existing approaches, spacing standards, medians, devxations, appeal 
processes, grants of access and indentures of access. 

Relcvnizce OAR 734-051 ~ncludes ~nterchange area management plan requirements. The 
IAMP must be developed consistently 1471th t h l ~  r~i le  Appendix D lncludes a matrix that l~ s t s  
each element of the Access Management Rule and h o ~  the 1-5/Beltline Interchange 
Project-and IAMP recommendations where appropriate-are consistent ~11th the 
requirements. 

Local Plans and Policies 
The 1-5iBeltline IAMP does not seek plan amenclments to any local plans or local adoption, 
because locai plan language-as ~ l e l l  as code language-alreadv supports the 
recommendat~ons put forth In the I-Fi/BcltIlne IAiCIP, "is well as effective interchange 
protect~on for the durat~on of the plannrrlg perlod. 

Policies from local planning documents support IAMP project recommendations, and 
project recommendations are consistent with 10caI plans. l'oiicies from local clocuments also 
suppc?rt the IAMP intent of protecting interchange fldncticn, pro~~7i:ting fcr safe and efficjent 
operations, and minimizing the need and expense for additional major improvements to the 
interchange in the future. Some of the most directly relevant provisions of the various local 
plans and policies that serve to protect the function and safety of I-5/Beltline Interchange 
are summarized below. 

The primarv local planning documents relevant for the I-Ei/Beltline IAMP include: 

Metro Plan, 1987 

TransPlan, 2002 

Gate5vay Refinement Plan, 1992 (City of Springfield) - plus 2005 text amendments 
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Willakenzie Area Plan, 1992 (City of Eugene) - plus subsequent ordinances 

Appendix D provides a detailed analysis of these local plans and policies - including 
specific policy language - and findings of interchange management support. 

Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area General Plan (Metro Plan), 1987 
Sumirrnuy: The Metro Plan serves as the official Comprehensive Plan for metropolitan Lane 
County, the City of Eugene and the City of Springfield. The Metro Plan contains several 
sections, including growth management (land use) and economic policies, as well as plan 
elements (e.g. public facilities, transportation, economy, etc). The Metro Plan also provides a 
framework for planning assumptions (population and employment) which was folded into 
the development of the I-5/Beltline IAMP. 

Rple~runce: The Metro Plan includes goals, objectives and policies that support the intent of 
the 1-5/Beltline IAMP project recommendations, and the recommended project is consistent 
with Metro Plan policies. Examples include (1) policies related to concentrating 
dexrelopment u~ithin the UGB-supports the I-5/Beltline recommendations to improve 
transportation facilities within the UGB, and (2) policies related to ensuring that 
infrastructure supports economic de~elopment-supports IAMP recommendations, which 
\vould preserve the freight movement function of both 1-5, a critical freight corridor, and the 
local roadway system. 

Specific goals and objectil-es included within the plan to support interchange area 
management include the follow~ng: 

Land Use and Economic Goais and Obiectives 

Plan Section: 11.8 - Metropolitan Goals 
Topic: Growth Management and the Urban Service Area 
1. Use urban, urbanizable, and rural lands efficiently. 

2. Encourage orderly and efficient conversion of land from rural to urban uses in response 
to urban needs, taklng into account metropolltan and statew~de goals. 

Plan Section: I1.B - Metropolitan Goals 
Topic: Economy 
I.  Broaden, Improve, and  dl\ ers~iy the mcfropoittan economy t\.h~ie malntarnlng or 

enhancrng the env~ron~nent .  

Plan Section: I1.C - Growth Management Goals, Findings and Policies 
Subsection: Objectives 
Objective II.C.3: Conserve those lands needed to efficiently accommodate expected urban 
growth. 

Objective II.C.7. Shape and plan for a compact urban grox~th form to provide for growth 
while preser\.ing the special character of the metropolitan area. 

Plan Section: 1Il.B - Economic Element 
Plan Element: Economy 
Objective III.B.lO: Provide the necessary public facilities and senices to allow economic 
development. 
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These land use and economic goals and objectives support long-range planning for 
interchange influence areas. The I-5/Beltline interchange project is located within the Urban 
Growth Boundary (UGB), which is consistent with goals and objectives related to using 
urban land efficiently. One of the purposes of the I-5/Beltline IAMP is to plan ahead and 
minimize the need for additional major improvements to the interchange. Planning ahead 
for interchange areas avoids waste of public funds by designing solutions that anticipate 
future land use impacts on the transportation system instead of reacting to conditions, 
which can often times be more expensive. 

The land use and economic goals and objectives in the Metro Plan point to the regional 
desire to grow7 first within the UGB, and ensure compact development -which is consistent 
with the solutions provided in the I-5/Beltline IAMP. The I-5/Beltline IAMP was develop 
consistently with area land use plans, and IAMI' recommended projects are expressly 
intended to be able to carry the traffic anticipated according to local population and 
employment forecasts. 

These policies and objectives also support the provision of necessary public facilities for 
economic development. Transportation facilities, such as the Interstate 5 corridor, are critical 
to economic development, as they allon7 for movement of freight and people. The intent of 
the IAMP - to improve geometric, operational and safety efficiencies of the existing I- 
S/Beltline interchange to provide an improved transportation system and support 
community vitality - is consistent with the values expressed in these goals and policies. 

Other land use and economic policies include the follo.cving: 

Land Use and Economic Policies 

Plan Section: I1.C - Growth Management Goals, Findings and Policies 
Subsection: Policies 
Policy II.C.3: Control of location, timing and financing of the major public investments that 
directly influence the growth form of the metropolitan area shall be planned and 
coordinated on a metropolitan-\vide basis. 

Findings: Ihls pollcv recommends a metropolltan-stbride, coordinated planning approach to 
major publlc ~nvestrnents, such as the improxrernents recommended In the I-";/Deltl~ne 
IAMP. This tvpe of approach is dlrectly pro~rlded by the I-5/Reltllne IAMP for the 
I-5/Belttine antercl~ange 3nd surrounding area. 'Ihe 1-S/Beltllne IAIVI' was 1ntentiorm~3llv 
de\ eloped as broad-based plannlng effort that In\ oh ed ODOT, FHWA, Lane Countv, the 
Citv of Springfield - and the City of Eugene as part of the stakeholder wrorking group for the 
project. 

Policy Il.C.23. Regulatory and fiscal incenti\les that direct the geographic allocation of 
growth and density according to adopted plans and policies shall be examined and, when 
practical, adopted. 

Findings: The I-5/BeItline IAMP pro~~ides  recommendations that help achieve the allocation 
of growth and density as adopted in local plans, such as Transplan and the Gateway 
Refinement Plan. The interchange area improvements are intended to accommodate future 
anticipated population and employment growth in the area. 
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Policy II.C.25: When conducting metropolitan planning studies, particularly the Public 
Facilities and Senrices Plan, consider the orderly provision and financing of public services 
and the overall impact on population and geographical growth in the metropolitan area. 
When appropriate, future planning studies should include specific analysis of the growth 
impacts suggested by that particular study for the metropolitan area. 

Findings: This policy supports planning studies that account for growth impacts in the 
metropolitan area. The I5/Beltline IAMP is intended to manage the interchange area in a 
fiscally responsible manner in light of expected growth and traffic. The recommendations in 
the IAMP are based on information consistent with the land use planning documents and 
assumptions in the area, and identified projects and strategies are intended to accommodate 
the gro~vtli and land uses identified in local plans. Population and employment numbers 
were integrated into the planning and environmental process, and informed the direction of 
the project. 

Policy II.C.26: Based upon direction provided in Policies 3,7, and 23 of this section, any 
development taking place in an urbanizable area or in rural residential designations in an 
urban reserx7e area shall be designed to the development standards of the city which would 
be responsible for e~entually pro1:iding a minim~rm level of key urban senrice to the area. 
Unless the folloxz4ng conditions are met, the minimum lot size for campus industrial 
designated areas shall be 50 acres and the minimum lot size for all other designations shall 
be l(i acres. An): lot under ten acres in size but larger than five acres to be created in this 
area on ur-tde~eloped or undercteveloped land  ill require the adjacent city and Lane 
Count\: to agree that this lot size ~ i ~ o u l d  be appropriate for the area utilizing the follo~z~ing 
standards: 

a. The approval of a conceptual plan for ultimate dexrelopment at urban densities in 
accord with applicable plans and policies. 

b. Proposed land uses and densities conform to applicable plans and policies. 

c. The o\i7ner of the property has signed an agreement with the adjacent city which 
provides: 

(1)  The o\\ ner and hls or her successor5 In ~nterest are obligated to support 
annexation proceed~ngs should the c~tv, at its opt~on, ~ n ~ t t a t e  annexat~on 

(2) Tlie owner and hls or her successors In inkerest agree not to challenge an? 
annexahon c.f tlic subject property. 

(3) The owner and his or her successors in interest will acquire city approval for 
any subsequent new use, change of use, or substantial intensification of use 
of the property. The city ~7ilI not withhold appropriate approval of tlie use 
arbitrarily if it is in compliance with applicable plans, policies, and standards, 
as interpreted by the city, as well as the conceptual plan approved under 
subsection a above. 

Findings: This policy outlines steps to ensure that proposed land uses in urbanitable areas 
are consistent with applicable plans and policies and that future development is coordinated 
with adjacent jurisdictions. This policy is relevant for Iand in tlie northern portion of the 
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interchange influence area, in that it promotes consideration of future development and its 
impact on urban services. 

Policy II.C.31. Eugene, Springfield, and Lane County shall continue to involve affected local 
governments and other urban senrice providers in development of future, applicable Metro 
Plan revisions, including amendments and updates. 

Findings: The I-5/Beltline IAMP was based on information and recommendations included 
in the Metro Plan (and TransPlan, the transportation element). The IAMP process involved 
local (Eugene, Springfield, Lane County), state and federal jurisdictions. This policy 
underscores the importance of continued coordination as Metro Plan revisions could affect 
plans. In order to maintain compliance with this Metro Plan policy, Eugene, Springfield and 
Lane Co~inty will notify ODOT of any Metro Plan changes that could affect solutions 
proposed in the I-5/Beltline IAMP. 

Plan Section: 111.8 - Economic Element 
Plan Element: Economy 
Policy III.B.18: Enco~~rage the development of transportatlon fac~l~tres wh~ch  would 
improve access to lndustrlal and commercral areas and Improve frelght movement 
capablllt~es by ~mplementlng the polrcies and projects In the Eugenc-Sprrrrgfreld Mefropo1lfat.r 
A r ~ a  T I  ni~sporfatroll Pla11 (7 ~a~zsPIan) and the Ellgeite A~rpor f  Master Plrln 

Findings: The IAMP promotes protection of the function of the I-5/Beltline interchange, 
easier fre~ght movement along Interstate 5, and improved access to industrial and 
commercial areas, w.hich is consistent ~uith this policy. This policy supports the intent of the 
lAMP recommendatlons, and therefore, supports the IAMP. 

Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area Transportation Plan (TransPlan), July 2002 
Sllnlinary: TransPlan is adopted as a functional plan of the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan 
Area General Plan (Metro Plan), and also serves as the federally required Regional 
Transportation Plan. TransPlan is the Metro Plan transportation element. TransI'lan 
includes provisions for meeting the transportation demand of residents over a 20-vear 
planning horizon while addressing transportation issues and making changes intencleci to 
improve the region's qualitv of life and economic vitality. 

l irl~inilcr TransI'lan as the primary reg~onal tranymrtatlon planning clocumrnt, and l~s ts  
lrnpro.i ements at the I-5/Reltlme ~nterchange as a top priority Tn~provernmts ~ n ~ l u d e d  as 
part of the 1-5/Reltl1ne lAMP are consistent w ~ t h  Project 606 for the I-5/Beltltne Interchange 
as ~ncluded rn TransPlan Se\ era1 Transplan policies support the Intent of the IAMP (are 
consrstent 1473th IAMI' ~ntent) or support ~nterchange area management IransPlan polrcies 
are the same polic~es that are adopted as the Metro Plan transportatlon element pol~cles; 
crtatlons are those ~ncluded In Appendlx F of Transplan PoIlc~es rncluded In TransPlan that 
pro1 ~ d e  protect~on of rnterchange capacrtv and long-term Interchange area management 
Include (exact ~vordlng of these pollcles IS found In Append~x D). 
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Goal #1: Calls for provision of an integrated transportation and land use system that 
supports choices in modes of travel and development patterns that will reduce 
reliance on the automobile and enhance livability, economic opportunity, and the 
quality of life. This goal supports a multimodal, integrated transportation system. 
Long-term actions identified in the I-5/Beltline IAMP include a pedestrian/bicycle 
facility north of Beltline Highway. An efficient highway system protects the 
functionality of other modes of transportation (and the local street network) by 
focusing travel patterns (concentrating traffic on the freeway or local street system as 
appropriate). Supports the intent of the IAMP, xvhich is to improve the mobility and 
safety of the transportation system. 

Policy F-4: Requires improvements that encourage transit, bicycles, and pedestrians 
in new commercial, public, mixed-use and multi-unit residential development. 
Supports interchange management by promoting alternate modes of transportation 
as a tool for congestion management. The alternative recommended in the IAMP for 
the I-5/Beltline interchange provides a nen7 pedestrian and bicycle connection, 
including a bridge over 1-5, and therefore, is consistent with this policy. 

Policy F-9: Adopts bv reference, as part of the Metro Plan, the 20-year Capital 
Investment Actions project list contained in TransPlan. Project timing and estimated 
costs are not adopted as policy. Supports the IAMP because IAMP project 
recommendations are included on the adopted list. 

Policy F.10: Protecti and manages existing and future transportation infrastructure 
Supports interchange management by calling for protection and management of 
future infrastructure such as road~vay improvements. 

Policy F.14: Addresses the mobility and safety needs of motorists, transit users, 
bicyclists, pedestrians, and the needs of emergency vehicles when planning and 
constructing roadway system improvements. Supports the intent of the IAMP in that 
improvements are intended to reduce congestion, which improves access for 
tlmergency ~ehicles and safety. 

Policy F.15 Calls for the use of motor vehicle 1-0s to ma~ntain acceptable and 
rel~able perf~rrn~mci. on the road-rvay system. Sets ;1 LOS D for the Metro Plan area 
(aside from downto\\ n Eugene), and states that UHP standards shall be app11ed to 
itatc fac~llt~es Supports ~nterchange management b\ ayplvlng state mcjblllty 
standards to state facil~ties ;rnd ensurlng that local roadxvay f,mllt!es do not operate 
at substandard levels (M orse than D) 

Policy F.16: Promotes the development of a regional roadxvay system that meets 
combined needs for tra\lel through, with111 and outside the reglon. Supports 
~nterchange management by promoting a reglonal roadway system, which places 
value on through t r a ~  el, therebv support~ng ~nterchange improvements for interstate 
mob~llty 

Policy F.17: Involves management of the roadway system to preserve safety and 
operational efficiency bv adopting regulations to manage access to roadways and 
applying these regulations to decisions related to approving new or modified access 
to the road~vay system. Supports interchange management through the promotion of 
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access management, which protect the roadway system in terms of capacity and 
safety. This would be relevant for local roadways near the interchange. 

Policies F-22 through F-28. Promotes improvement of the region's bicycle and 
pedestrian system and bicycle and pedestrian safety. Supports interchange 
management through the encouragement of other modes, which can reduce 
congestion; also supports the IAMP project recommendations due to the 
recommended pedestrian/bicycle bridge. 

Policy F.29: Supports reasonable and reliable travel times for freight/goods 
movement in the Eugene-Springfield region. Promotes the intentions of the IAMP to 
enhance freight movement and preserve interstate and interchange area mobility. 

Policy F-35. Sets priorities for TIP investment to address safety and major capacity 
problems on the region's transportation system. Supports the IAMP, since the I- 
5/Beltline interchange is the highest priority project in the region through the TIP 
process. 

Policy F.36: Requires that new development pay for its capacity impact on the 
transportation system. Supports local mechanisms that ensure mitigation for 
capacity impacts from nexz. de~elopments such as the PeaceHealth medical complex, 
thereby supporting tools for roadway management in the interchange area. 

Policy F.38 (Finance Policy # 6  - Eugene-Specific Finance Policy; Transplan): The 
Citv of Eugene will maintain transportation performance and improve safety by 
improving system efficiency and management before adding capacity to the 
transportation system under Eugene's jurisdiction. Supports IAMP by limiting the 
additional capacity that Eugene can add to the transportation system; also promotes 
TDM measures, which is a tool to preserve capacity. 

Willakenzie Area Plan, September 1992; Ord. 20265; Ord. 20302; Ord. 20305 
Strrnmury. The Wlllaken~ie Area Plan 1s a Citv of Eugene subarea plan of the Metro Plan that 
addresses the 5,708 acre port~on of Eugene and unmco~-porated countv west of 1-5 and east 
of the W~llamette lilx er The plan rncludes a transportat~on element that ~ncludes ex~stlng 
condition., and policies, and addresses proposed transportation projects In the area. Most ot 
the Wlllakert7le area 1s dex eloped at thls time 

Xr le iw~~i t .  The plan recogni~es that dex elopment of the Gateway commerc~al area in 
Spfiagfield i v ~ l l  hai e impact5 on the iransportat~on system and on cornrnerclal land dernartd 
in the W~llakenzle studv area The IAMP was deslgned to meet the land use requirements as 
outlined in the W~llakenrie Area Plan 

Although most of the goals and policies in the document are more relevant to local 
subareas, some policies discuss the need to maintain roadway system capacity (e.g. Major 
Streets Policies #5 and # 6  promote TDM and mitigation for congestion). The goal also 
discusses the need to plan for future land uses in relation to transportation impacts. The 
plan also recognizes that the interchange area functions as a gatewav to the cities of Eugene 
and Springfield, and that attention should be paid to the interchange from an aesthetic, 
congestion, and safety point of iriew. 
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Some of the more relevant policies include the follo~ring (others are included in 
Appendix D): 

Plan Section 4: Transportation Element 

Transportation Policies and Proposed Actions: 
Major Streets, #1: The transportation network within the Willakenzie area shall be planned 
and designed to ensure: a) preservation of existing neighborhoods; b) an adequate system of 
arterials and collectors for the efficient movement of through traffic; and c) the preservation 
of the use of local streets for local traffic. (IJage 97). 

Findings: This policv promotes preservation of the functional classification system. The 
functional classification system can be used as a tool for management of the interchange 
area, because certain roadways are to be designed to certain standards or to carry certain 
lel~els of traffic, xvhich helps to ensure that the local and regional street system is in place to 
accommodate local and regional trips. The IAMP was developed within the framework of 
the existing functional classification system, and is consistent with this policy. 

Major Streets, #2: The City shall maintain and encourage the safe and efficient operation of 
major streets by limiting private, direct access to these streets xvhen necessary. (Page 97). 

Findings: Thls pollcv promotes access management techmques along prlmarv corridors, 
xvhlch 1s a long-range traff~c management tool that works to preserLe capaclty and enhance 
5afety Thls pollcv flts closelv 5~1th the Intent of the I-5/Beltllne IAMP, and means that no  
dddrtlonal prn ate access xmll be allowed to Beltllne Flrgh~vay wlthln the interchange 
management area 

Major Streets, #5: The Citv shall work ~ i t h  major developers and employers to ensure that 
transportation demand management strategies are incorporated into their facilities planning 
and operations. 

Findings: Thls pollcy emphasizes the use of TDM as a long-term transportation 
management tool for the Wlllakenzle area. Thls type of long-term approach helps to support 
Interchange area management goals, In that TDM .it-orks as a tool to presen e lntrastructure 
(capac~ty and safety), ~2-hlch could pull trafflc from the ~nterchange 

Major Streets, #S: The cltj shall x i  ork 1~1 th  cdel elopers to pro\ ~ d e  and par t~c~pat t .  ln 
transportat~oi-~ m ~ t ~ g a t ~ o n  measures M hlch are necessarv to resol\ e rllrcct trafhc impacts 
rcsultlng from nen development. Mltigatlon measures could ~nclutlc such tl-ungs as trafflc 
control, street v;ldenlngs, turn lanes, and other access Impre\ ements. 

rindings: This policy emphasizes the use of TDM as a long-term transportation 
management traffic levels. The policy supports long-term management of the interchange 
area, by identifying the need for a resolution to traffic impacts related to new7 development 
through mitigation. 

Major Streets, #7: To the greatest extent possible, the City shall encourage regional and 
intercity traffic to use major rather than minor arterials. 

Findings: This policy promotes preservation of the functional classification system, which 
supports the intentions of the I-S/BeItline IAMP. The functional classificat~on svstem can be 
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used as a tool for management of the interchange area, because certain roadways are to be 
designed to certain standards or to carry certain levels of traffic, which helps to ensure that 
the local and regional street system is in place to accommodate local and regional trips. 

Gateway Refinement Plan, November 1992; Gateway Refinement Plan Text 
Amendments 111 0105 
Summary: The Gateway Refinement Plan is a City of Springfield subarea plan of the Metro 
Plan that addresses the area bound by 1-5 to the west, Pioneer Parkway to the east, Eugene- 
Springfield Highway to the south, and Game Farm Road to the north. The Plan emphasizes 
the significance of development in the Gateway area. The Gatew~ay-Beltline intersection is 
listed as a continued focus of redevelopment and newr development. One central stated goal 
is to ensure that public improvements and infrastructure, such as the local street system, in 
the Gateway Refinement Plan area are sufficient to accommodate current and future 
dex~elopment. The IAMP was developed in coorclination with the Gateway Refinement Plan 
land use assumptions. 

Relcvavrce: Recent amendments to the Gatervay Refinement Plan have allowed for the 
development of a large medical services complex in the area, ~vhich has implications for 
regional traffic. Specific amended or new policies relate d~rectlv to the I-5/Beltline IAMP 
and promote interchange management by implementing trip monitoring plans for master 
plans for property at the McKenzie Gateway MDR site. 

The follom7ing new pollcy pro\ Ides ~nterchange ared protection thro~rgh est,~blish~ng t r ~ p  
mon~torlng reclulrements and a tilp cap, or maxlmum numbel of trips allo\vable Thls 
ensures some protection of Interchange area capac~ty 

This policy provides interchange protection through trip caps, as well as trip monitoring 
plans, and site plan review. Also, development proposals that increase the number of 
allowable PM Peak Hour trips must notice ODOT through TPlZ procedure, and prove that 
the development meets TPR requirements. These are interchange protection measures, 
because it controls the amount of congestion in the interchange area and allows for both 
local and OD07 review for any significant development. 

Residential Element Policy and implementation Action 13.7: 

Master Plans for property at the McKentae-Gatem a! MUR s l ie  that  propose to apply 
the hlUC and/or MS zoning district pursuant to liesrdentlal T'ollcies ,lncl 
Implementation Actlons i2 . i  and i2.6 shall be subject to the following requirements: 

1. An approved trip monitoring plan shall be a requirement of Master Plan 
approval. 

2. The trip monitoring plan shall demonstrate compliance with all conditions 
contained within applicable plan amendment adoption ordinance(s), and trip- 
generation estimates shall be performed using assumptions and methods which 
are consistent with those employed in the plan amendment traffic impact 
analvsis. 

3. Traffic generated bv land uses within the Master Plan boundaries where the MS 
and MUC zoning districts that are proposed in Phase 1 of the Development shall, 
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prior to 2010, be limited to a maximum of 1,457 x~ehicle trips. Beginning in 2010 
for Phase 2 of the Development, traffic generated from site development within 
the subject districts shall be limited to 1,840 PM Peak-Hour vehicle trips. Vehicle 
trips are defined as the total of entering plus exiting trips as estimated or 
measured of the I'M Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic. This trip monitoring 
plan limits allowed land uses to be consistent with the planned function, capacity 
and performance standards of affected transportation facilities. 

4. Subsequent Site Plan Review applications for sites within the Master Plan 
boundaries shall be in compliance with the approved trip monitoring plan. 

5. Any proposal that would increase the number of allowable PM Peak Hour 
vehicle trips for the MS and MUC area beyond the limits specified in section 3 
above shall be processed as a refinement plan amendment, a zoning map 
amendment or Master Plan approval pursuant to SDC 37.040 or modification 
pursuant to SDC 37.040 and 37.060(3) and regardless of which type of process is 
sought, each shall demonstrate compliance w~ith applicable provisions of the 
Transportation Planning Rule for such proposal. 

Other transportation goals of the plan Include provlslons to reduce future traffic congestion, 
alr pollut~on, and noise by establ~shing Transportat~on Demancl Management (TDM), 
Transportation Supply Management (TSM), ancl Traff~c Reduction Ordinances (TRO) 
Programs; such regulations would help to ensure the ~ntegritv of the I-ci/Beltllne 
interchange area Some of the more relex ant polrcles inclucie the following (others are 
included in Appendix D). 

Plan Section: Communitv and Economic Development 
Goal 2a. Enhance opportunities for industrial, commercial, recreational, and tourism-related 
property to be developed, redeveloped, improved, rehabilitated, conserved and protected in 
Lvavs that ~vill: 

a. ensure that public impro17ements and Infrastructure in the Refinement Plan area are 
sirfflcient to accommodate current and future de~eloprncnt, ~vhtle m~t igat~ng a n  atfx erse 
~mpacts of such development on res~dentlal, scl~ool, park, and other nie5 Wage 10). 

Findings: This goal ~dentihes the relationship behveen development and adequate 
~nfrastructurc Thlc, goal s~lpports the IAMP by promot~ng tht sufflcicncv of infrastructure 
to support currcnt and future dcvelopr,ent IAMP rccommendat:ons were de-, cloptd to 
support ex~sting and future growth as outllned in local and reglonal plans, and to improve 
existing and future safety and operat~ons cond~tions at the ~nterchange 

Plan Section: Transportation Element 

Goals: 
Goal 1: Provide for a safe and efficient transportation system in the Gate~iay Refinement 
Plan area. (Page 48). 

Goal 4: Plan and design and efficient and flexible transportation system for undeveloped 
lands within the Refinement Plan area to ensure minimum traffic impacts. (Page 48). 
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Goal 5: Reduce future traffic congestion, air pollution, and noise by establishing 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM), Transportation Supply Management (TSM), 
and Traffic Reduction Ordinances (TRO) Programs. (Page 48). 

Findings: These goals are consistent with the intent of the 15/Beltline TAMP, including the 
promotion of a safe and efficient transportation system that is flexible enough to 
accommodate anticipated future development. The goals also support interchange 
management bv promoting TDM and TSM, which are management tools that can help to 
preserve capacity. 

Policies and Implementation Actions: 
Policy and Implementation Action 4.0: Limit access to minor arterials as rede~~elopment 
occurs. (IJage 49). 

Policy and Implementation Action 4.1: Encourage the use of joined driveways during the 
site plan review process. (Page 49). 

Policy and Implementation Action 4.2: Require large subdivisions or retail outlets with 
direct access on arterial roads to use "right in right out" drives as appropriate. (Page 49). 

Findings: These policies and implementation actions promote access management, ~vhich 
functions to preserve roadways and enhance corridor safety. Access management can be 
t~sed as a tool to control circulation, congestion and safety in the interchange influence area. 

Policy and Imple~nentation Action 13.0: Future transportation system development in the 
McKenzie-Gate~vay Campus Industrial and the 180 acre MDR sltes should occur as needed 
in conjunction \<rith CI and MDR, MUC and MS development. (Amended, Page 51). 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.3: Upgrade Beltline Road between Gateway and 
Game Farm Road, widening as needed, including sidewalks only between Gateway Street 
and Hutton Way, and excluding bicycle lanes. (Page 51). 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.4: Upgrade Game Farm Road North between Belt 
Line and 1-5 overcrossing to urban standards, including side~valks and bike lanes. (Page 51). 

Policy and lmple~nentation Action 13.6: T h r o ~ ~ g h  the s ~ t e  plan revle\v process, ensure that 
a11 plans for development of the McKen~le-Gatewa-y- SLI and 180-acres MDli sltes plan for 
and malntd~n the opportuni t\i to a c h ~ e ~ e  efficient and effective road systems (Page 51) 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.7: Implement the following road system 
impro\.ements, consisteni with the recommendations of the Gatew-ay Neighborhood 
Transportation System Analysis, and proposed Transplan amendments needed to 
incorporate them into the TransPlan project list: Develop a collector road that connects the 
extensions of Beltline Road and Raleighwood Avenue; Extend Beltline Road eastward, 
mitigating the impact on existing homes to the maximum extent practical, to connect with 
the McKenzie-Gatellray MDR Area's collector system; Develop an east-west collector within 
the McKenzie-Gateway SLI site. (Page 52). 

Findings: These policies and implementation actions outline future planning for the area 
northeast of the I-5/Beltline interchange. In general, the intent is that adequate roadway 
improvements are made to accommodate any future nem7 development. This supports the 
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IAMP by providing local road improvements that ~7il l  enhance the operations and 
functionality of the interstate system; local roadway connectivity can draw trips off the state 
or regional system. 

Policy and Implementation Action 16.0: Explore the feasibility of a Transportation Demand 
Management program to reduce demand on the transportation system. (Page 52). 

Findings: This policy promotes the use of long-tern1 transportation management tools 
(TDM) that will enhance management of the interchange management area. The 
policy/implementation action supports interchange management by providing a 
mechanism to minimize congestion in the interchange area. 

Policy and Implementation Action 18.0: Explore the possibility and feasibilitv of providing 
incentives for employers who encourage their employees to commute to work in other 
than drix~ing along during morning and afternoon peak travel periods. (Page 52). 

Findings: This policy promotes the use of long-term traffic management tools that w7ill 
enhance management of the interchange management area. Flexible schedules can 
contribute to congestion reduction during peak hour travel, which promotes interchange 
management. 

Policy and Implementation Action 19.0: Establish Traffic Reduction Ordinances in the 
future to reduce peak hour vehicle trip generation by major employers in the area. (Page 52). 

Findings: This policy promotes the use of long-term traffic management tools that \\.ill 
enhance management of the interchange management area. This supports the IAMP bv 
providing a congestion management tool for the interchange area. 

Policy and Implementation Action 25.0: Facilitate the efficient operation of transportation 
systems serl~ing the commercially developed area. (Page 54). 

Policy and Implementation Action 25.1: Provide for the future expansion of the intersection 
of Gateway Street and Beltline Road when review-ing site plans for developments fronting 
this intersection. (Page 54). 

Policy and ]Implementation Action 25.3: JYork 1~1th  the Clty of E~~gene,  Lane County, the 
State of Oregon, and the Lane Translt D~s t r~c t  In dex elop~ng reg~onal transportation 
~olutrons to accommodate traff~c generated by the GatexVal, mall ,~nd  other cornrnercml 
cfe\ eloprnents In the planning area (Page 53) 

Findings: These policies and impiementation actions underscore tile importance of linking 
efficient transportation operations with commercial land uses in the Gateway area. This 
policy language provides support for the I-5/Beltline IAMP, in that the importance of 
planning for increased traffic at the Gateway Street/Beltline Road intersection area is 
recognized. 

Local Development Codes 
I'rimary code documents relevant for the I-S/Beltline IAMP include the Eugene and 
Springfield Development Codes (including Springfield Municipal Code Article 32 - Public 
and Private lmprovemcnts). 
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The City of Springfield and City of Eugene have development approval and land use 
decision procedures. These local codes are designed to ensure that consistent standards are 
applied to new development and redevelopment, and that new development and 
redevelopment fit within the policy framevvork and vision of the jurisdiction and area. The 
jurisdictions also all have requirements for traffic impact studies, depending on the type and 
level of new development (e.g., public/private school uses, industrial sites, and special 
uses). For example, Section 32.020(1)(e)(2) of the Springfield code includes provisions for 
Traffic Impact Study requirements for applicants; a TIS is required when a land use firill 
generate 250 or more vehicle trips per day. 

Springfield and Eugene also have level of senlice standards, which provide a measure of 
interchange protection by allo~ving only certain levels of congestion on roadways (e.g. 
requiring new development to mitigate i f  traffic levels are expected to cause the roadway to 
operate worse than acceptable engineering standards). Springfield and Eugene have access 
management standards, which limit the amount of turning movements onto a roadway, 
enhancing safety and traffic operations, and protecting the interchange area (particularly in 
Springfield). It is assumed that this will lead to interchange protection via the 
intergovernmental agreement between OD07 and the City of Springfield that has the City 
monitoring congestion on Beltline High\vajr east of the interchange. 

Some of the inore relevant code citations for interchange protection include the following: 

Springfield Development Code 

Discretionary Use Criteria for Multi-Unit Developments. 10.035(10)(b)(4). Where 
practicable, consolidate or share drjveu-ays and internal streets with driveways or internal 
streets sen-ing abutting sites. 

Fir~dings: This provision encourages shared driveways and accesses, which works to 
preserve roadway capacity and enhance safety. This supports interchange management by 
pro\71ding a tool to promote internal circulation rather than mult~ple accesses, which can 
cause congestion and safety issues. 

Criteria - 37.040(3). Proposed on-slte atld off-s~te public and pr~vate improx ements are 
suff~c~ent to accommodate the proposed phased de~~elopment and any capac~ty 
requirements of public f a c ~ l ~ t ~ e s  plans, and pro\ Islons are made to assure construct~on of 
off-srte ~mprox ements ln conlunctlor~ 1~1th  a schcciule of the phaslng. 

Findings: This prn\-ision requires that pub!ic improvements proposed as part cf master plan 
developments are adequateiy planned to accommodate capacity requirements. This 
provision helps to protect interchange function bv assuring that development does not 
impact the capacity of the transportation svstem ~vithot~t  mitigation. This provides a level of 
protection for proposed projects in the JASLIP. 

Public and Private Improvements (Article 32) 

Streets - Public. 32.020(1)(a). The street system shall ensure efficient traffic circulation that 
is convenient and safe. 

32.020(1)(a)(I)(a). Streets shall be deslgned to eff~ciently and safely accommodate all modes 
of travel ~ncluding emergencj flre and med~cal ser~~ice  ~~ehicles. 
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32.020(l)(a)(l)(c). Streets shall be interconnected to provide for the efficient provision of 
public facilities and for more even dispersal of traffic. 

32.020(l)(a)(l)(g). The street design shall enhance the efficiency of the regional collector and 
arterial street system by providing relatively uniform \.olumes of traffic to provide for 
optimum dispersal. 

32.020(1)(c). A developer may be required to prepare a Traffic Impact Study to show how 
the design and installation of on-site and off-site improvements miill minimize identified 
traffic impacts. The study shall be included with a development application, in any of the 
following instances: 

1. When requesting a Variance from the transportation specifications of this Code. 

2. When a land use ~7ill  generated 250 or more vehicle trips per day in accordance with the 
current version of the Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation 
lnforrnational Report. Descriptions of the requirements of a minor/major Traffic Impact 
Study are described in the Department of Public Works Standard Operating Procedures. 

3. When the installation of traffic signals mav be warranted. 

3 .  The Public Works Director mav require a Traffic Impact Study for a land use when the 
proposed de\ eloyment creates a hazardous situation or degrades existing conditions to 
dn unacceptable level of serylce. 

5. 'The Public \Yorks Director will  determine the nature and the extent of the TIA 
requirements relating to the number of trips associated with a specific development and 
potential traffic hazards. 

Findings: These provisions in Article 32 outline requirements for public streets that are 
constructed or reconstructed in coordination w'ith development, and also outline Traffic 
Impact Study requirements. This is important for maintaining the basic functionality of the 
transportation system as new development or redevelopment occurs. These proxrisions 
slupport the IAMP by requiring Traffic Impact Studies for cle\:elopments \vith a specific 
number of trips. It  is assumed that the Public Works Director ~ 1 1 1  ensure that new 
developments  ill be consistent ~v i th  the lAMP and ZAMP recomniendatio~as, along with 
other state and local plans and codes. 

Eugene Developraient Code 

Standards for Streets, Allevs and Other Public Ways 
Street Connectivity Standards. 9.6815(2)(b). The proposed development shall include street 
connections in the direction of all ex~sting or planned streets within ?4 mile of the 
development site. The proposed dexreloprnent shall also include street connections to any 
streets that abut, are adjacent to, or terminate at the development site. Secondary access for 
fire and emergency medical vehicles is required. 

Findings: This provision promotes street connectix~ity, which helps to maintain the local 
street nettvork, xvhich places less pressure on major arterials in terms of congestion levels. 
This senes  to preserve the improvements recommended as part of the I-5/Beltline IAMP. 
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Traffic Impact Analysis Review 
Applicability. 9.8670. Traffic Impact Analysis Review is required when one of the follou7ing 
conditions exists: 

(1) The development  rill generate 100 or more vehicle trips during any peak hour as  
determined by using the most recent edition of the Institute of Transportation 
Engineer's Trip Generation Manual. In developments involving a land division, the 
peak hour trips shall be calculated based on the likely development that  ill occur 
on all lots resulting from the land division. 

(2) The increased traffic resulting from the developrrrent n7ill contribute to traffic 
problems in the area based on current accident rates, traffic \~olumes or speeds that 
warrant action under the city's traffic calming program, and identified locations 
where pedestrian and/or bicyclist safety is a concern by the city that is documented. 

(3) The city has performed or reviewed traffic engineering analyses that indicated 
appro\.al of the development will result in levels of serx~ice of the roadway system in 
the vicinity of the deveIopment that do  not meet adopted level of senrice standards. 

(4) For development sites that abut a street in the jurisdiction of Lane County, a Traffic 
Impact Analysis Review is required if the proposed development will generate or 
receive traffic by vehicles of heavy weight in their daily operations. 

Findings: These provisions outline Traffic Impact Analvsis lieview, and mihen it is required. 
'These provisions are important for maintaining the basic functionality of the transportation 
system as new development or redevelopment occurs. These provisions support the IAMP 
by requiring Traffic Impact Studies for developments with a specific number of trips. It is 
assumed that the Public Works Director ~7i l l  ensure that new developments will be 
consistent with the IAMP and IAMP recommendations, along with other state and local 
plans and codes. 

Other specific code citations and findings of IAMP and interchange management st~pport 
are included in Appendix D. 

Conclusions 
The proposed 1-5/IJeltline Interchange Project and IAICII' are consistent with all relevant 
federal and state policies, plans and rules. l h e  proposed I-5/Beltline Interchange Project 
and IAMP are also consistent with local poiicv documents, including a listing in TransPlan, 
the federally required liegional Transportation Plan and Metro Plan transportation element. 
The I-5/Beltline IAMP does not seek plan amendments to any local plans or local adoption, 
because local plan language-as well as code language-already supports (1) the 
recommended project as put forth in the 15/Beltljne IAMP and (2) effective interchange 
management and protection for the duration of the planning period. 



SECTION 4 

Land Use and Environmental Analysis 

Land Use 
Development on the south-cl~est side of the interchange 1s primarilv residential. There is a 
mixture of residential and industrial/commercial development to the north of the Beltline 
Highway. De\lelopment on the east side of the interchange is primarily commercial and 
retail. Thus, much of the interchange area is developed with 10~7- and medium-density 
residential, commercial, industrial, service and office uses. Additional tracts of land are 
currently under development (i.e., RiverBend Regional Medical Center, Royal Caribbean 
Call Center). Urban development with both regional and local significance includes 
Gateway Mall, residential and commercial development, office complexes, and campus 
industrial complexes such as Symantec. 

According to the Metro Plan, continued growth of the local ecoliomy is anticipated in the 
future, as is additional urban development within incorporated cities. 'The area population 
is also expected to continue to grolv, although the rate of growth and in-migratioxi are 
expected to be less than in the past. 

The northern half of the interchange is near the Eugene-Springfield UGB. Land beyond the 
UGB is primarily agricultural or undeveloped with scattered rural residential uses. Nearly all 
the land in the interchange area and within the UGB falls into residential, commercial, or 
industrial zoning districts. Land use planning maps that served as the basis for the EA, and 
an updated zoning map, are included in Appendix C. 

Approx~mately 100 acres of vacant or agricultural land are designated for development in 
the area north of Har lo~r  Road, \rest of 5th Street and east of Coburg Road. All of t h ~ s  land 
1s within the current l jm~ts  of Eugene or Spr~ngfield or ~ v ~ t h ~ n  the UGB. About one-half the 
area 15 west of 1-5 and about half 1s east of 1-5 Much of the uncle\ eloped land IS located 
north of Beltl~ne Hrgh\\7ay In thc de\ eloping Chad I>rl\?e area Ex entuallv, addlt~onal land 
use development ~ s o u l d  like]\ come to a standstill wlth0~1t acceptable safetv ~mprovernents, 
1% hlch xcould requlre access management ~mprox~ements 

I'lanned land uses are slrnilar to existing land uses in that the major categories arc 
residential, commercial, and industrial, and occur in the same general locations. The 
comprehensive land use map and zoning map indicate the follow~ing trends in the three 
functional areas: 

Gateway Area (northeast and southeast quadrants): Continued development of 
commercial, campus industrial, and medium-density residential uses 

Chad Drive Area (north\vest quadrant): Continued development of campus industrial, 
commercial, and residential uses 
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Willakenzie Neighborhood (southwest quadrant): Continued presence of residential 
uses (primarily single-family) adjacent to 1-5 

The project's REA includes a chapter on land use findings, where compliance with various 
policies of the OHP and other plans is discussed. The project was shown to meet each of the 
relevant requirements. 

Environment 
The EA inx~estigated potential impacts of the project to natural and human resources. Because 
the project area is compact, already disturbed, and committed to urban use, few 
em~ironmental issues were found to be of concern. Proposed mitigation and consen7ation 
measures w7ere addressed in the EA and REA. 

The Interchange Build Alternative would include direct impacts to hvo jurisdictional 
wetland sites of approximately 7,160 square meters (1.8 acres) total. An individual project 
National Enx~ironmental Policy Act (NEPA)/404 wetland permit is applicable for this project. 
Fisli habitat was not assessed because none of the wetlallds appear to have fish-bearing 
waters present. None of the  vetl lands in the project area met any of the criteria for wetlands 
of special interest for protection. Three proposed mitigation sites are located within the 
project termini within the same ~vaterslied as the affected wetlands. Mitigation is in-kind, 
and the mitigation sites will perform similar functions and values as the affected xvetlands. 
'The project area is not n~ithin an area of existing high natural resource values. There are no 
protected sites in the project area. 

Analysis of water quality impacts shows that the project would not result in toxicity levels 
for evaluated metals and \could result In a quantity increase of less than 0.0001 percent in 
the flou7s of receiving waters through its indirect impacts. 

Proposed water qualltv m ~ t ~ g a t ~ o n  for Phase I of the Interchange Bulld Alternatix e includes 
construction of flat-bottomed roads~de f~lter strlps and/or bloswales deslgned to treat 
140 percent of the new ~mper\~tous surface area, or a mlnlmum of 4,208 square meters 
(45,274 square feet) Treated stormwater is proposed to discharge into propo5eci lvetiand 
mltigatlon along the northern s ~ d e  of Beltllne Highway wrest of 1-5 

Phe approxmatel~ 18 0 acres of land to be acqu~red and con~erted to transportat~on use, 
according to the EA, I >  '1 relat~x el) n-unor quantltv relatn e to thc supply of falid I n  the area 
None of the accluls~tloii\ -i4 oulci reiult In cha~lgcs to the ox erall a\ arlab~lltv or use of land I r i  

the area 

Because the project w-ould have only minor impacts to geology and soils, air quality, visual 
landscape, and land use, no mitigation of impacts is proposed for these aspects of the 
environment. Noise Tras a concern to some residential stakeholders, and some sound ~7alls 
are recommended. Investigation of hazardous materials demonstrated either no concern or 
routine consideration of soil and groundwater contamination for t ~ 7 o  properties and two 
sites with active underground storage tanks. The project would not affect any cultural 
resources or listed plant or a ~ ~ i m a l  species. The Interchange Build Alternative ~ r o u l d  result 
in hvo business and hvo residential displacements. Two senlice stations and one restaurant 
would be displaced by the Beltline /Gatemray intersection improvements. Some electrical 
utilities w o ~ ~ l d  be affected by the project. 



SECTION 5 

Existing Plan and Conditions and Forecast 
Deficiencies Analysis 

The existing I-5/Beltline Interchange conditions were evaluated as part of 1-5 State of the 
Inters t d e ,  A Transportation Condit ior~s  Report (2000). The report documents deficiency 
assessment findings for geometric conditions, operational conditions, safety conditions, 
bridge structure condition, and pavement ratings. Operational and safety problems will 
~ \~o r sen  without better connections of the adjacent roadway network and improvements to 
the interchange. In the next 15 years, according to the Beltline Facility I'lan (1999), the 
number of daily vehicle trips t ra~ersing the I-5/Beltline Interchange is expected to increase 
from 100,000 to 120,000 trips per day, an increase of 20 percent. The number of non-auto 
trips will also increase. These increases will be associated with additional land development 
in the surrounding area, as well as an increase in regional trips. 

Without improvements to the interchange geometry, these conditions could lead to an 
increase in the number of crashes, particularlv along 1-5 and Beltline Road through the 
weave sections, between interchange loop ramps. 

Thus, current problems at the interchange can generally be classified into three related 
top~cs: geometric deficiencies, operational deficiencies, and safety deficiencies. 

Existing Geometric Deficiencies 
The I-5/Beltllne Interchange 1s a cloverleaf form with circular loop ramps in all four 
quadrants When the I-5/Beltllne Interchange was constructed, the surrounding area was 
rural These condltlons facilitated sn~ooth and safe operations through a clol erleaf-type 
interchange Trafflc demands for I-5/BeItline Road Interchange In 1970 were 20,650 vehrcles 
per dav, compared to 100,1100 todav For instance, the short distances behveen loop r ~ ~ m p s ,  
where trafflc 1s requlred to \;\ ea\ e, M ere consistent M it11 trafflc demands for the 20-year 
plann~ng period (from 1965 to 1985) Ho~rever ,  the number of associated vehlcle confllcts in 
the weaylng areas on both 1-5 and Beltline Road Ir Increasing The weave confllcts are 
part~cularly d~ff~cul t  when truck trafflc IS ~nvclved. 

Similarly for the Beltline/Gate\vay intersection, traffic volumes n7ere low7 when it was 
originally constructed, and the distance of 625 feet between the interchange ramps and 
Gateway did not create anv traffic issues. However, this spacing now creates challenges for 
manv drivers destined for Arco, Svmantec, or other locations north of Beltline. These drivers 
must cross three eastbound lanes of Beltline to access northbound Game Farm within a 
short distance. 

In 1999, ODOT constructed a safetv improvement project that separated northbound off- 
ramp freeway traffic destined for soutlibound Gatewav from other off-ramp traffic, 
eliminating a \17eax7e with eastbound Beltline to southbound Gateway. Despite these 
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improvements, the following geometric deficiencies still exist at the 15/Beltline Interchange 
according to AASHTO standards: 

The 1-5 w7eave section distance between the exit and entrance ramps is less than ideal for 
safe movement of current traffic volumes (both northbound and southbound) 

The Beltline Road w7eave section distance between the exit and entrance ramps is less 
than ideal for safe movement of current traffic volumes (both eastbound and 
westbound) 

The loop ramp horizontal alignment in the northwest, southeast, and southwest 
quadrants' non-circular curves requires operators to constantly adjust steering. This is a 
problem for truck traffic 

Existing Operational Deficiencies 
"Operations" refers to the quality of traffic flow. The operating speed requlred by the loop 
ramps creates transition problems for drivers as a result of the differential between freeway 
t r a ~  el speeds and speeds of the merge/diverge moxTements transitioning to the l o ~ r e r  speed 
loop ramps. The highest volume movements are from northbound 1-5 to westbound Beltline 
and the reciprocal movement from eastbound Beltline to southbound 1-5. 

The operational deficiencies parallel the geometric deficiencies identified above and include 
the relationship between the Interchange and the nearby Beltline/Gate\vav intersection: 

The distance of only 625 feet from the 1-5 ramp to nearest intersection (Beltline/ 
Gate~vay) causes intermittent delay during peak commuter periods. 

The Beltline/Gateway intersection northbound storage queue backs up  past Kruse Way, 
creating congestion and delay to business access during peak periods. 

Accord~ng to the ODOT brtdge inspect~on program, the I-5/Beltllne overcroswlg structure 
has a condit~on rating of 64 6 out of a poss~ble ratlng of 100 and IS funct~onallv obsolete, 
pr~rna-1117 based on rts narrol\ rv~dth Structures In the 50 to 80 range fall lnto the 
rehabilltation impror ement categorv 

Existing Safety Deficiencies 
Increased traffic conflicts, coupled with geometric deficiencies, typicall~i rtsult in higher 
numbers of crashes. During the &year period from January 1993 through December 1998, 
more than 175 crashes in the I-5/Beltline Interchange area w7ere reported to <)DOT; these 
included crashes on the 1-5 mainline, the interchange ramps, and Beltline u p  to but not 
including the Beltline/Gateway intersection. About 67 percent of the crashes involved 
injuries to some extent, including one pedestrian fatality. The ratio of daytime to nighttime 
accidents svas 2.5 to 1. 

ODOT's 1999 safety ~mprovement project was intended to make intersection operational 
improvements. About 64 of the reported crashes, or 37 percent, may have been avoided 
during the reporting period had the enhancement been in place earller. There remaln 
111 reported crashes in the area not related to the safety improvement project. Of these 
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remaining crashes, 58 percent were rear-end, 22 percent were fixed or other object, 
11 percent were sideswipe-overtaking, 7 percent involved turning movements, and 
2 percent were categorized as ot l~er  types. Crash hot-spot locations are as follows: 

15 - 1-5 southbound, including weave 
5 - 1-5 northbound, including w7eave 
8 - Beltline m~ea\~es between 1-57 ramps 
8 - Northbound ramp intersection 
16 - Beltline to Gateway weave, unrelated to 1999 safety project 

According to the EA, ODOT data indicate the interchange area's crash rate is in the state's 
highest 10 percent of all crash locations. 

Existing and Future Travel Demand 
A traffic analysis was performed as part of project development. Traffic volume forecasts for 
the existing plan and conditions are shown in Table 1. The traffic volume forecasts for the 
year 2025 assumed the projects identified in the Regional Transportation System Plan 
Financially Constrained System xrould be constructed and operational as planned. Since 
development of the EA, the City of Springfield has approved rezoning of property east of 
Beltline Road to accommodate the RiverBend Regional Medical Center complex 
(PeaceHealth Hospital and other facilities). The traffic analysis undenvent a threshold test 
relative to the nelv clevelopment, and the test validated the results of the EA, 

Future Interchange Operations 
The Beltline Interchange Selected Alternative would substantially improve traffic operations 
in comparison to the Financially Constrained System alone. The proposed project u7ould 
result in no weaving areas operating at unacceptable senrice levels, by eliminating them or 
adding auxiliary lanes along Beltline Highxvav beween 1-5 and Coburg Road and along 1-5 
behveen Beltline and 1-105. 

S~mllar to the 2025 Financially Constr'uned Swtern, the Beltllne Interchange Selected 
Alternatix e woulcl result rn a volume-to-capac~tv ratio of 0 84 (LOS D) along southbound 1-5 
to the north of Belthne and a vc,lume-to-capacity ratlo of 0 89 (LO5 E) along northbound 1-5 
to the north of Beltllne Conieq~~ent l j ,  although the I-'T/Be?tllne Interchange project ~ 7 1 1 1  

meet mobill:v standards for all ramp ~ntersections and weave novements, it does not solve 
the expected mobilitv problems on the 1-5 malnIine. This 1s a larger problem that ~ 1 1 1  affect 
all of 1-5 through Eugene and SprlngfleId from Goshen to Coburg bv 2020 unless 
improl ements are made to the 1-5 mainline or demand is reduced. 
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TABLE 1 
No-Build and Financially Constrained System Alternatives Design Hour Volumes and Forecasts 
I-5/Beltline /AMP 

No-Build 
Financially Constrained 

Location Year 2000 Year 2005 Year 2025 Year 2025 (No Project) 

Highway Segments 

1-5 nlo Beltline 

1-5 slo Beltline 

Beltline wlo 1-5 

Beltline wlo Gateway 

I-5lBeltline Ramps 

Local Roads 

Beltline elo Hutton 880 955 1,360 2,835 

Pioneer Pkwy. elo GFRS nla nla n/a 2,990 

Gateway nlo Beltl~ne 1,160 1.325 2.290 2.070 

Gateway sio Beltline 2.450 2,760 4,495 2,875 

GFRN nlo International 820 945 1,655 1,620 

International elo GFRN 430 485 800 770 

GFRE elo GFRN 410 470 875 1 ;025 

GFRS slo Beltline 1,165 1,290 2.035 605 

Notes: 
eio = east of EB = eastbound GFRS = Game Farm Road South 
nio = north of NB = northbound GFRN = Game Farm Road North 
slo = south of SB = southbound GFRE = Game Farm Road East 
wlo = west of WE = westbound 

Source : CH2M HILL, 2001. Transportation Operational Analysis Report for fhe I-5/Beltline Interchange 
Prepared for Oregon Department of Transportation. November 2001. 
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Future Local Roadway Operations 
All but two of the study area intersections would improve to acceptable operations with the 
I5/Beltline Interchange project. The fx7o intersections that would not meet service level 
standards in 2025 despite the proposed project are the Game Farm Road South/Game Farm 
Road East intersection and the Postal Way/Gateway Street intersection. The Game Farm 
Iioad intersection is anticipated to operate at LOS E (with a volume-to-capacity ratio of 0.94) 
because of increasing traffic associated with nearbv industrial development. The stop sign- 
controlled turns from Postal Way onto Gateway Street are predicted to operate at LOS F 
(with a volume-to-capacity ratio over 1.0). 

During the 2025 design hour the Gateway/Beltline intersection ~vould function with a 
volume-to-capacity ratio of 0.84 (LOS D). This would be a substantial improvement 
compared to both the No-Build and Financiallv Constrained System, ~7hich each ~7ould 
result in multiple hours of congestion, excessive motorist delays, and traffic backups. 

The Beltline/Hutton intersection would be signali~ed. It would operate with a 2025 V / C  
ratio of 0.81 (LOS D). The Gateway/Kruse and Game Farm Road North/Game Farm Road 
East intersections xvould be signalized. Both intersections would operate at LOS C or better 
conditions. 

The TIS conducted in conjunction with PeaceHea1thrs application and review and approx~al 
processes indicates the interchange and all intersections would meet mobility standards 
through 2025. This assumes that the Beltline/Gatcwa); Intersection would adjust the traffic 
signal timing from a 60-second cycle to a 120-second cycle, change the eastbound right turn 
lane on Beltline flighway to a shared tlirough/rigltt turn lane, and add a fourth lane from 
the intersection to the northbound ramp terminal. 

Traffic Progression and Signal Needs 
A progression analysis was performed as part of the traffic analysis for the 1-5/Beltline 
Interchange EA. Appendix B includes maps depicting the lane conf~gurations, traffic 
volurnc~s, and queuing lengths for the proposed project. The 2025 design hour traffic 
backups extending from the Beltline/Gateway intersectiorl would be contained behveen the 
intersection arid each of its four adjacent signalized intersections. The Gate~vay/Kruse 
intersection ~7ould dllow southbound Gatcwav rnovel-tlents to bypass the traffic signal, 
eliminating southbound backups except for Jeft-turning x~ehjcles. The Beldine/Hutton 
intersection 2025 design northbound traffic backup would extend about 925 feet to the 
south, and Hutton would be one-w7ay northbound. The intersection of Game Farm Road 
North/Game Farm Road East would need a traffic signal in 2011 or 2012. A traffic signal 
would not be needed for the unsignalized intersections of Game Farm Iioad South/Game 
Farm Road East, or for Gatewav/Postal, by 2025. 



SECTION 6 

Alternatives Analysis 

Development of the I-5/Beltline Interchange alternatives proceeded through a highly 
structured decisionmaking process consisting of the following major steps: 

Formulation of management structure and decisionmaking process 
Definition of transportation problem 
De~~elopment of alternative evaluatioi~ framework 
Formulation of alternatives 
'Threshold screening of alternatives 
Collection of data 
Evaluation and screening of alternatives 
Selection of multimodal alternatives for detailed evaluation (to be documented in EA) 
Refinement of screened alternatives 

Formulation of Management Structure and Decision Process 
O D 0 7  de\-eloped a management structure for the I-5/Beltline Interchange project to 
provide a framework for the identification and analysis of project alternatives. The 
management structure conslsts of the folIou7ing three groups: 

Beltline Decision Team (BDT): Made up  of a representative from each of the major 
jurisdictions and agencies with regulatory authority for project implementation, this group 
sets the policy framesvork for the project and makes final decisions at key decision points. 
BDT members are respons~ble for brieflng their organi~ations and coordinating activities 
accordingly. 

Stakeholder Working Group (SWG): Revlexcs detalled aspects of the project deslgn, 
pro[ lcles guidance to technical staff on detalled aspects of the project M ork, and makes 
recommendations to the BDT SWG members represent a range of stakeholder ~nierests, 
~ncludlng affected property 0x1 ners, ne~ghborhoods, 1ntere3t groups, jur~sdlct~ons and 
agenc1e5. SWG members act as a commumcatlon l ~ n k  behveen the~r  const~tuencles and 
agency decl\~onmakers and elected official\ 

Beltline Management Team (BMT): Consists of a select committee of technical experts from 
ODOT and the project consultant team. The BMT s e n e s  as staff to the BDT and SWG by 
providing them needed information, analvsis, and facilitation to support project 
decisionmaking. 

Definition of Transportation Problem 
The problem definition n7as de~eloped  by the SWG from Mav 6,2000, through June 20, 
2000, based on a summary of existing deficiencies. The preliminary problem definition w a s  
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reviewed at the public workshop held on August 3,2000, and approved by the BDT on 
September 25,2000. The main topics identified by the SWG were: 

Change from rural to urban land uses since the facility was constructed 

Transportation performance 

- Geometric deficiencies 
- Operational deficiencies 
- Safety deficiencies 
- Future operations 

Community \liability 

- Mismatch of transportation capacity to developable vacant land 
- Major facilities have become barriers to non-auto use 
- Increased traffic levels affect neighborhood li\rability 

Development of Evaluation Framework 
The SWG created an evaluation framework approved by the BDT to be used as a tool to 
support the dec~sionmak~ng process "Pass/fa~l" thresholds represent~ng mln~murn 
condihons of acceptance to screen out unfeasible alternatnlei were establ~shed, as ~vell  as 
criter~a to evaluate the feas~ble alternatives based on t h e ~ r  performance against the full range 
of \takeholder T alues The methodology to be used In dex eloping a ranklrig of the feas~ble 
alternat~ves was spec~f~ed  The evaluation framework incorporated the following elements. 

The SWG is expected to represent a cross-section of project stakeholders, specifically 
those affected by the outcome of the project. E\raluation criteria reflecting desired project 
outcomes xvould be developed by the SWG. 

Weightings for each criterion would be developed bv the SWG to establish their relative 
importance. 

Quantitative ratings wotald be de\reloped bv technical staff to measure the performance 
of each altcrnahx e against each evaluation criterion 

The performance and importance we~ghtings xvoulcl be comb~necl to create an 
altern;ibx e rar-tklng Ihe maln el aluat~on cnter~a categories ~ 1 ,  ere cost, transportat~on 
and safety natural environment, ~mplementatlon, and hornan env~ronrnent. The criteria 
categories and potentla1 performance measures n7ere revre~ved and comments solicited 
at a public workshop. Deta~led evaluation crlter~a and measures were then developed by 
the SWG and approved by the BDT. 

Formulation of Alternatives 
All regional and local planning documents, plus many potential project alternatives, were 
re\liex\.ed in developing this project. Identified alternatives included various measures of 
TSM, such as ramp metering, high occupancy vehicle (HOV) "diamond" lanes, and traffic 
signal timing optimization. Other alternatives included TDM techniques, such as fringe-area 
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parking and rideshare programs, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and bus transit systems. 
Doing nothing to address the identified transportation problems of the area, the "no-build" 
alternative, also was considered. 

Several "build" alternatives were formulated, follo~7ing the functional planning 
methodology of AASHTO, that w7ere presented to and developed with the SWG. This 
methodology specifies appropriate interchange forms based on the types of intersecting 
highways that are served by the interchange. For example, free flow interchange forms are 
appropriate at the intersection of two freeways. Traffic signals are appropriate for 
interchange connections to city streets. 

The SWG created an ellaluation framework approved by the BDT to be used as a tool to 
support the decisionmaking process. "Pass/Fail" thresholds were established to screen out 
non-feasible alternatives. Those alternatives carried further into the process received greater 
levels of scrutiny. Criteria were estabIished to evaluate the performance of feasible 
alternatives against the full range of stakeholder values and then to rank altematives. 

Threshold Screening 
Threshold criteria are set by acceptable project outcomes and federal, state, and local 
policies and standards (for which an alternative could not reasonably obtain an exception). 
Threshold criteria for the ~nterchange related to speed management, \Tea-\ ing movements, 
and spaclng bet~veen adjacent interchanges. Thresholcl criteria for intersections related to 
r~ght-of-~z~ay and safety of operations as influenced by space limits and conflict points. 

The threshold criteria (Table 2) -czrere applied by the BMT to the interchange alternatives and 
intersection options; these were then presented to the SWG for review and formulation of a 
recommendation to the BDT. The SWG reviewed interchanges first and eliminated several 
interchange forms that did not meet the criteria. The SWG evaluated intersections by first 
studying at-grade options, then grade-separated options, until a 20-year design life could be 
satisfied. A secoild level of evaluation was undertaken for pairing of the five interchanges 
and six intersections that met 12-ith BDT approval for e~raluation against the 20-year design 
fife criterion. 'raventy alternati\~es were forwarded for e\:aluation and further screening 
efforts. 

Data v\ ere then collecteci to ass~st in cluant~fgl~ng impacts to the natural and soclai 
en\ ~ ronn~en t s  for use In appl-vrng the evaluat~on cntena Other categories of data were 
collected and reviewed to determlnc appropriate factors to include ~ r ,  the ex aluatlcn 
process. 

Alternatives Evaluation 
Each feasible alternative w-as ranked according to how it met the design criteria: total project 
cost, business displacements, construction phasing costs, safety improvements in the first 
phase, and mobility at intersections. This included ratings for each criterion on a normalized 
scale, with the technical ratings provided by project staff to the SWG for review. A nominal 
group technique was used in a workshop to establish relative weights for each of the 
evaluation criteria (Table 3). Project alternati-\res were then ranked, which sen:ed as a point 
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of information from which SWG deliberations were launched to formulate a 
recommendation. Finally, a sensitivity analysis was performed to test the integrity of the 
alternative rankings. 

Twenty feasible alternatives were evaluated on the basis of 26 evaluation criteria grouped 
into the following broad categories: 

Cost - Right-of-way acquisition and construction costs were factored into the total 
project costs. 

Transportation and safety - Operations, mobility, safety and connectivity were 
evaluated. T l ~ e  modes considered were bike, pedestrian, wheelchair, transit, and motor 
vehicle. 

Natural Environment - Air quality, wetlands, and water quality were considered to be 
the most differentiating resource areas based on the information readily available. 

Implementation - Phasing of the ultimate solution into discrete affordable 
improvements with an emphasis on improving safety and deferring property impacts 
was ex~aluated. 

o Human environment - Impacts to existing businesses and residential property were 
considered, as well as impacts to potential future industrial, commerciaI, and residential 
uses. 

Eighteen alternatives were dismissed in the evaluation screening phase, and generally most 
were dismissed for the same reason: higher costs, lower transportation and safety benefits, 
higher impacts to the natural environment, and higher impacts to the human environment. 
Many had right-of-way or other impacts that were unacceptable locallv or difficult to 
implement. Differences in impacts to the natural environment among alternatives were 
small and resulted in little difference in the scoring and ranking of alternatives. 

The SWG met In No\ ember 2000 to revlew the results of the ranking process and they 
decided to seek public opimon on the top-ranked alternatj~es A public open house was 
helc'l In December 2000 with a focus on the top six ranked alternat~x es plus the 13th and 14th 
ranked alternatives to provlde a sense of the breadth of alternat~ves exarnlned Project staff 
I ecen ed <~nd  recorded publrc comment on alternatn es In an organ~zed manner The 
comments 11 ere factored Into the 5\VG recommendation l o  the BDT, 1271th wh~ch  the BDT 
concurred 

A major conclusion of the process is that the four top-ranked alternatives consisted of the 
same I-5/Beltline Interchange configuration with varying Beltline/Gate?vay intersection 
configurations. Potential environmental impacts of the Interchange Build Alternative and a 
No-Build Alternative were identified. Beltline/Gateway Intersection Option 1 received the 
highest ranking, foIlowed by Intersection Option 2. Intersection Option 3 was added later as 
part of the refinements evaluation phase, and therefore n7as not ranked during the 
alternatives evaluation process. All three Beltline/Gateway Intersection Options are 
included in the EA. 
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TABLE 2 
Threshold Criteria 
1-5 Beltline /AMP 

Threshold Criteria Measure 

1 .  Interchange and intersection form consistency with 
AASHTO forms: 

I C. Arterial system 

Do the I-5lBeltline West movements pass through 
a free flow ramp, in the ultimate configuration? 

Do the I-5lBeltline East connections pass through 
a ramp terminal intersection connection? 

Does the design provide for gradual transition 
between the high-speed, controlled-access 
Beltline West and the lower speed Beltline East? 

2. Applicable design standards and applicable OHP 
Policies (or concurrence on deviations by 
ODOTIFHWA). Federal Policya requirements are: 

2A. OHP Major Improvements, Policy 1 G Does the alternative improve the existing facilities 
(e.g., I-5JBeltline Interchange) without adding new 
interchange connections, or provides new 
interchange connections with overall benefit to the 
system and solves existing deficiencies? 

2B. OHP Access Management Standards, Appendix C Is the interchange spacing from crossroad to 
crossroad in an urban area at least 3 miles 
between interchange forms? 

2C. FHWA Interstate Access, Policy 4 Do the freeway ramps connect to public roads and 
provide all traffic movements? 

2D. NEPA Design Life requirement, OHP Mobility Does the alternative accommodate the 20-year 
Standard. Policy 1 F projected traffic demand on the affected system, 

in its ultimate configuration? 
- -- 

3. Local Criteria 

3A. Stakeholder concern for communi:y impact and cost Can the project be phased? 

30. Stakeholder concern for safety Does the alternative maintain or improve safely 
over 20-year "No-Build'' for all modes? 

a The FHWA interstate Access Policy is derived from Section 11 1 of Title 23 U.S.C. This essentially estabiishes 
the policy for amending or adding new points of access to the interstate system. 
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TABLE 3 
Evaluation Criteria 
1-5 Beltline /AMP 

Evaluation Criteria Measure 

A. Cost 

A l .  Total construction costs Total construction cost in dollars 

6. Transportation and Safety 

B1. Bike, pedestrian, wheelchair facility High, medium, or low based on improved mode links and 
connectivity desirable characteristics of system 

82. Bike, pedestrian, wheelchair facility safety High, medium, or low based on reduction of conflicts and 
separation of modes 

B3. Accommodation of transit 

B4. Motorized vehicle safety 

High, medium, or low based on provision of safe multi-modal 
facilities and relative preference over autos 

High, medium, or low based on form consistency, Number and 
separation of conflicting movements, operations of transitions, 
etc. 

B5. Mobility at intersections and ramps Number of locations exceeding Oregon Highway Plan volume to 
capacity standards and local Level Of Service standards 

B6. Travel time Cumulative delay on approximately five origin and destination 
trip palrs. measuring stop delays and total travel time 

C. Natural Environment 

C1. Air quality Number of intersections within study area exceeding volume-to- 
capacity ratio of 0.9 

C2. Water quality Square feet of impervious surface added 

C3. State and federal threatened and Acres of affected critical habitat 
endangered species and high-quality 
wetlands 

C4. Other wetlands Acres of affected wetland area 

D. Implementation 

D l .  Construct~on phas~ng costs Net present value in dollars 

D2. Safety improveinent from 82 and B4 in High. medium, and iow based on percent of total conflicting 
ihe f~rst phase movements eliminated in first phase 

D3. Ability to defer residential and business Percent of displacement and non-displacement impacts in the 
property impacts as determined in E l ,  E3, first phase 
and E7, to later phases 

E. Human Environment 

E l .  Business displacements Product of number of employees. number of displacements, 
and market value (from the County Assessor's files) 

E2. Access change to existing business Number of existing businesses whose physical access would be 
improved, maintained at current conditions. or worsened in 
relation to current access conditions (from the business 
perspective) 
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TABLE 3 
Evaluation Criteria 
1-5 Beltline /AMP 

Evaluation Criteria Measure 

E3. Business property impact, non- 
displacement 

E4. Historic property impacts 

E5. Loss of potential future industrial 
development 

E6. Loss of potential future commercial 
development 

E7. Residential property displacements 

E8. Residential property impacts, non- 
displacements 

E9. Loss of potential future res~dential 
development 

EIO. Residential noise 

E l  I .  Ne~ghborhood cohesion 

E12. Light/glare impact to neighborhoods 

Mean percent of acres lost by non-displaced business 
properties impacted. (The total number of existing non- 
displaced business properties impacted will also be provided as 
additional information.) 

Number of identified 'potential' National Historic Eligible 
Properties weighted by the extent of impact-loss, relocation, 
neither 

Vacant industrial acres removed from inventory for right-of-way 

Vacant commercial acres removed from inventory for right-of- 
way 

Number of residences displaced for right-of-way 

Acres of non-displaced residential properties removed for right- 
of-way 

Vacant residential acres removed from inventory for right-of- 
way 

High, medium. low based on volume, speed, distance, 
elevation, length of frontage, distance roadway moved 
closerifurther away. etc in relation to 20-year 'No-Build' 

Number of residential areas splitibisected 

Linear feet of improvement adjacent to residential zoned 
properties 

Alternatives for Further Consideration 
The decls~onmak~ng process follox.t7ed for dcx elopment of the E-4 resulted in one 
I-5/Beltllne Interchange Bulld Alternatll e In comblnatlon w ~ t h  three Beltllne/Gatc.w7ay 
Intersection Optlons and value engineer~ng rnodiflcat~ons The preferred alternat~ve was 
selected b.c ODOT from a recommendation b-c the BDT, ~411th lnput and ~nx~olx~ement by the 
SWG and local cornmun~ty support 

Bicycle/peJestrian facility concepts were developed as a refinement activity once the 
I-5/Beltline Interchange Build A1ternatilre and Intersection Options were selected for 
analys~s. These findings were presented in a progress review meeting nrith the SWG, and no 
objections \z7ere voiced. 
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The EA document provides extensive information concerning the affected environment and 
potential impacts of the selected build alternative with options. The EA also provides a 

summary of proposed mitigation and 
conservation measures. 

Project Improvements 
The proposed project (the selected build 
alternative) includes impro\iements to the 
lnterchange, as shown in Figure 2, and the 
local system, as shown in F~gure 3. The 
I-5/Beltl1ne Interchange project does not 
add neviT facilities to increase capacity but 
rather helps avoid or delay the need to 
add newT facilities (for example, new 
interchange, highway, or bypass) by 
adding capacitv to the existing system. 
The project involved the public In 
clex eloplng a project that effectively 
provides for access management, mobility 
and safety, land use controls, 
en\ ironmental mitrgation, TDM 
measures, and multlmodal 
improvements. 

The proposed interchange form consists 
A A - 

Interchange Buitd Alternatrve (selected) of a partial cloverleaf-A (loop ramps in 
ad\ ance of the overcrossing structure of 

1-5) xvith a single exit and entrance ramps from and to the 1-5 mainline. The ramps have a 
separate decision point for eastbound or   vest bound mo\?ements. The highest volume 

Option I :  
Hutton RoadlKruse Way Connector 

mo\ ement is a high-speed directional ramp 
for northbound 1-5 t o  ~ ~ e s t b o u n d  Beltllne 
J-figh~vay movement. 

Off-roadwav b~cvcle/pectestrlan facllities 
12 0111d be constructed parallel to 2-5 
connecting to Game Farm Road West to the 
north and Harlo~v Road to the south. A 
proposed connection to the west with 
Wlllakenzie Street ~7ould provide an 
entrance into the local neighborhood. 
Opposite Postal Way, the bicycle/pedestrian 
facility crosses over 1-5. 

Local street circulation m7ould be altered through the creation of a one-way couplet section 
to the south of Beltline east of 1-5. Gate~ray ~vould be changed from two-way travel to 
southbound only to a point just to the south of ex~stlng Kruse Wav. Kruse Way and Hutton 
Street ~ rou ld  become one-way north. 
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The proposed project includes new traffic 
signals and modification or replacement of 
existing traffic signals located at the 
southbound and northbound 1-5 exit ramps at 
Beltline Highway, and intersections of Beltline 
Road and Gateway Street, Gateway Street and 
Gateway Loop, Beltline Road and Hutton 
Street, Beltline Road and Game Farm Road 
South, Game Farm Road North and East, and 
Game Farm Road North and International 

Opbon 2: Way. 
New RoadlKruse Way Connector 

Table 4 summarizes the Financially 
Constrained Svstem and Beltline Interchange 

Selected Alternative year 2025 design hour volume-to-capacity ratlos and levels-of-service 
for the applicable highway segments, weaving areas, and ramp junctions. 

Option 3: 
Gateway and Hutton Road/ 
Kruse Way Couplef (selected) 

Table 5 summarizes the Financially 
Constrained System volume-to-capacity ratios 
and levels-of-service for the applicable 
signalized and unsignalized intersections. 

Since dex elopment of the EA, the City of 
Spr~ngfield 11~1s approved rezoning of 
property east of Beltline Road to 
accommodate the RiverBend Regional 
Medical Center complex (PeaceHealth 
Hospital and other facilities). The traffic 
analysis undenvent a threshold test relative to 
the newr de~elopment,  and the test validated 
the results of the EA. 

The proposed project ~ ~ o u l d  accommodate left turns for the eastbound Beltline traffic onto 
North Came Farm Road as well as malnta~n access to y~opertles In the southeast quadrant 
of the Beltllne IioadlGatew7av Street lntersect~on Local street circulation would be altered 
through the crcahon of a one-way couplet sect~on to thc south of Deltl~ne east of 1-5 
Gateway would be changed from t~vo-'~vdy tra\ el to southbound only to a point just to the 
sijuth of existing Kruse PiJay Kruse Way and 1 Jutton Street would become one-way north; 
thus, no left turn lanes would exlst on \vestbound Beltllne Road at the lntersection with 
Hutton Road Access to the Jack in the Box near the Beltline Road/Hutton Street Intersection 
~ - o u l d  bc closed. Thus, publlc road accesses will be reduced, ~71th some t u m ~ n g  movements 
prohibited. 
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TABLE 4 
Year 2025 Conditions for Freeway and Interchange Ramps 
Design Hour Volume-to-Capacity Ratios and LOS Highway Segments, Weaving Areas, and Ramp Junctions 
I-5/Beltline /AMP 

Year 2025 Conditions 
Applied VIC or 

Location LOS Standard Financially Constrained Proposed Project 

Highway Segments 

1-5 NB nlo Belttine 0.80 0.89 I E 0.89 I E 

1-5 SB nlo Beltline 

Beltline WB w/o 1-5 

Beltline EB w/o 1-5 0.85 0.93 1 E nla 

Weaving Areas 

1-5 NB @ Beltline 

1-5 SB @ Beltline 

1-5 NB slo Beltline 

1-5 SB slo Beltline 

Beltline WB @ 1-5 

Beltline EB @ 1-5 

Beftline WB w/o 1-5 

Beltline EB wlo 1-5 

0.97 I E 

1.01 1 F 

1.09 1 F 

0.73 / C 

1.07 1 F 

0.86 1 D 

nla 

n/a 

n/a 

nla 

0.63 / C 

0.75 / D 

n/a 

nla 

0.67 I D 

0.54 / C 

Ramr, Junctions 

NB-to-EB merge 

SB-to-WB diverge 

SB-to-WB merge 

EB-to-SB diverge 

WB-to-NB diverge 

WB-to-NB merge 

EB-to-NB merge 

WB-to-SB diverge 

WB-to-SB merge 

NB off-ramp diverge 

SB off-ramp diverge 

EB off-ramp diverge 

\NB on-ramp merge 

nia 

nia 

nia 

nia 

nla 

nla 

Notes: 
elo = east of EB = eastbound 
nlo = north of NB = northbound 
slo = south of SB = southbound 
WIO = west of WB = westbound 
Bolded figures exceed OHP volume-to-capacity standards 

Source: CH2M HILL, 2001. Transportation Operational Analys~s Report for the I-5/Beltline Interchange. 
Prepared for Oregon Department of Transportation. November 2001 
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TABLE 5 
Year 2025 Conditions for Financially Constrained System and intersections 
Design Hour Volume-to-Capacity Ratios and LOS intersections 
I-5/Beltline /AMP 

Location 
Applied VIC or Financially 
LOS Standard Constrained 

Intersections 

Beltlinell-5 SB off-ramp 

Beltlineil-5 NB off-ramp 

GatewayIBeltline 

BeltlineIHutton 

BeltlinelKruse 

BeltlinelGFRSlPioneer Pkwy. 

GatewayiKruse 

KruselHutton 

GatewayIGateway Loop 

GatewaylPostal 

GFRNIGFRE 

GFRNilnternational 

GFRSiGFRE 

nla 

nia 

1.521 F 

2.0+ 1 F 

n/a 

0.78 I D 

2.0+ 1 F 

n/a 

0.80 I D 

1.0+ / F 

2.0+ / F 

0.79 I D 

0.94 I E 

Notes: 

elo = east of EB = eastbound GFRN = Game Farm Road North 
nlo = north of NB = northbound GFRE = Game Farm Road East 
S/O = south of SB = southbound GFRS = Game Farm Road South 
wlo = west of WB = westbound 
Bolded figures exceed OHP volume-to-capacity standards 

Source: CH2M HILL. 2009. Transportation Operahona! Analysis Report for the 
I-5/Belt/ine Interchange. Prepared tor Oregon Department of Transportation. November 2001 
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Access management is governed by OAR 734-051-0125, which provides spacing standards 
for approaches in an interchange area. According to Table 6 of this rule, the applicable 
spacing standards for the I-5/Beltline Interchange in this urban area is 1,320 feet from the 
ramp to the nearest public cross road. The distance to the end of the northbound exit ramp 
onto Beltline Road to the intersection with Gateway Street is 625 feet. 

Therefore, the proposed improvements to the I-5/Beltline Interchange do  not meet the 
standard. OAR 734-051-0125 (6) requires ODOT to acquire access control on cross roads 
around interchanges for a distance of 1320 feet. ODOT does not own the right-of-way along 
Beltline to the east of the Beltline Road/Gateway Street/Game Farm Road North 
intersection. ODOT does control access to the west of thc interchange for the required 
distance. 

Deviations to the spacing standards and controls are golrerned by OAR 735-051-135. Full 
compliance by project improvements would result in significantly more ~nvestment to 
reconstruct local streets, relocate utilities, and additional displacements of building 
improvements beyond those that are already part of the proposed project. The Regional 
Access Management Engineer was directly involved in analyzing and establishing the 
project-specific access spacing parameters to reach an acceptable compromise to move in the 
direction of the access spacing standards. The Regional Access Management Engineer has 
approved a deviat~on to the standards (Appendix F). 







SECTION 7 

Plan Recommendations 

The City of Springfield and ODOT have successfuIly worked in cooperation to develop a 
solution to existing and forecasted congestion problems in and around the I-5/Beltline 
Interchange, particularly the Beltline/Gateway intersection. This cooperation is evidenced 
by the IGA (Appendix A), which includes the traffic monitoring and modeling provisions 
that were made part of the REA. The existing local agency plans, policies, and codes (see 
Section 3) are key features of the interchange management approach. This IAMP 
incorporates those provisions and describes the interchange area management actions that 
address the 20-year planning period through 2025. The management actions of this IAMP 
are based on the operational, geometric, and safety analyses, and the resulting proposed 
project, developed for the I-5/Beltline Interchange EA. The project effectively addresses 
federal, state, and local requirements for access management, mobility and safety, land use 
controls, environmental mitigation, TDM measures, multimodal improvements, and public 
involvement and agency coordination. 

The proposed project will address concerns of local businesses and residents about the 
ability of the existing interchange to adequately senre existing businesses and future 
development. The proposed project also will address concerns about increased congestion 
affecting residential neighborhoods, and the need for greater cormecti.i~itv betw7een 
neighborl~oods \vest of 1-5 and the Gateway area east of 1-5, particularly with respect to 
bicycles and pedestrians. Thus, the I-5/Beltline Interchange project would meet ODOT's 
interchange operations goals while addressing local concerns. This IAMP addresses 
management of the interchange throughout the 20-year planning period and consistent with 
the project's phased implement a t' ]on. 

The project's Phase I Improx ements are In compliance wlth local agency plans, pollcles, and 
codes Phase I :~npro\ ernenti cons:st of ne:2 ramp construction (2006) for 1-5 northbound to 
ivestbouncl Beltllne High\\ aj7 ( f l \~o\  er), part~al construction of the 1-5 northbouncl onramp; 
and construction of a separated collector d15tnbutor road on 7-5 southbound The cx~stlng 
ramp loop in the northeast quadrant of the ~nterchange ~voulcl also be remm ed 

Aside from continued implementation of the local plans, policies, and code provisions, the 
prificip! management action is monitoritiu *-h ( ac  \ - -  specified in the ! G , )  overs!! traffic grewth in 
the immediate vicinity of the interchange (BeItline/Gatewav intersection) to ensure that any 
potential operational problems are identified and addressed as early as possible. Key to 
access management will be actions by the City of Springfield to rede\~elop the local street 
network in the Gate-cvav Mall area as traffic volume and queues warrant. This was the Citv's 
desire, because it allows the Citv to retain design flexibility as the area redevelops. The 
City's Gatexvay Refinement Plan, part of the City's Transportation Svstem Plan (TSP), calls 
for access management along Gateway Street. The access management plan for the 
interchange area has been prepared under the project development guidelines rather than as 
an individual permit application. Access management will be governed bv the City of 
Springfield in the interchange management area. ODOT has authority to protect the 
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function of the interchange improvements by managing the Beltline/Gateway intersection 
essentially as a single-point ramp meter. The deviations for access spacing and controls, 
approved by the Regional Access Management Engineer, are allowed on the basis that the 
improvements ~7i l l  improve safety and operations while moving toward the access spacing 
standards. 

Under the terms of the IGA, annual monitoring will begin when tn7o conditions are 
satisfied. The first condition is construction of the Pioneer (Martin Luther King [MLK]) 
Parkway extension from Harlow7 Road to East Beltline Road. The second condition (already 
met) is programming of the project's Phase I improvements into ODOT's STIP (2006-2009). 
Monitoring lvill end after construction of the Phase I1 improvements. 

Management actions include essential features designed into the reconstruction of the 
interchange through the project's three phases. It is anticipated that by 2015, the project's 
proposed Phase SI improvements on Beltline Road, Gate~vay Street, Game Farm Road 
North, Kruse Way, and Hutton Road would be necessary, as determined by the periodic 
monitoring program of the IGA. The City of Springfield would initiate and approve funding 
for the design and construction of these improvements. In addition, it is anticipated that by 
2020, the third phase of the project would be constructed by ODOT. Phase 111 consists of the 
bicycle/pedestrian facilitv north of Beltline Highlvay, completion of the southbound 
freeway exit ramp and the northbound freeway entrance ramp, and the Harlo\v Road 
overcrossing. 

Nevertheless, such improvements to system efficiency and ~ntercliange performance \vill 
leave little reserve capac~ty at the end of the 20-year planning horizon under the current 
assumptions and pro\lisions of local planning documents. The proposed project assumes 
that the I'loneer Parkway extension ~vou ld  be operational in the year 2025. In fact, ~vorsened 
service levels would result at many of the intersections listed prior to 2025 without the 
Pioneer Park~vay extension. Development of the Pioneer (MLK) Parkway Extension by 2010 
would likely enable all study area intersections to operate acceptably unbl at least 2025. 
Because of the proposed RiverBend Reglonal Medical Center (relocation of PeaceHealth 
Hospital), the EA's traffic analysis undenvent a threshold test relative to the nelv 
development. The test validated the results of the EA. 

Mon~tonng of traff~c I olume and propelt\ de\ elopment in the area IS a crltlcal cjct~on for 
tnterchangc;. area management Since de~eloprnent of the EA, the Cltv of Sprlngfleld has 
appro\ ecl reron~ng of propertv east of Beltl~ne Road to accommodate thc R ~ ~ e r B m d  
Regional hledlcal Center complex (PeaceHealth Hospita! and other facl1:trcs) 

Thus, the proposed I-5/Beltline Interchange Project, supported by the IAMP, Improves both 
safety and operat~ons ox7er the No-Build Alternative. The proposed project corrects or 
improves geometric defic~encies and accommodates safe bike and pedestrian movements 
\chile impro\ring mobilitv. The interchange ~mprovement alternatives in the I-S/Beltl~ne 
Interchange EA are designed to meet OHP operational standards through 2025 The 
proposed prolect also would accommodate the 2003 and subsequent assumptrons about the 
trip generation potential derived from the Transplan, the Springfield Comprehensir~e Plan, 
and sub-area transportat~on plans. Sub-area plans developed by Springfield and Eugene, 
along ~71th pro\.~sions of the cities' and county's development codes, provide protections to 
the interchange capacity and long-term management tools. 
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Public and Agency Involvement 

The I-5/Beltline Interchange project has been conducted and developed by ODOT with Iocal 
agency coordination and public participation, and is thus consistent with the State Agency 
Coordination (SAC) Program on Transportation. No goals exceptions or Comprehensive 
Plan amendments are required for the I-5/Beltline Interchange project. The project has 
included significant coordination with local agencies and public participation, including 
workshops, open houses, meetings, and public hearings, as described below. 

The BDT set the policy framework for the project and made final recommendations to 
ODOT at key decision points. The BDT consists of a representative from each of the major 
jurisdictions and agencies ~ 4 t h  regulatory authority for project implementation, including: 

Springfield City Council 

Eugene Citv Council 
o Lane Count)- Board of Commissioners 

FHIVA 

ODOT 

Publlc In\ ol\ ement conducted by the Crty of Spnngfleld, C ~ t v  of Eugene, and ODOT has 
been a kev element of commun~tv transportat~on system planning relat~r e to this project for 
more than 5 years Both the TransPlan and Metro Plan were developed through extensive 
public outreach and ~nvolx~ement programs supported by the required publlc hearing 
process The project's SWG ~ncluded representat~ves from ODOT, FHWA, both clties' 
governments, and the eight community Interest groups comprising businesses and 
residents, ~ncluding 

c Gate\~;av Street O\.\rners for P o s ~ t l ~  c Change 

Gateway Stret't Mall 

e Eugcne/Spr~ngtrcld Chamber or Commerce 
Patnclan h^lob~le Home rark 

Harloxv Nrlghborhood 

Game Farm Neighbors 
Friends of Eugene 

Oregon Truckers 

Throughout the project, the role of SWG members was to act as a communication link 
between their constituencies and agency decisionmakers and elected officials The SWG met 
19 tlmes bet~veen Aprrl 2000 and October 2002. In addition, 32 meetings were conducted 
with various stakeholders bet~veen July 20112 and November 2002. 

The project's public involvement activities culminated in an open house ancl public hearing 
held for the EA on June 5,2002, at the Springfield DoubleTree Motel (since demolished and 
now7 a Best Buy store) located in the Beltline/Gateway intersection vicinity. The purpose of 
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the open house was to present the project alternatives, answer questions from the public, 
and otherwise provide project information to those requesting it. Persons attending the 
open house were also invited to provide written comments and/or oral testimony at the 
public hearing portion of the event. A total of 79 people signed in at the open house and 
public hearing. There were 22 oral testimonies presented in formal hearing, and 29 pieces of 
written correspondence were received. The event was advertised widely through the local 
media and invitations were specifically sent to more than 500 property owners in the area, 
as well as to SWG. A summary of public involvement activities and agency coordination, as 
~ l e l l  as the public hearing comments and responses, are included as an appendix to the 
project's REA. The selection of the build alternative occurred after the public hearing was 
held on the EA and comments received during the comment period w7ere considered by the 
BDT. 
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Plan Implementation Responsibilities 

Development, adoption, and implementation of this IAMP are determined by regulatory 
authoritv. Local agency authority comes from and through state statutes, and city and 
county compreliensi\7e plans and development codes. State of Oregon authority comes in 
the form of policy and administrative rules governing authority over federal and state 
systems, as granted through the following: 

State Agencv Coordination Rule and Agreement (SAC 1 9 9 0 4 A l i  731-015) - The 
purpose of this rule is to define what O D 0 7  actions are land use actions and how ODOT 
will meet its responsibilities for coordinating these activities with the statewide land use 
planning program, other agencies, and local government. The SAC Rule and Agreement 
guideline document also defines the components of ODOT's planning program and how 
i t  relates to other ODOT activities. 

Transportation Planning Rule (OAR 660-012) - This rule is one of se\-era1 statewide 
planning rules that provides protection of the long-term livability of Oregon's 
communities for future generations. The rule requires multi-modal transportation plans 
to be coordinateci xvith land use plans. In satisfying the goal, state and local 
go~ernments  must satisfy requirements that leacl to implementation of a transportation 
system that functions consistent with the planned land uses. 

Access Management Rule (OAR 734-051) - This rule applies to the location, construction, 
maintenance and use of approaches onto the state highway rights-of-way and properties 
under the jurisdiction of ODOT. These rules also govern closure of existing approaches, 
spacing standards, medians, deviations, appeal process, grants of access, and indentures of 
access. 

Local Implementation Steps and Responsibilities 
The project's impr~ \~emen t s  are consistent ~71th  Project 606 for the 1-5/Beltilne interchange 
as included In the TrnnsPlan, and as affmned bv clocumenti in Append~u E, ~ncludlng the 
BDT's Dcc~s~on  Sumn?arv and Correspondence No goals exceptioni or comprchensn e plan 
amendments a r c  rcqulrtd for the 1-5/Beltline Interchange project The City of Springfield 
and Cltv of Eugene have adopted TransPlan, and t h ~ s  project is included In TransPlan 
Several pro\ isions of local plans and pollcies adopted by the local agencies support the 
goals of protecting interchange function, providing for safe and efficient operations, and 
mlnimiring the need and expense for add~tional major improvements to the interchange In 
the future Access spacing requirements and the concerns of local businesses and residents 
1~111  be adciressed during the design of the Springfield local street system (Phase 11), 
balancing the needs of existing business, transportation users, and future development The 
clesign process ~ 7 1 1 1  involve a steering comrmttee process and Springfield m71ll coordlnatc 
with O D 0 7  
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The public has had many opportunities to comment on the project, plans, and policies. The 
project includes the provisions of the IGA (#20525) which, along with the project's 
improvements, form the management actions of this IAMP. Therefore, each management 
action of this IAMP has been adopted already by the City of Springfield and City of Eugene, 
and the public has had an opportunity to comment on these actions. 

The City of Springfield shall: 

Implement the terms of the IGA 

Implement the trip cap provisions of the RiverBend (PeaceHealth) zone change and 
master plan dex~eloprnent 

Implement all other pro~~isions of the City's code and policies that are relevant to this 
I AMP 

State and Federal Implementation Steps and Responsibilities 
Formal approval of the IAMP is required by the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) 
prior to starting construction of the project's first phase. 

The project's improx ements are deslgned to meet OHP provlslons thro~lgh 2025 and 
accommodate speclf~c assumpt~ons about the trip generat~on potential ~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  In the Erl  
and consistent ~ r ~ t h  the TransPIan The I-S/Beltllne Interchange project x1 as conducted and 
developed by OD07 1~1th local agency coordlnat~on and public pa r t~c~pa t~on ,  and 15 thus 
consistent 1vit1i the SAC Program on Transportatron. 

ODOT shall: 

Implement the terms of the IGA, including managing the Beltline/Gatexvay intersection 

Seek a formal ~sr i t ten statement of conformity with local adopted plans 

Participate and comment on local land development actions ~v i th  the potential to affect 
the interchange 

7 he FFI/Y A r-eqanr cd an executed IGA (# 20525) bet>v,l-etm ODOT dncl the City of Springfield 
p r ~ o r  to its approval of the liEA Any adciltaondl local agenc! coc>rcllnatron not already 
accomplished or under\s,iy ~vould  occur before or as part of f ~ n a l  proleit des~gn,  per the 
project's IGA and SAC requnrements. 

Investment Requirements 
The total project cost is estimated at $103 to 122 million. Oregon Transportation Investment 
Act (OTIA) funds provide $18 million for Phase I. The $100 million costs shown in 
Transplan (and noxv the Central Lane MPO Regional Transportation Plan of 2004) are 1997 
planning level estimates that are generally accepted by planning staff to be for construction 
only; that is, the estimates do not include preliminary engineering, right-of-way acquisition, 
and construction engineering. The total project costs are inclusive of these additional items 
and reflect implementation of the x~alue engineering recommendations that are part of the 
proposed project. 
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If there were a shortfall of funds, ODOT would address project programming as outlined in 
Transplan (2002). A TransI'Ian (2002) amendment would not be required because the entire 
project is shown as part of the financially constrained plan. If there is a shortfall, it would 
fall into Phase 111. The responsibIe agency begins the process of project refinement and 
programming funding. ODOT's vehicle for updating programming of construction costs on 
a programmatic level is through the update of the STlP. Likewise, local capital improvement 
programs are updated annually. ODOT would coordinate with local jurisdictions regarding 
programming of funds, should a build a1ternatil.e be selected, trsing the processes for 
updating capital construction costs. 

Under terms of the IGA, the City of Springfield has agreed that the City shall, a t  its own 
expense, be responsible for the volume-to-capacity ratio monitoring ~vork and Phase 11 
construction improvements. ODOT's portion of the monitoring costs for the project shall not 
exceed $50,000 and shall be funded through STIP Key number 10377. If additional funds are 
needed for ODOT to perform its functions, an amendment to the IGA will be required to 
increase that amount. At the time of executing the IGA, ODOT certified that sufficient funds 
were available and authorized expenditure to finance costs of the project within ODOT's 
current appropriation or Iirnitation of current biennial budget. ODOT shall, at its ow7n 
expense, be responsible for its portion of the monitoring activities, as described in the IGA. 
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 
1-5 - Beltline Project: Monitoring and Implementation Plan 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between THE 
STATE OF OREGON, acting by and through its Department of 
Transportation, hereinafter referred to as "ODOT"; and THE CITY 
OF SPRINGFIELD, acting by and through its elected officials, 
hereinafter referred to as "CITY". 

RECITALS 

1. This Intergovernmental Agreement applies to the selected alternative as described in 
the I-5lBeltline lnterchange project Revised Environmental Assessment, including mitigation 
and implementation measures. 

2. By the authority granted in ORS 190.1 10 and 283.1 10, state agencies may enter into 
agreements with units of local government or other state agencies for the performance of 
any or all functions and activities that a party to the agreement, its officers, or agents have 
the authority to perform. 

3. Under such authority, ODOT and CITY enter into this agreement for purposes of 
identifying their respective duties and responsibilities in monitoring traffic conditions in the 
vicinity of the I-5-Beltline lnterchange project identified above. 

4. The 1-5 - Beltline interchange is a state system under the jurisdiction and control of 
ODOT and the Beltline HighwayIGateway Street intersection is a City street system under 
the jurisdiction and control of CITY. 

NOW THEREFORE, the premises being in general as stated in the foregoing recitals, it is 
agreed by and between the parties hereto as follows: 

TERMS OF AGREEMENT 

1. As used in this agreement, "Phase I" and "Phase II" of the I-5lBeltline lnterchange 
project have the following meanings: 

a. Phase I refers to improvements to the 1-5 Beltline Interchange, which will be 
administered by ODOT. 

b. Phase II refers to improvements at and near the Beltline HighwayIGateway 
Street intersection, which will be administered by CITY. 

2. It is understood that design of Phase !I (improvements to the local system) will utilize a 
Steering Committee with property owner representation. 
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3. Future project agreements for development and construction of Phase I and Phase II will 
be required. 

4. If Phase ll is implemented, said work will be funded with funds available to ClTY and will 
be addressed under a separate agreement. 

5. The "Monitoring and lmplementation Plan," marked Exhibit A and by this reference made 
a part hereof, describes the monitoring activities and implementation actions necessary for 
initiation of Phase II. 

6. Activities described in the Monitoring and lmplementation Plan will be funded with ClTY 
and ODOT Funds. Each party will be responsible for its own associated monitoring costs. 
ODOT's portion of the monitoring costs for this project shall not exceed $50,000 and shall 
be funded through STIP Key number 10377. If additional funds are needed for ODOT to 
perform its functions, an amendment to this agreement will be required to increase that 
amount. 

7. Activities described in the Monitoring and Implementation Plan shall begin on the date 
all required signatures are obtained and Exhibit A conditions l .A  and l . B  are met. 
Monitoring and implementation activities shall terminate upon completion of the Phase It 
construction. Thereafter, ClTY or ODOT may elect to continue monitoring traffic conditions 
as part of ongoing operations of their respective facilities. 

CiTY OBLIGATIONS 

1. CITY shall, at its own expense, be responsible for the volume-to-capacity ratio 
monitoring work and Phase II construction improvements as described in Exhibit A. 

2. ClTY agrees to comply with all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, executive 
orders and ordinances applicable to the work under this agreement, including, without 
limitation, the provisions of ORS 279.312, 279.314, 279.316, 279.320 and 279.555, which 
hereby are incorporated by reference. Without Iimitrng the generality of the foregoing, CiTY 
expressly agrees to comply with (i) Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964; (ii) Section V of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; (iii) the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and ORS 
659A.142; (iv) all regulations and administrative rules established pursuant to the foregoing 
laws; and (v) all other applicable requirements of federal and stale civil rights and 
rehabilitation statutes, rtiles and regulations. 

3. ClTY shall perform the service under this agreement as an independent contractor 
and shall be exclusively responsible for all costs and expenses related to its employment of 
individuals to perform the work under this agreement including, but not limited to, retirement 
contributions, workers compensation, unemployment taxes, and state and federal income 
tax withholdings. 

4. CITY, its subcontractors, if any, and all employers working under this agreement are 
subject employers under the Oregon Workers Compensation Law and shall comply with 
ORS 656.017, which requires them to provide workers' compensation coverage for all their 
subject workers, unless such employers are exempt under ORS 656.126. ClTY shall ensure 
that each of its contractors complies with these requirements. 
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5. CITY'S project manager for this agreement is Nick Arnis, Transportation Manager, 
225 Fifth Street, Springfield, Oregon, 97477, (541) 744-3373. 

ODOT OBLIGATIONS 

1. ODOT certifies, at the time this agreement is executed, that sufficient funds are available 
and authorized for expenditure to finance costs of this agreement within ODOT's current 
appropriation or limitation of current biennial budget. ODOT shall, at its own expense, be 
responsible for its portion of the monitoring activities as described in Exhibit A. 

2.  ODOT's project manager for this agreement is Karl Wieseke, ODOT Area 5 Project 
Leader, 644 A St, Springfield, OR 97477 (541) 744-8080. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. This agreement may be terminated by mutual written consent of both parties. 

2. ODOT may terminate this agreement effective upon delivery of written notice to CITY, or 
at such later date as may be established by ODOT, under any of the following conditions: 

a. If CITY fails to provide services called for by this agreement within the time 
specified herein or any extension thereof. 

b. If CITY fails to perform any of the other provisions of this agreement or so 
fails to pursue the work as to endanger performance of this agreement in accordance 
with its terms, and after receipt of written notice from ODOT fails to correct such 
failures within 10 days or such longer period as ODOT may authorize. 

c. If ODOT fails to receive funding, appropriations, limitations or other 
expenditure authority at levels sufficient to pay for the work provided in the 
agreement. 

d. If Federal or State laws, regulations or guidelines are modified or interpreted 
in such a way that either the work under this agreement is prohibited or if ODOT is 
prohibited from paying for suck work from the planned funding source. 

3. Any termination of this agreement shall not prejudice any rights or obligations accrued to 
the parties prior to termination. 

4. ClTY acknowledges and agrees that ODOT, the Secretary of State's Office of the State 
of Oregon, the federal government, and their duly authorized representatives shall have 
access to the books, documents, papers, and records of ClTY which are directly pertinent to 
the specific agreement for the purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts, and 
transcripts for a period of three years after final payment. Copies of applicable records shall 
be made available upon request. Payment for costs of copies is reimbursable by ODOT. 

5. This agreement and attached exhibits constitute the entire agreement between the 
parties on the subject matter hereof. There are no understandings, agreements, or 
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representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this agreement. No waiver, 
consent, modification or change of terms of this agreement shall bind either party unless in 
writing and signed by both parties and all necessary approvals have been obtained. Such 
waiver, consent, modification or change, if made, shall be effective only in the specific 
instance and for the specific purpose given. The failure of ODOT to enforce any provision of 
this agreement shall not constitute a waiver by ODOT of that or any other provision. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and affixed their seals as 
of the day and year hereinafter written. 

The I-5tBeltline Project was approved by the Oregon Transportation Commission on 
February 13, 2002, as part of the 2002-05 Statewide Transportation lmprovement Program 
(Key 10377). 

The Oregon Transportation Commission on February 13, 2002, approved Delegation Order 
No. 2, which authorizes the Director to approve and execute agreements for day-to-day 
operations when the work is related to a project included in the Statewide Transportation 
Improvement Program or a line item in the biennial budget approved by the Commission. 

Signature Page to Follow 
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Exhibit A 

1-5 / BELTLINE INTERCHANGE PROJECT 

Monitoring and lmplementation Plan 

1. Description of Monitoring and lmplementation Plan 

The intent of the Monitoring and lmplementation Plan (hereinafter referred to as MIP) is to 
determine when capital improvements at and near the Beltline HighwaylGateway Street 
intersection wiH be required (hereinafter referred to as Phase It), so as not to compromise 
the investment in the Interstate 51Beltline Highway interchange and to support safe and 
efficient traffic conditions within the interchange area. 

Activities described in the MIP will commence once two key conditions are satisfied: 

A. Pioneer Parkway's extension from Harlow Road to East Beltline Road is constructed 
and operational, and 

B. The planned northbound 1-5 to westbound Beltline Highway flyover ramp and 
planned northbound 1-5 to eastbound Beltline Highway ramp, which are each 
elements of the I-5lBeltline Highway Interchange's Phase I improvements, are 
programmed in the Oregon Department of Transportation's (ODOT's) Statewide 
Transportation Improvement Program. 

Until both of these conditions are met, ODOT and the City of Springfield will continue to 
honor their current monitoring practices for the Beltline HighwaylGateway Street 
intersection. Further details of the MIP are described in Section 2 of this exhibit. 

The following criteria are based on conditions that typically occur during the 30'"@hest 
hour of traffic volumes on an annual basis. Current and historic data indicate that typical 
August p.m. peak hour conditions approximate the 30'~ highest hour at the Selt l i~e 
HighwayIGateway Street intersection. Therefore, annual monitoring will occur each August 
between 4:30 and 6:30 p.m. The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) will 
determine the appropriate week in August for annual monitoring and data will be collected 
for three mid-week days. Monitoring for both the traffic queuing and volume-to-capacity ratio 
criteria will occur on the same days and will be coordinated between ODOT and the City of 
Springfield. 

2.A. Eastbound Beltline Highway Traffic Queuing Monitoring 

After both of the conditions under 1(A) and 1(B) are met, annual monitoring of two key 
criteria will commence: 
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a. Eastbound Beltline Highway traffic queues extending from the Gateway 
Street intersection will be measured to determine potential impacts with 
the northbound 1-5 ramp terminal intersection. This criterion will be used 
to evaluate the effectiveness of interchangelintersection interaction. 

b. Eastbound Beltline Highway's volume-to-capacity ratio at the Gateway 
Street intersection will be measured to determine the intersection's 
performance. This criterion will be used to evaluate the efficiency of the 
interchangelintersection system and to satisfy Oregon Highway Plan 
mobility standards. 

The City of Springfield's City Council will initiate Phase II and approve funding for Phase ll 
project design with Steering Committee involvement as noted in the TERMS OF 
AGREEMENT, and construction within six months of the reporting of the following event: 

Eastbound Beltline Highway traffic queues extend to or beyond a point measured 
200 feet east of the northbound 1-5 ramp terminal intersection for more than 25 
perceqt of the observed traffic signal cycles at the Gateway Street intersection. 

The City of Springfield will release construction bid documents (plans, specifications and 
cost estimate) for the Phase I1 improvements within six months of the reporting of the 
following event: 

Eastbound Beltline Highway traffic queues extend to or beyond the northbound I- 
5 ramp terminal intersection for more than 25 percent of the observed traffic 
signal cycles at the Gateway Street intersection. 

ODOT will be responsible for preparing the annual traffic queuing evaluation report. The City 
of Springfield will provide oversight. Both ODOT and the City of Springfield must mutually 
agree that one or both of the traffic queuing events have occurred prior to the City of 
Springfield initiating Phase II and releasing construction bid documents, as appropriate. 

In addition to excessive traffic queuing based on actual surveyed conditions, the City of 
Springfield will, in good faith, rely upon ongoing and future traffic studies to determine when 
the above events may be met and will pursue the above Phase II actions based upon these 
results, as appropriate. 

2.3. Eastbound Beitiine nighway Voiume-to-Capacity Ratio Criteria 

The City of Springfield's City Council will initiate Phase II and approve funding for Phase II 
project design and construction within six months of the following event, and will also 
release construction bid documents (plans, specifications and cost estimate) as soon as 
practical thereafter: 

Eastbound Beltline Highway's volume-to-capacity ratio, measured at the 
Gateway Street intersection, exceeds 0.85. 

The City of Springfield will be responsible for preparing the annual volume-to-capacity 
evaluation report. ODOT will provide oversight. The assessment shall use traffic counts 
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collected at the Beltline HighwayIGateway Street intersection and at all signalized and 
unsignalized intersections to the west along Beltline Highway within the interchange area. 
All parameters input to the volume-to-capacity calculation must be mutually agreed to by the 
City of Springfield and ODOT. All data will be used in conjunction with a traffic operational 
method acceptable by ODOT to develop traffic signal timing that produces a volume-to- 
capacity ratio of 1 .OO or less for the entire Beltline HighwayIGateway Street intersection. 

Both ODOT and the City of Springfield must mutually agree that the volume-to-capacity 
event has occurred prior to the City of Springfield initiating Phase II and releasing 
construction bid documents, as appropriate. In the event of disagreement, both parties 
agree to third party mediation to adjudicate the disagreement. The third party mediated 
resolution shall be binding and accepted by both parties. 

In addition to excessive volume-to-capacity results based on actual surveyed conditions, the 
City of Springfield will, in good faith, rely upon ongoing and future traffic studies to determine 
when the above events may be met and will pursue the above Phase II actions based upon 
these results, as appropriate. 
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Overview 
Interchange Area Management Plan (IAMP) development involves close cooperation 
between the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and local government agencies. 
Management of the I-51Beltline interchange involves coordination among ODOT, the City 
of Springfield, and the City of Eugene. State and federal policies and rules, as well as local 
policies and codes plav a key part in the cievelopment, adoption and implementation of 
IAblPs. State and federal policies guide the development and selection of alternative 
elements and interchange area management strategies; the IAMP must be consistent with 
federal and state policies. Policies and code language from local documents form a policy 
framework and serve as provisions to manage transportation and land use in the 
interchange Influence area with the goals of protecting interchange function, providing for 
safe and efficient operations, and minimizing the need and expense for additional major 
improvements to the interchange for the future. 

The review of state and federal plans presents discussion regarding how the I-5/Beltline 
IAMP is consistent 1~1th relevant state and federal planning documents. The review of local 
planning documents (begins on page 16) and development codes (begins on page 32) 
presents local policies and code provisions that address interchange capacity protectiol-ns or 
long-term interchange area management tools and descr~bes I-iow these policies and code 
provisions effectivelv . support management - of the I-5/Beltline interchange. 

Federal and State Plans, Policies, and Rules 
Through the alternative development and screening process of the environmental 
assessment, the proposed project has been found to be in compliance with relevant federal 
and state planning goals and plans, and their implementing administrative rules. These 
include the National Environmental Policy Act, Federal Interchange Policy, OTC Policy for 
New Interchanges, Oregon Public Transportation Plan, Freight Moves the Oregon Economy, 
Statewide Planning Goals, the Oregon Transportation Plan (1992), the Oregon Highway 
Plan (1999). Also receiving particular attention was the project's need to comply with 
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provisions of the OAR 660-012 (Transportation Planning Rule) and OAR 734-051 relating to 
interchange area and access management. 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
The IAMP was developed consistent with the NEPA process. Impacts to the natural and 
human environments were fully evaluated as part of the project, in compliance with the 
requirements of NEPA. Results of the environmental impacts analysis- including 
information on noise, air quality, natural resources, and other issues - were documented in 
an Environmental Assessment prior to the selection of a preferred alternative. 

Solutions for the transportation system are required to satisfy travel demand for a 20-year 
planning horizon. Solutions may be implemented in phases to accommodate incremental 
improvements throughout the 20-year planning period. It will be necessary to prove 
continuing validity of the environmental assessment for implementation of subsequent 
phases. 

Federal Interchange Policy, 1998 
The I-51Beltline project is consistent with the Federal Interchange Policy. The purpose of the 
Federal Interchange Policy is to provide guidance to state transportation officials in 
justifying and documenting requests to add access or revise existing access to the interstate 
system. This policy defines eight specific requirements for adding a new access to the 
interstate system: 

Existing interchanges cannot satisfy design year traffic requirements 

All transportation system management (TSM) improvements have been assessed. TSM 
includes activities that maximize the efficiency of the present system. TSM improve- 
ments might include such measures as ramp metering and high-occupancy vehicle 
lanes. 

The proposed access point does not have a significant adverse impact on the safety and 
operation of the interstate facility. 

a The proposed access col-mects 'to a public road only 

o The proposed access is consistent with local and regional land use and transportation 
plans. 

Where the potential exists for multiple interchange additions, requests for new access 
are supported by an interstate network study. 

0 The revised access demonstrates appropriate coordination with related or required 
transportation system improvement. 

The request contains information reIative to the planning requirements and the status of 
the environmental processing of the proposal. 

Revised access points must be coordinated with the District Office of the FHWA and must 
be closely coordinated with planning and environmental processes. Major changes in access 
must be approved through the central office of FHWA in Washington DC. Under this 
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policy, revised access is considered to be a change in the interchange configuration even 
though the actual number of points of access does not change. Alternatives advanced for the 
13/Beltline Interchange meet the requirements of the policy. Interchange spacing standards 
of 3 miles in an urban area and 6 miles in a rural area mean that addition of a new 
interchange in the Gateway area is not available as a project alternative. The project 
alternatives meet the requirements spelled out in the policy and will accommodate design- 
vear traffic demands as a threshold. 

OTC Policy for New Interchanges, 1998 
This document established Oregon Transportation Commission Policy for the evaluation 
and selection of new interchanges on full accessed controlled highways on the state system. 
With limited funding and increasing requests for new interchanges on the state system, the 
policy establishes procedures for evaluating proposed interchanges. New interchanges must 
demonstrate significant statewide or regional benefit. They must have significant local 
government and public support and be consistent with local transportation plans. They 
must conform to ODOT design and spacing standards. They may be proposed only after all 
other alternatives, including construction of new arterials have been evaluated and 
discarded as not viable. 

Several of the requirements outlined above would preclude the development of a new 
interchange in the vicinity of the Gateway area. It would be very clifficult to demonstrate a 
significant statewide or regional benefit to a newr interchange adjacent to the existing 
interchange that would primarily serve to help alleviate traffic problems in the Gateway 
area. A new interchange is not currently a part of local transportation plans. Given the cost, 
it would be difficult to generate support among all local jurisdictions in lieu of other needed 
projects already in local transportation plans. Finally, a second interchange serving this area 
would not met ODOT and FWHA spacing standards. Improvements to the existing 
interchange will serve transportation needs at significantlv less cost than a new interchange 
and without violating the stringent criteria established in the interest of wise use of funds. 

Statewide Planning Goals 
Relevant statewide planning goals include Goal 2 (Land Use Pla g), Goal 11 (Public 
Facilities Planning), Goal 12 (Transportation) and Goal 14 (Urbanization). Goal 2 requires 
that a land use pl-tg process and policy framen~ork be established as a basis for all 
decisions and actions relating to the use of land. Goal I1 requires cities and counties to plan 
and develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to 
serve as a framework for urban and rural development. Goal 12 requires cities, counties, 
metropolitan planning organizations, and ODOT to provide and encourage a safe, 
convenient and economic transportation system; this is the Goal implemented through the 
Transportation Planning Rule. Goal 14 regulates activities within urban growth boundaries. 

The Eugene-Springfield Metro Plan and implementing measures have been acknowledged 
by the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development as being in compliance 
with the Statewide Planning Goals. Beginning in May 1999, the Revised Draft TransPlan 
(Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area Transportation Plan), and concurrent amendments 
to the Metro Plan to revise the Transportation Element and make related changes consistent 
with TransPlan, went through an extensive review by the public and adopting officials. 
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TransPIan was adopted by the Lane Council of Governments Board in June 2001 and by the 
local jurisdictions in the fall of 2001, effective November 31,2001, and published as the 
December 2001 TransPlan. The updated TransPlan and concurrent Metro Plan amendments 
have been acknowledged for compliance with Statewide Planning Goals (ORS 195,196,197). 
TransPlan and the Metro Plan are in essence consistent with each other at this time. Thus, 
project compliance with the Metro Plan and refinement plans indicates compliance with 
Statewide Planning Goals. 

Oregon Transportation Plan, 1992 
The I-5/Beltline Project was developed to be consistent with the Oregon Transportation 
Plan - specifically, the Oregon Highway Plan, which is a modal element of the OTP (see 
next section). The purpose of the OTP is to guide the development of a safe, convenient, and 
efficient transportation system that promotes economic prosperity and livability for all 
Oregonians. In the OTP, Oregon's population was projected to increase from 2.8 million in 
1990 to 3.8 million in 2012 (this projection is most recently revised to 4.3 million by 2020). 
The OTP sets broad policies for the state transportation system. The OTP designates 1-5 as 
an important part of the transportation system and notes its importance in the freight 
system. The plan defines a minimum level of service (now termed mobility standard) for 
highways that vary by metropolitan areas. The OTP did not specifically address 
improvements to 1-5 but offered a broad policy framework and standards for improving 
state highway systems. The OTP predicted that truck vehicle miles traveled (VMT) would 
grow7 at approximately 2.5 percent per year between 1990 and 2010 (1.1 billion VMT in 1990 
to 1.8 biIlion VMT by 2010). 

The OTP encourages improvements to local transportation systems that allow local traffic to 
travel around communities without having to use the state highway system. Among other 
general issues relating to highway systems, the OTP identifies the need to establish 
Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (now termed Intelligent Transportation Systems or 
ITS) on 1-5 and other highways to increase system capacity, improve motorist information, 
and improve travel efficiency. The OTP also promotes highwav safety standards for trucks 
and truck operators and the maintenance, preservation, and improvement of the highway 
system in good order to provide infrastsucbure for the efficient movement of goods by 
freight. The IAMP and recommended project is consistent with the OTP by providing safe 
and efficient movement of passengers and freight. 

Oregon Highway Plan, 1999 
The OHP is a modal element of the OTP. It addresses the following issues: 

Efficient management of the system to increase safety, preserve the system and extend 
its capacity 

Increased partnerships, particularly with regional and local governments 

Links between land use and transportation 

Access management 

Links with other transportation modes 
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Environmental and scenic resources 

The OHP designates 1-5 as part of the National Highway System and as a designated freight 
route between the California and Washington borders. 

The OHP impacts the I-5/Beltline interchange by establishing interchange spacing require- 
ments, investment priorities, access management policy, and mobility standards. The 
interchange spacing standards of the OHP for an interstate freeway to freeway connection 
are the same as those of the Federal Interstate Policy -3 miles in an urban area, and 6 miles 
in a rural area. The OHP highway mobility standards for different highway categories use 
volume to capacity (v/c) ratios to measure performance. For interstate highways, including 
1-5, the v/c ratio in rural areas is 0.70, compared to 0.85 for Beltline west of Gateway Street 
and 0.85 for Beltline to the east. Under limited funding scenarios, the Major Investment 
Policy, which is part of the OHP, stipulates that infrastructure improvements will be 
undertaken only to address critical safety problems and critical levels of congestion. 
Transportation studies for the I-5/Beltline interchange show that safety and congestion will 
be critical within the design horizon. The IAMP is consistent with the following policies: 
investment policy, interchange policy, access management policy, and mobility. 

The Oregon Highway Plan (OHP) includes several policies that were addressed during 
development of the 15/Beltline Interchange Project. The policies applicable to tlus project 
and most relevant to land use findings are discussed below. In many cases, the information 
presented for a particular policy is also relevant to other policies discussed. 

Policy 1A: State Highway Classification System. This policy categorizes the state highways to 
guide planning, management, and investment decisions regarding state highway facilities. 
The policy declares Interstate Highways are major freight routes and their objective is to 
provide mobility; the management objective is to provide for safe and efficient high-speed 
continuous-flow operation in urban and rural areas. Statewide Highways primarily provide 
inter-urban and inter-regional mobility and connections to larger urban areas, and 
secondarily provide for intra-urban and intra-regional trips. The management objective is 
the same as Interstate Highwa;~~, except ir, constrained and urban areas where interruptions 
to Ron7 should be minimal. 

Findings: The OHP lists the c'lassificahon of state highways. 1-5 is an Interstate Highway; 
BeItline Highway west of 1-5 is a Highway of Statewide Signaficanse. Beltline Highway 
between 1-5 and Gateway Street is classified as a Regional Highway. Beltline Road east of 
Gateway Street is owned by the City of Springfield and is an Urban Arterial. The 
I-5/Beltline Interchange Project supports the standards that qualify 1-5 as an Interstate 
Highway and Beltline Highway as a State Highway. Correction of the functional and 
operational deficiencies of the interchange will facilitate freight mobility and inter-urban 
travel. The project does not conflict with the portion of Beltline Road designated as an 
Urban Arterial because reconstruction of the Beltline/Gateway Intersection will meet 
highway mobility standards per Policv 1 F  for the local street system as described below. 
Data substantiating these findings are presented below. 

The existing I-5/Beltline Interchange has geometric, operational, and safety deficiencies. 
Within the next 20 years, the number of daily vehicle trips traversing the interchange (1-5 at 
Beltline Road) is expected to increase from 93,000 trips to 120,000 trips per day in 2015 
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(according to the Beltline Facility Plan), an increase of 29 percent. Transportation studies for 
the Beltline Interchange (Transportation Operational Analysis Report for the I-5Deltline 
Interchange, ODOT, November 2001) show that safety and congestion levels will be 
inconsistent with stated management objectives within the design horizon. The OHP 
highway mobility standards for different highway categories use volume to capacity (v/c) 
ratios to measure performance. A v/c ratio is the peak hour traffic volume (measured in 
vehicles per hour [vph]) on a facility divided by the maximum volume that the facility can 
handle. For example, when a highway segment's v/c ratio equals 0.85, peak hour traffic 
uses 85 percent of a highway's capacity and 15 percent of the capacity is not used. If the 
traffic volume entering a highway section exceeds 1.00, traffic backups will form and 
lengthen. When a v/c ratio is less than but close to 1.0 (for example, 0.951, traffic flow 
becomes unstable. 

The v/c standard for 1-5 and its interchange components is 0.80 (OHP, Policy IF). For 
Beltline Highway and its components, the v/c standard is 0.85. These standards are 
compared against the predicted operations of each future alternative to evaluate its 
performance. 

The City of Springfield's level-of-service (LOS) 'ID" performance standard was equated to a 
v/c standard of 0.85 for comparative purposes. The City of Springfield uses LOS standards 
rather than v/c ratio standards. LOS A represents the best operating conditions and LOS F 
the worst. Each LOS designation represents a range of operating conditions. 

By year 2025 under the No-Build alternative, four of six weaving areas and three of six ramp 
junctions will exceed the mobility standards; whereas, only the problematic weaving area 
on 1-5 northbound south of Beltline in year 2000 exceeded the mobility standard with a v/c 
ratio of 0.87, increasing to 1.05 projected for year 2005 and 1.37 in year 2025 (Table 4-9 of the 
EA). The Beltline/Gateway, Beltline/Hutton, and Gateway/Kruse intersections exceeded 
the mobility standard of 0.85 in year 2000 with v/c ratios of 0.91,2.0+, and 2.0+, 
respectively. Gateway/Postal will exceed mobility standards in 2005 with a v/c ratio of 
2.0+. In year 2025, projections are that seven of the nine arterial intersections studied as part 
of the project will exceed the mobility standard under the No-Build alternative. By 2025 all 
hut two of the study area intersections are expected to operate unacceptably with the No- 
Build alternative. Traffic demands at the signalized Beltline/Gateway Intersection are 
expected to increase the v/c ratio to 1.68 (LOS F) for several hours, and traffic would back 
up along all four of the intersection's approaches. These conditions would also impact 
nxovements on several of the I-5/Beltline Interchange ramps. 

The selected Interchange Build Alternative and Tntersection Option 3 would meet acceptable 
mobility standards (0.80 v/c ratio) in year 2025 at all 1-5 weaving areas and ramp junctions 
(see Tables 4-11 and 4-12 in the EA). The weaving area on 1-5 northbound south of Beltline 
would have a v/c ratio of 0.63. Seven of the nine arterial intersections would meet mobility 
standards in 2025, with the exceptions being the Gateway/Postal Intersection and Game 
Farm Road South/East Intersection. Therefore, the project would provide mobility that is 
consistent with the management objectives of Policy 1A for the State Highway Classification 
System in that performance will be maintained and safety improved. 

Policy IB. Land Use and Transportation. This policy recognizes that State and local 
governments must work together and share responsibility for the road system while 
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providing safety, efficiency, livability, and economic viability for all citizens. The land use 
and transportation policy addresses the relationship between the highway and patterns of 
development both on and off the highway. It emphasizes development patterns that 
maintain state highways for regional and intercity mobility, and compact development 
patterns that depend less on state highways than linear development for access and local 
circulation. 

The Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area General Plan (Metro Plan) includes the Eugene- 
Springfield Transportation System Plan (TransPlan). The TransPlan, Gateway Refinement 
Plan, and Willakenzie Area Plan were reviewed for potential conflicts wit11 the 1-5/Beltline 
Interchange Build Alternative, including any conflicts that would require a conditional use 
permit or other plan amendment. In addition, project alternatives were developed with 
consideration of how these various plans would reduce reliance on the automobile. 
Regional studies reviewed included the Willamette Valley Transportation Strategy, 
Commuting in the Willamette Valley, and the Bus Rapid Transit Concept-Major Investment 
Study Final Report. 

Findings: The 13/Beltline project is consistent with local land use and transportation plans 
(i.e., Metro Plan, TransPlan, Gateway Refinement Plan, and Willakenzie Area Plan). These 
plans in turn are consistent with Policv 1B in that they promote the orderly development of 
land and compact development patterns, and encourage the availability and use of 
transportation alternatives. The transportation modeling used for this project is consistent 
with TransPlan, beginning with the fundamental land use assumptions contained in 
TransPlan. Land use issues related to the Metro Plan and TransPlan were identxfied in the 
Land Use and Regulatory Compliance techrucal memorandum (CH2fvl HILL, July 17,2000) 
and the Mans, Policies, and Study Review Summary (CH2M HILL, February 18,2000), 
which became the basis for the analyses in the Land Use Technical Report (CH2M HILL, 
February 2002) and related sections of the EA for the project. The Oregon Department of 
Transportation and the City of Springfield have entered into an Interagency Agreement to 
monitor conditions and implement phases of this project. Data substantiating these findings 
is presented below. 

The Iocal transportation system plan (TransPlan) projects a need for transportation 
improvements to support planned land use in the project area. As part of its projection, 
TransPlan includes modeling of specific transportation demand management (TDM) 
measures, including bus rapid transit (BRT). The TDM measures that were developed in the 
TransPlan process were factored into the transportation analysis for t h s  project through the 
use of Lane Council of Governments' (LCOGj Transpian travel demand model. 
Transportation modeling also specifically considered a financially constrained system, 
programmed and unprogrammed projects, and the differences in traffic patterns and 
volumes with and without the City of Springfield Pioneer Parkway Extension project. 
Modeling for this project did not include nodal development, which was not in the LCOG 
model when the traffic analysis was done for this project. 

There are potential impacts from the proposed PeaceHealth development on the operation 
of the interchange. In the case of PeaceHealth and other potential development of vacant 
land and redevelopment of existing land, there is likely to be some variation of the actual 
trips resulting from the development when compared to the planned trips. Resolving this 
issue is primarily addressed through evaluating the known traffic impacts. A secondary 
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method of resolving the issue is through ODOT's participation in the land use process 
through the enforcement of Goal 12 and the Transportation Planning Rule. 

A preliminary Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) (JRH Engineering, September 24,2002) 
assumed a plan amendment and development of 99 acres at the proposed PeaceHealth site. 
The development assumed a combination of medium density residential and mixed use. 
The site was analyzed during August 2002 and assumed 709 apartments, 200 assisted living 
units, a 1,445,000 square-foot hospital, and 254,000 square feet of office space. The 
preliminary traffic numbers for the total site modeled for the year 2018 at the 4:OOpm peak 
hour are estimated at 767 inbound trips and 1,555 outbound trips. The results of the analysis 
indicated that mobility standard (0.85 v/c ratio or LOS D) for all intersections in the 
interchange area would be met for Intersection Option 3. ODOT has reviewed and concurs 
with the findings. An additional analysis was performed using the roadway configuration 
shown in the EA, without the access modifications included in the Phase 2 Implementation 
proposal. The analysis showed all intersections would meet mobility standards except for 
the Beltline/Gateway intersection. The calculated v/c ratio for 2025 was 0.90, exceeding the 
maximum ratio of 0.85. The year of failure would be approximately 2023 without additional 
minor traffic impact mitigation, which ODOT has determined to be feasible by modifying 
signal timing, turning movements, and/ or travel lanes. 

In accordance with the Statewide Planning Goals and the Major Investment Policy stated in 
the Oregon Highway Plan, ODOT has been working closely with the City of Springfield to 
evaluate the zone change application that would permit the RiverBend Regional Medical 
Center complex (PeaceHealth Hospital and other facilities) development according to Goal 
12, the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), and the Gateway Refinement Plan goals and 
policies. ODOT has expressed the expectation that the City will ensure its land use decisions 
will not cause the 1-5/BeltIine Interchange to operate below the adopted State performance 
standard, or to operate in such a way as to create a safety hazard to those using the facility 
through 2025. A threshold test of the EA's traffic analysis recently validated the results 
relative to the RiverBend development. 

The Draft Springfield Commercial Lands Study designates land uses and specifies regional 
development nodes that can affect the regional transportation system and the 1-5/Beltline 
Interchange in particular. Nodes are to be zoned such that more local trips will occur at 
nodes than across nodes. The 1-5/Beltline interchange area is designated for such nodal 
clevelopment. Traffic modeling was not able to account for nodal development at the time 
the project was analyzed; however, the model has since been updated and nodal 
development w ~ i i  be included in modeling used for final design of the project. Nevertheless, 
four traffic studies were done for specific developments in the area, which provided input 
on localized traffic demands that were accounted for in project planning. These traffic 
studies are compiled in the Plans, Policies, and Study Review Summary (CH2M HILL, 
February 18,2000) and include the Gateway Mall Theater Traffic Impact Analysis (JRH 
Engineering, October 1997), North Gateway Traffic Impact Analysis Update (JRH 
Engineering, October 1998), Traffic Impact Analysis for Sports Center Complex (Branch 
Engineering, October 1998), and Traffic Impacts Analysis for Lube-It USA (Branch 
Engineering, May 1997). 

The selected I-5/Beltline Interchange Build Alternative would require the acquisition of 
0.4 hectare (1 acre) of land zoned for exclusive farm use (EFU) outside the Eugene- 
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Springfield Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). However, the parcel of land to be acquired is 
entirely adjacent to existing roadway right-of-way, the acquisition would not result in 
creation of new parcels, and no buildings would be displaced or removed. This use is 
permitted outright under ORS 215.213(1)(n). By definition in OAR 660-012-0065 
(Transportation Planning Rule, Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands), such uses 
are consistent with Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands), Goal 4 (Forest Lands), Goal 11 (Public 
Facilities and Services), and Goal 14 (Urbanization). The Metro Plan restricts development 
beyond the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB); however, the 1-acre of EFU-zoned land outside 
of the existing UGB is permitted outright for this transportation improvement. 

In addition, the selected I-5/Beltline Interchange Build Alternative would require the 
acquisition of about 7.3 hectares (18.0 acres) of land zoned for campus industrial, residential, 
or commercial use. Conversions of land from residential to nonresidential use is 
discouraged in the Metro Plan (111-A-6, #20). The selected modified Intersection Option 3 
would result in the conversion of small amounts of existing residential land (0.04 ha or 
0.1 ac) and commercial land (1.12 ha or 2.8 ac) to transportation uses. Because there is 
approximately 277 hectares (685 acres) of vacant or agricultural land designated for 
development in the project study area, the relatively small amount of land acquisition and 
changes in land use would not adversely affect the overall pattern, availability, or use of 
residential and commercial lands in the study area. 

Policy 1G: Major Improvements. This policy directs ODOT and local jurisdictions to protect 
and improve the efficiency of the highway system before adding new highway facilities. 
Action 1G.1, which takes precedence over the other actions in Policy 1G, includes the 
follo~+ng prioritized list of improvement measures: 

1. Protect the existing system 
2. Improve efficiency and capacity of existing highway facilities 
3. Add capacity to the existing system 
4. Add new facilities to the system 

Findings: The I-5,/Beltline Interchange Project does not add new facilities to increase 
capacity but rather helps avoid or cielay the need to add new facilities (for example, new 
interchange, highway, or bypass) to the system. The selected build alternative applies 
Measure 3 (above) and would satisfy Policy IG and Action 1G.1 of the OHP in that the 
higher priority h/feasures 1 and 2 already have been implemented, as substantiated below. 

Measure 1: Protect the Existing System. Actions to protect the existing system per 
Measure 1 have been exhausted. Since the opening of the interchange in 1968, changes in 
land use have affected its function. The immediate area surrounding the interchange is now 
almost fully developed, and access is currently controlled. Land use and transportation in 
the area is regulated by the Metro Plan. The TDM measures that have already been 
developed in TransPlan include ridesharing, alternative modes, and mass transit. The 
TransPlan elements were factored into the transportation analysis through the use of 
LCOG's TransPlan travel demand model. The analysis showed that the highest attainable 
levels of TDM as provided in TransPlan would provide very little reduction in vehicular 
traffic at the I-5/Beltline Interchange (Transportahon Operational Analysis Report for the 
I-5/Beltlirie Interdurnge, ODOT, November 2001). Transplan has found that voluntary TDM 
strategies, such as the employer-paid bus pass program, can reduce vehicle rmles traveled 
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(VMT) by 3 percent, and that mandatory strateges, such as mandatory employer support, 
can reduce VMT up to 10 percent. 

The current and projected v/c ratios for key elements of the interchange area (as presented 
earlier under Policy 1A) confirm that measures beyond protection of the existing system are 
needed. By 2025, the 13/Beltline Highway major weaving sections are expected to be 
failing, along with most of the major intersections in the study area. These problems are too 
serious to be solved through improvements to traffic operations, such as signal timing 
optimization. By 2025 traffic volumes measured as vehicles per day (vpd) on Beltline east of 
1-5 are expected to increase almost 55 percent (from 10,100 to 15,600 vpd); Gateway, to the 
north of Beltline, is expected to see traffic grow by more than 95 percent (from 13,400 to 
26,300 vpd), and just south of Beltline, is predicted to grow by almost 85 percent (from 
28,200 to 51,600 vpd). By 2025 all but two of the study area intersections are expected to 
operate unacceptably with the No Build Alternative. Traffic demands at the signalized 
Beltline/Gateway Intersection are expected to increase the v/c ratio to 1.68 (LOS F) for 
several hours, and traffic would back up  along all four of the intersection's approaches. 
These conditions would also impact movements on several of the I-5/Beltline Interchange 
ramps. Traffic backed up along the 1-5 off-ramps could extend to the freeway itself, resulting 
in potentially unsafe conditions. Vehicle backups at the Beltline/Gateway Intersection 
would extend 500 feet to the west, affecting 1-5's northbound off-ramp operations and 
impeding eastbound traffic flow along Beltline Highway. Under the No Build Alternative, 
northbound backups would extend about 1,100 feet to the south, inhibiting driveways along 
Gateway. 

Measure 2: Improve Efficiency and Capacity of Existing Highway Facilities. Minor 
improvements consistent with Measure 2 have already been implemented for this area. For 
example, the efficiency and capacity of the existing facilities have been improved and 
maximized tl-rrough the addition of auxiliary lanes to 1-5 in 1999. Transportation studies for 
the I5/Beltline Interchange (see Transportation Operatioizal Analysis Report for t h ~  I-5/Beltline 
Interchange, ODOT, November 2001) show that these issues cannot be effectively resolved 
through any typical transportation system management (TSM) measures such as ramp 
metering, HOV lanes, or fringe parking. The project includes improvements to 
bicycle/pedestrian facilities by providing a crossing of 1-5 and a separated bike lane along 
1-5 and Beltline High-cl~av which will address 'TransPlan's plan for more bikeways. 

Measure 3: Add Capacity to the Existing System. To resolve the geometric, operational, 
and safety deficiencies of the I-5/Beltline Interchange and Beltline Highway now requires 
consideration of major roadway improvements that add capacity to the existing highway 
facilities. 1-5 north of Beltline and several of the intersections adjacent to the interchange are 
currently operating over volume-to-capacity standards. The TDM/TSM methods of 
Measures 1 and 2 alone have not eliminated the need for making major improvements that 
add capacity to the system, per Measure 3 and the focus of t l ~e  proposed I-5/Beltline 
Interchange Project. 

The proposed interchange form consists of a partial cloverleaf-A (loop ramps in advance of 
the overcrossing structure of 1-5) with a single exit and entrance ramps from and to the 1-5 
mainline. The highest volume movement is a high speed directional ramp for northbound 
1-5 to westbound Beltline movement. Off-roadway bicycle/pedestrian facilities are 
proposed parallel to 1-5 connecting to Game Farm Road West to the north and Harlow Road 
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to the south. In addition, there is a proposed bicycle/pedestrian overcrossing of 1-5 
providing connectivity from Eugene to Springfield at Postal Way. 

The projected improvements to the v/c ratio from the selected Interchange Build 
Alternative and Intersection Option 3 (see discussion under Policy 1A) would meet the 
goals of the project and the highway management objectives. 

Action 1G.4. This action requires that the design of major improvements for limited access 
protect through-traffic movements. Also required is that the State develop and implement 
an access management intergovernmental agreement (IGA) that requires the local 
jurisdiction to adopt supporting actions in its comprehensive plan. The City of Springfield's 
Gateway Refinement Plan calls for access management along Gateway Street. In 
coordination with State and City staff, accesses were reviewed and preliminary access 
locations idenhfied. Preliminary private accesses were identified for elimination and 
consolidation to improve safety and operations. Final access locations require agreement 
between the City of Springfield and ODOT, and documentation in an interchange 
management plan. As part of developing an access management plan, ODOT would enter 
into one or more IGAs with the City of Springfield. 

A recent IGA (#20525) executed between ODOT and the City of Springfield specifies 
performance criteria (triggers) for the implementation of Phase 2 improvements that are 
acceptable to FHWA, ODOT, and the City of Springfield. Beltline Highway's traffic queues 
and v/c ratios will be measured to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency, respectively, of 
the interchange/intersection system (see discussion under Policy 2F). Included in the IGA 
are provisions consistent with Action 1G.4. The IGA specifies the roles, responsibilities, 
triggers, and actions to be taken to ensure safety and operational effectiveness of the 
I-5/Beltline Interchange for the traveling public. 

Policy 2F: Traffic Safety. It is the policy of the State of Oregon to continually improve safety 
for all users of the highway system. During the 4-year period from January 1994 through 
December 1998, more than 175 crashes in the I-5/Beltline Interchange area were reported to 
ODOT. These included crashes on the 1-5 maidhe,  the interchange ramps, and Beltline up  
to but not including the Beltline/Gateway Intersection. About 67 percent of the crashes 
involved injuries to some extent, including one pedestria1-r fatality. The ratio of daytime to 
nighttime accidents was 2.5 to 1. ODOTfs 1999 safety improvement project that added a 
northbound freeway exit lane to the interchange was intended to make intersection 
operational improvements at eastbound Beltline Road and Gateway Street. About 64 of the 
reported crasE.es, or 37 percent, mzy have been avoided dtlring the reportkg p e r i d  had the 
improvements been in place earlier. This interchange area's crash rate is in the state's 
highest 10 percent of all crash locations. 

Findings: The selected build alternative improves traffic safety per Policy 2F, implements 
cost-effective solutions per Action 2F.1, and includes a monitoring and evaluation process 
per Action 2F.2. Because the selected build aIternative would result in v/c ratios within the 
mobility standards for the interchange weaving areas and ramp junctions (see Table 4-11 of 
the EA), improvements in traffic safety are anticipated. Information provided below 
substantiates these findings. 
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Action 2F.l requires an improvement project to develop and implement the most cost- 
effective solutions to high priority safety problems. A Value Engineering (VE) study 
provided an independent peer review and analysis of the project designs to determine if 
there were more economical or efficient means of achieving project goals. The VE Study 
recommended a number of revisions to the Build Alternative and Intersection Options that 
were advanced for public comment and review in the environmental assessment. The 
results of the study show reduced right-of-way costs and improved traffic circulation 
patterns. The VE Study recommended the construction of public access roads in the 
quadrant north of Beltline Road and east of Gateway Street. VE Option A-10 for Intersection 
Option 3 was selected. With this option there would be no access from the north leg of the 
signalized Beltline/Hutton Intersection. The option would have the advantage of reducing 
right-of-way costs by providing legal circulation to Shari's Restaurant and to the 
ARCO/AM-PIC1 Mini-Mart. While the new public access roads would require portions of 
the parcels of existing businesses, they would result in no displacements and would 
eliminate the displacement of Shari's and the ARCO/AM-PbI Mini-Mart. 

Action 2F.2 of the Traffic Safety policy applies because safety is a stated objective of the 
I-5/Beltline Interchange Project. The action requires the project to include goals and a 
process to evaluate the outcome and further refine the project selection and solution process. 
The goal of reducing the above crash rate by improving v/c ratios (reducing congestion) 
and facilitating weave movements was incorporated in the development of the selected 
build alternative for the I-5/Beltline Interchange Project. Regarding evaluation of the project 
outcomes, ODOT has an ongoing program of compiling crash data. The state highway 
system is divided into 5-mile segments, and a tally is made of the number of fatal and 
serious injury crashes over a 3-year period. 

In addition, the IGA between ODOT and the City of Springfield (#20525) includes 
provisions for monitoring and phased implementation of the project. The intent of the IGA 
along with the I-5/Beltline Project Monitoring and Implementation Plan is to determine 
when capita1 improvements at and near the Beltline /Gateway Intersection will be required 
so as not to compromise the investment in the I-5/Beltline Interchange, and to support safe 
and efficient traffic conditions within the interchange area. Once the interchange ramps are 
programmed in the STIP and the Pioneer Parkway Extension is constructed by the City of 
Springfield, ODOT and the City of Springfield wilI begin annual monitoring of two key 
criteria for the Beltline /Gateway Intersection. Specifically, Beltline Highway's traffic 
queues and v/c ratios will be measured to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency, 
respectively, of the interchange and intersections. When all of the Phase I1 im~rovements, as 
de&ed in the I-5/Beltline Interchange Environmental Assessment, are constructed, 
monitoring may cease. 

Policy 3C: Interchange Access Management Areas. This policy states that the State of Oregon 
will plan for and manage grade-separated interchange areas to ensure safety and efficient 
operation between connecting roadways. The purpose of the I-5/Beltline Interchange 
Project is to address geometric, operational, and safety deficiencies in the interchange area, 
including intersection operations at the Beltline/Gateway Intersection. In addition, Action 
3C.2 of this policy requires that the project consider the need for transit and park-and-ride 
facilities, along with the effect on pedeskian and bicycle traffic. The selected Interchange 
Build Alternative includes addition of a bicycle/pedestrian crossing of 1-5 and an improved 
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trail system. The project is designed to accommodate the safe and efficient operation of 
transit vehicles, consistent with TransPlan programs to expand transit service, build park- 
and-ride lots, and add bicycle/pedestrian facilities in the area. Lane Transit District was a 
member of the Stakeholder Working Group for the project and will continue to provide 
input during final design of the project, particularly in regard to bus rapid transit. 

Findings: The improvements proposed as part of this project are compatible with land use 
and zoning in adjacent areas and by design are consistent with Policy 3C and Action 3C.2, as 
substantiated below. 

Because of the proximity of the Beltline/Gateway Intersection to the interstate, future traffic 
forecasts predict that the traffic queues at the local intersection will adversely affect the 
performance of the I-5/Belthe Interchange northbound ramp terminal. That is, under the 
year 2025 No Build alternative, vehicle backups at the Beltline/Gateway Intersection would 
extend 500 feet to the west, affecting 1-5's northbound off-ramp operations and impeding 
eastbound traffic flow along Beltline Highway. Northbound backups would extend about 
1,100 feet to the south, inhibiting driveways along Gateway. In addition, there is a great deal 
of local traffic concentrated at this intersection creating problems for bicycles, pedestrians 
and transit. AASHTO design principles were applied in combination with OHP policies 
regarding interchanges, mobility, major investments, and access management in the 
development of the selected build alternative. 

With Intersection Option 3,2025 design hour traffic backups extending from the 
Beltline/Gateway Intersection would be contained between the intersection and each of its 
four adjacent signalized intersections. The Gateway/Kruse Way Intersection would allow 
southbound Gateway movements to bypass the traffic signal, eliminating southbound 
backups except for left-turning vehicles. The Beltline/Hutton Intersection 2025 design 
northbound traffic backup would extend about 925 feet to the south, but since Hutton 
would be one-way northbound, driveway movements would be improved. 

Access management would be governed by the City of Springfield in the Beltline/Gateway 
Intersection area, although ODOT may exercise existing authority through the Oregon 
Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) to manage congestion and safety problems. This may 
include negotiating access management features as a condition for future site development 
and redevelopment approval as part of a zone change or comprehensive land use plan 
amendment. A prelinxinary access marilagement concept has been developed for t h s  project. 
The City of Springfield does call for access management along Gateway Street as part of the 
Gateway Refinement plan. In coordination with State and City st&, accesses have b e e ~  
reviewed and preliminary access locations identified. Preliminary private access locations 
have been identified for elimination and consolidation to improve safety and operations. 
Final access locations will be agreed to between the City of Springfield and ODOT, and 
documented in an interchange management plan. 

With the selection of Intersection Option 3, local street circulation would be altered through 
the creation of a one-way couplet section to the south of Beltline east of 1-5. Gateway would 
be changed from two-way travel to southbound only to a point just to the south of existing 
Kruse Way. Kruse Way and Hutton would become one-way north. With this configuration, 
it is possible to accommodate left turns for the eastbound Beltline traffic onto North Game 
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Farm Road as well as maintain a more direct point of access to properties in the SE quadrant 
of the BeltlinelGateway intersection. 

Policy 40: Alternative Passenger Modes. This policy states that the State of Oregon will 
advance and support alternative passenger transportation systems where travel demand, 
land use, and other factors indicate the potential for their successful and effective 
development. Alternative modes typically include pedestrian, bicycle, and transit. Local 
plans include provisions for alternative passenger modes consistent with Policy 4B. 

Findings: Local refinement plans include policies and standards related to pedestrian and 
bicycle facilities, as well as corridor alternatives for new bicycle and pedestrian facilities. 
The selected build alternative addresses the alternative passenger modes of bicycle, 
pedestrian, and mass transit, and includes facilities shown in local plans, consistent with 
Policy 4B. Information substantiating these findings is presented below. 

The I-5/Beltline Interchange Project also is designed to acconunodate the safe and efficient 
operation of transit vehicles. TransPlan includes a series of capital investment actions for 
transit projects. Lncluded are short range projects that include three park and ride lots at 
locations to be determined along major corridors and passenger boarding improvements at 
various locations. Long-range projects include a Beltline/Gateway transfer station with a 
possible park and ride lot and six additional park and ride lots along major corridors at 
locations to be determined. LTD's Route 12 would be re-routed in the northbound direction 
from Gateway to the new Hutton Road/Kruse Way one-way street. None of the bus re- 
routing~ would cause substantial impacts. 

The selected Interchange Build Alternative includes pedestrian and bicycle facilities, 
specifically a new pedestrian-bicycle bridge over 1-5 and associated trail segments to 
connect the east-side commercial areas with the west-side residential areas. The selected 
Intersection Option 3 would provide a new traffic signal and pedestrian crosswalks at the 
Beltline/Hutton Intersection. The Hutton Road/Kruse Way one-way street would have a 
northbound bicycle lane and sidewalks on both sides. The complinlentary southbound 
bicycle lane would contihe to be provided on Gateway. 

Policy 4D: Transportation Demand Management. This policy states that the State of Oregon 
will support the efficient use of the state transportation system through investment in TDhl 
strategies. 

Findings: Local plans consider TDM and transportation system management (TSM) 
strategies as appropriate and consistent with Poiicy 4D; however, the selected build 
alternative is needed to significantly improve system operations in the project area. The 
information below substantiates these findings. 

TSM and TDhf measures included in TransPlan were also included as part of the traffic 
projections undertaken for this project. Nodal development, as with the Springfield 
Commercial Lands Study, will be incorporated in upcoming traffic modeling. Even with 
maximum use of TDM measures and implementation of Bus Rapid Transit, capacity 
problems remain in the area of the interchange, and safety issues associated with the 
existing interchange would not be fully addressed by TDM measures. The City of 
Springfield recognizes Gateway as a congested area. Voluntary TDM measures are already 
in place in the vicinity of the I-5/Beltline Interchange. For example, Symantec participates in 
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TDM measures with a bus pass program. However, none of the plans reviewed nor level of 
voluntary TDM participation suggested any effective TSM/TDM strategies that might 
alleviate the need for the full interchange and intersection improvement project. (The 
applicability of TDM strategies also was discussed under Policy 1G, Measure 1.) 

Oregon Public Transportation Plan, 1997 
The I-5/Beltline Interchange Project is consistent with the Oregon Public Transportation 
Plan (OPTP), which is a modal element of the OTP, by improving the safe and efficient 
movement of passengers. The goal of the OPTP is to provide a public transportation system 
to meet daily medical, employment, educational, business and leisure needs without 
dependence on single-occupant vehicle transportation. The OPTP defined three different 
implementation levels for the plan. Level 1 freezes service at current levels, Level 2 keeps 
pace with current growth, and Level 3 responds to state and federal mandates and goals 
and responds to Oregon's anticipated growth. 

Intercity transit service is provided by both bus and rail along the 1-5 corridor. Greyhound 
bus service provides as many as 14 daily round trips between Eugene and Portland along 
1-5. Amtrak provides rail service along the I- corridor. There are proposed upgrades to rail 
facilities which would provide high speed rail service between Eugene and Portland, and 
between Portland and Seattle. The OPTP suggests under Level 3 implementation that 
intercity bus and rail services would grow substantially, Additional commuter bus service 
should be provided in many metropolitan areas, and that additional intercity bus service 
should be provided through communities with a population of 2,500 and above. 

One of the policies of the OPTP is to reduce highway demand. The OPTP states in 
Strategy lE.l that demand management and transportation system management techniques 
should be used to reduce peak period single-occupant automobile travel and vehicle miles 
traveled. 

Freight Moves the Oregon Economy, 1999 
Improving the Beltline Interchange is consistent with proposed strategies, reduce delay and 
eliminating travel barriers, to make improvements to existing facilities. As indicated in this 
publication, "Freight plays a major role in moving the Oregon economy. Most freight moves 
by truck, rail, waterway, air, and pipeline with truck accounting for the greatest volume of 
freight". Information found in this publication that may affect Interstate 5 includes the 
following: 

Because the State's largest airports are located in four metropolitan areas along 1-5, the 
majority of Oregon's in-state air traffic follows the 1-5 corridor as well. 

Approximate daily truck volumes in the 1-5 Corridor are: 

10,000 per day across the 1-5 bridge 

10,000 to 15,000 per day in the Salem and Eugene areas 

Recommendations are made for the construction of an intermodal site in Eugene. Beltline 
west links to industrial properties and rail connections. The IAMP is consistent with this 
Plan because it seeks to accommodate the safe and efficient movement of freight. 
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Transportation Planning Rule (Oregon Administrative Rule 660-012) 
The TPR implements Statewide Planning Goal 12 (Transportation) and is intended to 
promote the development of safe, convenient and economic transportation systems that are 
designed to reduce reliance on the automobile. It also identifies how transportation facilities 
are services are planned for and provided on rural and urban lands consistent with state 
goals. Local and state transportation plans must be compliant with the TPR. 

I-51Beltline project recommendations are included as part of TransPlan. TransPlan has been 
acknowledged as consistent with Statewide Planning Goals and the Transportation 
Planning Rule; therefore, the IAMP project is consistent with Statewide Planning Goals. 

Oregon Administrative Rule 734-051 
OAR 734-051 implements state policy (OHP) related to access management spacing 
standards in an interchange area and access management plans for IAMPs, and applies to 
the location, construction, maintenance and use of approaches onto the state highway 
rights-of-way and properties under the jurisdiction of ODOT. These rules also govern 
closure of existing approaches, spacing standards, medians, deviations, appeal processes, 
grants of access and indentures of access. Table 1, appended to this technical memorandum, 
lists each OAR 734-051 requirement and how it is addressed by the selected alternative for 
the I-5/Beltline Interchange Project. 

Local Policies and Code Provisions 

Local Planning Documents 
The primary local planning documents relevant for the Id/Beltline IAMP include the Metro 
Plan, TransPlan, the City of Springfield's Gateway Refinement Plan and the City of 
Eugene's Willakenzie Area Plan. The following policies and provisions support I5/Beltline 
interchange area management. 

Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area General Plan (Metro Plan), 1987 
The Metro Plan serves as the official Comprehensive Plan for metropolitan Lane County, the 
City of Eugene and the City- of Springfield. This area includes the 7-5/ Beltline interchange 
influence area. All Eugene and Springfield plans must be consistent with the hletro Plan. 

The Metro Plan is currently iundergoh-g a Periodic Review housekeepkg n r n r p c ~  rAULL" / h>*f "-' -- 3c 

those changes are not yet adopted, t h s  review addresses the 1987 version, as presented in 
the Metro Housekeeping Plan Revisions Draft - April 6,2004.1 The Metro Plan is organized 
into several sections, including Section I1 - Fundamental Principles and Growth 
Management Policy Framework, and Section 111 - Specific Elements. Certain goals and 
policies included within the Plan support interchange area management, including the 
following (note - relevant Metro Plan transportation policies are reviewed under the 
discussion of TransPlan): 

This version of the Metro Plan was recommended for review for this project by LCOG, in May 2005. Therefore, some of the 
numbering may differ from other versions of the Plan. 
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Land Use and Economic Goals and Objectives 

Plan Section: 1I.B - Metropolitan Goals 
Topic: Growth Management and the Urban Service Area 
1. Use urban, urbanizable, and rural lands efficiently. 

2. Encourage orderly and efficient conversion of land from rural to urban uses in response 
to urban needs, taktng into account metropolitan and statewide goals. 

Plan Section: 1I.B - Metropolitan Goals 
Topic: Economy 
1. Broaden, improve, and diversify the metropolitan economy while maintaining or 

enhancing the environment. 

Plan Section: 1I.C - Growth Management Goals, Findings and Policies 
Subsection: Objectives 
Objective II.C.3: Conserve those lands needed to efficiently accommodate expected urban 
growth. 

Objective II.C.7. Shape and plan for a compact urban growth form to provide for growth 
while preserving the special character of the metropolitan area. 

Plan Section: I1I.B - Economic Element 
Plan Element: Economy 
Objective III.B.10: Provide the necessary public facilities and services to allow economic 
development. 

Findings: These land use and economic goals and objectives support long-range planning 
for interchange influence areas. The 15/Beltline interchange is located within the Urban 
Growth Boundary (UGB), which is consistent with goals and objectives related to using 
urban land efficiently. One of the purposes of the I-5/Beltline IAMP is to plan ahead and 
minimize the need for additional major improvements to the interchange. Planning ahead 
for interchange areas avoids waste of public funds by designing solutions that anticipate 
future land use impacts on the transportation system instead of reacting to conditions, 
which can often times be more expensive. 

The land use 'and economic goals and objectives in the Metro Plan point to the regional 
desire to grow first within the UGB, anci ensure compact development - which is consistent 
with the solutions provided in the 1-5/Beltline TAMP. The 1-5/Beltline IAMP was develop 
consistently with area land use plans, IAMP recoxxwnded prejects r e  ex F- ressly 
intended to be able to carry the traffic anticipated according to local population and 
employment forecasts. 

These policies and objectives also support the provision of necessary public facilities for 
economic development. Transportation facilities, such as the Interstate 5 corridor, are critical 
to economic development, as they allow for movement of freight and people. The intent of 
the IAMP - to improve geometric, operational and safety efficiencies of the existing 
I-5/Beltline interchange to provide an improved transportation system and support 
community vitality - is consistent with the values expressed in these goals and policies. 
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Land Use and Economic Policies 
Plan Section: 1I.C - Growth Management Goals, Findings and Policies 
Subsection: Policies 
Policy II.C.3: Control of location, timing and financing of the major public investments that 
directly influence the growth form of the metropolitan area shall be planned and 
coordinated on a metropolitan-wide basis. 

Findings: This policy recommends a metropolitan-wide, coordinated planning approach to 
major public investments, such as the improvements recommended in the I-5/Beltline 
IAMP. This type of approach is directly provided by the 15/Beltline IAMP for the 
I-5/Beltline interchange and surrounding area. The I-5/Beltline IAMP was intentionally 
developed as broad-based planning effort that involved ODOT, FHWA, Lane County, the 
City of Springfield and the City of Eugene as part of the stakeholder working group for the 
project. 

Policy II.C.23. Regulatory and fiscal incentives that direct the geographic allocation of 
growth and density according to adopted plans and policies shall be examined and, when 
practical, adopted. 

Findings: The 15/Beltline IAMP provides recommendations that help achieve the allocation 
of growth and density as adopted in local plans, such as TransPlan and the Gateway 
Refinement Plan. The interchange area improvements are intended to accommodate future 
anticipated population and employment growth in the area. 

Policy II.C.25: When conducting metropolitan planning studies, particularly the Public 
Facilities and Services Plan, consider the orderly provision and financing of public services 
and the overall impact on population and geographical growth in the metropolitan area. 
\%%en appropriate, future planning studies should include specific analysis of the growth 
impacts suggested by that particular study for the metropolitan area. 

Findings: This policy supports planning studies that account for growth impacts in the 
metropolitan area. The 1-5/Belthe IAMP is intended to manage the interchange area in a 
fiscally responsible manner in light of expected growth and traffic. The recommel~dations in 
the IAMP are based on Xormation consistent with the land use planning documents and 
assumptions in the area, and identified projects and strategies are intended to accommodate 
the growth and land uses i d e n ~ i e d  in local plans. Population and employment numbers 
were integrated into the planning and environmental process, and informed the direction of 
the project. 

Policy II.C.26: Based upon direction provided in Policies 3,7, and 23 of this section, any 
development taking place in an urbanizable area or in rural residential designations in an 
urban reserve area shall be designed to the development standards of the city which would 
be responsible for eventually providing a minimum level of key urban service to the area. 
Unless the following conditions are met, the minimum lot size for campus industrial 
designated areas shall be 50 acres and the minimum lot size for all other designations shall 
be 10 acres. Any lot under ten acres in size but larger than five acres to be created in this 
area on undeveloped or underdeveloped land will require the adjacent city and Lane 
County to agree that this lot size would be appropriate for the area utilizing the following 
standards: 
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a. The approval of a conceptual plan for ultimate development at urban densities in 
accord with applicable plans and policies. 

b. Proposed land uses and densities conform to applicable plans and policies. 

c. The owner of the property has signed an agreement with the adjacent city which 
provides: 

(1) The owner and h s  or her successors in interest are obligated to support 
annexation proceedings should the city, at its option, initiate annexation. 

(2) The owner and his or her successors in interest agree not to challenge any 
annexation of the subject property. 

(3) The owner and his or her successors in interest will acquire city approval for 
any subsequent new use, change of use, or substantial intensification of use 
of the property. The city will not withhold appropriate approval of the use 
arbitrarily if it is in compliance with applicable plans, policies, and standards, 
as interpreted by the city, as well as the conceptual plan approved under 
subsection a above. 

Findings: This policy outlines steps to ensure that proposed land uses in urbanizable areas 
are consistent with applicable plans and policies and that future deveIopment is coordinated 
with adjacent jurisdictions. This policy is relevant for land in the northern portion of the 
interchange influence area, in that it promotes consideration of future development and its 
impact on urban services. 

Policy II.C.31. Eugene, Springfield, and Lane County shall continue to involve affected local 
governments and other urban service providers in development of future, applicable Metro 
Plan revisions, including amendments and updates. 

Findings: The I-5/Beltline IAMP was based on information and recommendations included 
in the Metro Plan (and TransPlan, the transportation element). The IAMP process involved 
local (Eugene, Springfield, Lane County), state and federal jurisdictions. This policy 
underscores the importance of continued coordination as Metro Plan revisions could affect 
plans. In order to maintain compliance with this Metro Plan policy, Eugene, Sprmgf~eld and 
Lane County will notifj7 ODOT of any Metro Plan changes that could affect solutions 
proposed in the 1-5/ Beltline TAhlP. 

Plan Section: Ii1.B - Economic Eiement 
Plan Element: Economy 
PoIicy III.B.18: Encourage the development of transportation facilities which would 
improve access to industrial and commercial areas and improve freight movement 
capabilities by implementing the policies and projects in the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan 
Area Transportation Plan (TransPlan) and the Eugene Airport Master Plan. 

Findings: The IAMP promotes protection of the function of the I-5/Beltline interchange, 
easier freight movement along Interstate 5, and improved access to industrial and 
commercial areas, which is consistent with this policy. This policy supports the intent of the 
IAMP recommendations, and therefore, supports the IAMP. 
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Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area Transportation Plan (TransPlan), July 2002 
TransPlan is adopted as a functional plan of the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area 
General Plan (Metro Plan), and is consistent with the Metro Plan transportation element. As 
such, Oregon Statewide Planning Goals and the Transportation Planning Rule are 
applicable. TransPlan serves as the Transportation Plan for the City of Eugene, the City of 
Springfield and metropolitan Lane County. TransPlan is consistent with the Central Lane 
Metropolitan Planning Organization's Regional Transportation Plan (adopted December 
2004), which is the federal MPO plan for the MPO planning area, which now includes the 
City of Springfield, City of Eugene, metropolitan Lane County, and the City of Coburg. 
TransPlan includes provisions for meeting the transportation demand of residents over a 20- 
year planning horizon while addressing transportation issues and making changes intended 
to improve the region's quality of life and economic vitality. 

TransPlan is adopted as a functional plan of the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area 
General Plan (Metro Plan). The City of Eugene and City of Springfield are local jurisdictions 
with land uses subject to Statewide Planning Goals (ORS 195,196, and 197). These 
governments have land use regulations and acknowledged comprehensive plans. The 
project's selected build alternative is consistent with Iand use provisions of Oregon 
Statewide Planning Goals, the Transportation Planning Rule, and the Metro Plan (including 
TransPlan). 

Improvements included as part of the I-5/Beltline IAMP are consistent with Project 606 for 
the I-5/Beltline Interchange as included in TransPlan. The Metro Plan establishes the broad 
framework upon which Eugene, Springfield, and Lane County make coordinated Iand use 
decisions. Other local jurisdictions involved with the regional planning process are the Lane 
Council of Governments and Lane Transit District. In compliance with provisions of TEA 21 
and the TPR, TransPlan contains transportation policies and expected actions and is 
financially constrained to revenues reasonably expected to be available. TransPlan is 
particularly important for guiding transportation policy and investment decision making 
over periods of 3 to 5 years until the next plan update. Phases 1 and 2 of the project are part 
of the financially constrained plan; Phase 3 is not needed from an operational perspective 
until outside of TransPlan's planning horizon. Letters from local agency planning officials 
state agreement that the project is consistent with Transplan. 

The following Transflan goals, objectives and policies support the intent of the I-5/Belthe 
IAniIP or interchange management: 

Transplan Goals and Obiectives 
Goal 1. Provide an integrated transportation and land use system that supports choices in 
modes of travel and development patterns that will reduce reliance on the automobile and 
enhance livability, economic opportunity, and the quality of life. 

Goal 2. Enhance the Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area's quality of life and economic 
opportunity by providing a transportation system that is: 

Balanced, 
Accessible, 
Efficient, 
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Safe, 
Interconnected, 
Environmentally responsible, 
Supportive of responsible and sustainable development, 
Responsive to community needs and neighborhood impacts, and 
Economically viable and financially stable. 

Objective 1: Accessibility and Mobility. Provide adequate levels of accessibility and 
mobility for the efficient movement of people, goods, and services within the region. 

Objective 2: Safety. Improve transportation system safety through design, operations and 
maintenance, system improvements, support facilities, public information, and law7 
enforcement efforts. 

Objective 4: Economic Vitality. Support transportation strategies that improve the economic 
vitality of the region and enhance economic opportunity. 

Objective 6: Coordination/Efficiency. Coordinate among agencies to facilitate efficient 
planning, design, operation and maintenance of transportation facilities and programs. 

Objective 7: Policy Implementation. Implement a range of actions as determined by local 
governments, including land use, demand management, and system improvement 
strategies, to carry out transportation policies. 

Findings: These goals and objectives support a multimodal, integrated transportation 
system. Protecting the function of the I-5/Beltline interchange, preserving capacity and 
promoting safety - such as the recommended improvements in the IAMP recommendations 
- help to implement this goal. Long-term actions identified in the I-5/Beltline IAMP include 
a pedestrian/bicycle facility north of Beltline Highway. The IAMP is consistent with 
TransPlan goals and objectives because it is intended to provide solutions that will enhance 
accessibility and mobility, safety and economic vitality in a coordinated and efficient 
manner. TransPlan goals and objectives support the intent of the IAMP, as well as IAMP 
solutions. 

Transplan Policies 

TransPlan Policy: Land Use Policy #4 - Multi-Modal improvements in New Development 
Metro Plan Policy F-4: Require improvements that encourage transit, bicvcles, and 
pedestrians in new commercial, public, mixed-use and multi-unit residential development. 

Findings: This policy states that multiple modes are required when developing new 
improvements. Recommendations in the I-5/Beltline IAMP include multimodal elements, 
such as bicycle and pedestrian facilities. This policy also intends to protect interchange 
capacity by encouraging modes of transportation other than vehicles. This supports 
interchange management by promoting alternate means of transportation as a tool for 
congestion management, potentially alleviating some interchange area congestion. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI System-Wide Policy #5 - TransPlan Project Lists 
Metro Plan Policy F-9: Adopt by reference, as part of the Metro Plan, the 20-year Capital 
Investment Actions project list contained in TransPlan. Project timing and estimated costs 
are not adopted as policy. 
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Findings: This policy states that the TransPlan capital project list is to be adopted as part of 
the regional Metro Plan. Improvements included as part of the 15/Beltline IAMP are 
consistent with Project 606 for the I-5/Beltline Interchange as included in TransPlan. 
Therefore, TransPlan and Metro Plan support the I-5lBeltline IAMP and its project 
recommendations. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI System-Wide Policy #I -Transportation Infrastructure Protection and 
Management 
Metro Plan Policy F-10: Protect and manage existing and future transportation 
infrastructure. 

Findings: This policy directly supports protection of interchange capacity and long-term 
interchange area management. The purpose of the IAMP is to protect and manage the 
I-5lBeltline interchange and surrounding area, including recommending interchange area 
improvements that will enhance safety and improve geometric and operational deficiencies. 
IAMP project recommendations are intended to manage existing mfrastructure 
(preservation of capacity) as well as accommodate future transportation demand, based on 
local land use plans and population and employment forecasts. The IAMP reinforces the 
policy direction outlined. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Roadway Policy #I - Mobility and Safety for All Modes 
Metro Plan Policy F-14: Address the mobility and safety needs of motorists, transit users, 
bicyclists, pedestrians, and the needs of emergency vehicles when planning and 
constructing roadway system improvements. 

Findings: This policy emphasizes the need to address safety and mobility, whch is 
consistent with the IAMP. This policy supports interchange area management because 
IAMP recommendations are intended in part to alleviate congestion, which improves access 
for emergency vehicles. IAMP recommendations are also intended to correct geometric 
safety issues, which improves safety for all users. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Roadway Policy #2 - Motor Vehicle Level of Service 
Metro Plan Policy F-15: Motor vehicle level of service policy 

I. Use motor vehicle level of service standards to maintain acceptable and reliable 
performance on the roadway system. These standards shall be used for: 

a) Ident-;fying capacity deficiencies on the roadwav system. 

b) Evaiuating the impacts on roadways of amendments to transportation plans, 
acknowledged comprehensive plans and land-use regulations, pursuant to 
the TPR (OAR 660-12-0060). 

c) Evaluating development applications for consistencji with the land-use 
regulations of the applicable local government jurisdiction. 

2. Acceptable and reliable performance is defined by the following levels of service 
under peak hour conditions: LOS E within Eugene's Central Area Transportation 
Study (CATS) area, and LOS D elsewhere. 
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3. Performance standards from the OHP shall be applied on state facilities in the 
Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area. 

Findings: This policy supports interchange management by (1) requiring that state mobility 
standards are apply to state facilities; and (2) ensuring that local roadway facilities do not 
operate at substandard levels (worse than LOS D for the I-5/Beltline interchange area) via 
local mechanism. Operations standards help to ensure that peak hour congestion is kept at 
acceptable levels. When developers submit development applications, they often must 
provide mitigation if their development increases congestion by a certain level, especially if 
it causes a roadway facility to operate worse than the acceptable LOS standard. The policy 
also requires compliance with the TPR in cases of local plan amendments, which offers a 
layer of protection against development that would seriously jeopardize the intent of the 
IAMP to preserve the interchange area and interstate system. 

TransPlan Policy: NIA 
Metro Plan Policy F-16: Promote or develop a regional roadway system that meets 
combined needs for travel through, within, and outside the region. 

Findings: This policy supports the IAMP and interchange management by promoting a 
regional roadway system that places value on through travel, thereby supporting 
interchange improvements designed for interstate preservation and mobility. This policy 
supports regional system improvements that would contribute to the management of the 
interchange area (for example, the Pioneer Parkway Extension) by pulling trips away from 
the interchange area for north-south travel. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Roadway Policy #4 - Access Management 
Metro Plan Policy F-17: Manage the roadway system to preserve safety and operational 
efficiency by adopting regulations to manage access to roadways and applying these 
regulations to decisions related to approving new or modified access to the roadway 
system. 

Findings: This policy underscores the importance of access management and its 
implementation, which is an important part of the management of the 1-5/Belthe 
interchange, per the Intergovernmental Agreement (1-5 - Beltline Project: Monitoring and 
Implementation Plan) between ODOT and the City of Springfield dated May 2003, which 
outlines when capital improvements at and near the Beltline Highway/Gatewa~ Street 
intersection will be required (Phase 11), to protect investment in the state highway system. 
This policy promotes access management, which protects the roadway system in terms of 
capacity and safety by concentratmg turning movements onto a mainline roadway 
(controlling congestion). This is relevant for local roadways within the interchange 
management area, especially those located within 1,320' of the interchange ramps, such as 
the Gateway Street intersection (located 625' from the northbound exit ramp). 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Bicycle Policy #I - Bikeway System and Support Facilities 
Metro Plan Policy F-22: Construct and improve the region's bikeway system and provide 
bicycle system support facilities for both new development and redevelopment/expansion. 

Findings: This policy supports interchange management through the promotion of non- 
vehicle transportation modes, which can help to mitigate congestion. This policy also 
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supports the IAMP project recommendations due to the proposed pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities as part of the project, including a nonmotorized linkage over 1-5. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Pedestrian Policy #I - Pedestrian Environment 
Metro Plan Policy F-26: Provide for a pedestrian environment that is well integrated with 
adjacent land uses and is designed to enhance the safety, comfort, and convenience of 
walking. 

Findings: This policy supports interchange management through the promotion of non- 
vehicle transportation modes, which can help to mitigate congestion. This policy also 
supports the IAMP project recommendations due to the proposed pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities as part of the project. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Pedestrian Policy #2 - Continuous and Direct Routes 
Metro Plan Policy F-26: Provide for a continuous pedestrian network with reasonably direct 
travel routes between destination points. 

Findings: This policy supports interchange management through the promotion of non- 
vehicle transportation modes, which can help to mitigate congestion. This policy also 
supports the IAMP project recommendations due to the proposed pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities as part of the project, including a nonmotorized facility over 1-5. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Pedestrian Policy #3 - Sidewalks 
Metro Plan Policy F-27: Construct sidewalks along urban area arterial and collector 
roadways, except freeways. 

Findings: This policy supports interchange management through the promotion of non- 
vehicle transportation modes, which can help to mitigate congestion. This policy also 
supports the IAMP project recommendations due to the proposed pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities as part of the project. 

TransPlan Policy: TSI Goods Movement Policy #I - Freight Efficiency 
Metro Plan Policy F-29: Support reasonable and reliable travel times for freightlgoods 
movement in the Eugene-Springfield regon. 

Findi~zgs; This policy supports the intentions of the IAMP to manage freight movement in 
an efficient and cost-effective manner. IAMP recommendations are intended in part to 
protect the function of the interchange, which means that freight movement is also 
protected, particularly along Interstate 5 (a designated international trade route). 

TransPlan Policy: Finance Policy #2 - Operations, Maintenance and Preservation 
Metro Plan Policy F-34: Operate and maintain transportation facilities in a way that reduces 
the need for more expensive future repair. 

Findings: This policy supports interchange Influence area management and the IAMP by 
endorsing a plan for interchange improvements, access management, and monitoring that 
forecasts future travel demand and recommends a series of improvements to head off 
expensive and uncoordinated future repair. The IAMP is intended in part to streamline 
efficiency regarding the spending of public transportation funds, consistent with ODOT's 
Major Investment Policy. One of the primary intentions of the IAMP is to minimize the need 
for additional major improvements to the existing interchange. 
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TransPlan Policy: Finance Policy #3 - Prioritization of State and Federal Revenue 
Metro Plan Policy F-35: Set priorities for investment of ODOT and federal revenues 
programmed in the region's Transportation Improvement Program to address safety and 
major capacity problems on the region's transportation system. 

Findings: This policy supports the IAMP, because the I-5/Beltline interchange is one of the 
highest priority project in the region through the TIP process. The interchange is listed in 
TransPlan, which is the primary regional transportation planning document. 

TransPlan Policy: Finance Policy #4 - New Development 
Metro Plan Policy F-36: Require that new development pap for its capacity impact on the 
transportation system. 

Findings: This policy ensures that developers mitigate anticipated impacts on the 
transportation system with regard to new development. This policy supports local 
mechanisms that ensure mitigation for capacity impacts from new developments, thereby 
supporting tools for roadway congestion management in the interchange area. This helps to 
control congestion near the interchange. 

TransPlan Policy: Finance Policy #6 - Eugene-Specific Finance Policy 
Metro Plan Policy F-38: The City of Eugene will maintain transportation performance and 
improve safety by improving system efficiency and management before adding capacity to 
the transportation system under Eugene's jurisdiction. 

Findings: This policy supports the IAMP by Limiting the additional capacity that Eugene can 
add to the transportation system while exploring other options; the policy also promotes 
TDM measures, which is a tool to preserve capacity and safety that can be applied in the 
interchange management area. 

Willakenzie Area Plan, September 1992, and Ordinances 20265,20302, 20305 
The Willakenzie Area Plan (WAP) is a City of Eugene subarea plan that addresses the 
5,708-acre portion of Eugene and unincorporated county west of 1-5 and east of the 
Willamette River. Boundaries include the Willamette River to the south and west, the UGB 
to the north, and Interstate 5 to the east, The WAF is a refinement of the Metro Plan, specific 
to the Willakenzie area. The WAP incIudes a transportation element that includes existing 
condi~ons and policies and addresses proposed transportation projects in the area. Several 
amendments have been made to the plan through the years, specifically via Ordinances No. 
20265 (Chase Nodal Development Area), No. 20302 (Crescent Village PUD, land m e  cE."no~) *-b- 

and No. 20305 (Summer Oaks Crescent Center PUD). 

The Plan recognizes that development of the Gateway commercial area in Springfield will 
have impacts on the transportation system and on commercial land demand in the 
Willakenzie study area. The Plan also states that a substantial amount of commercial 
development had occurred recently withn the study area. The 1-5/Beltline IAMP was 
developed using the framework of land uses as specified in the Willakenzie Area Plan, and 
therefore, all IAMP project recommendations would be consistent with anticipated growth 
expected according to the WAP. 
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Certain goals and policies included within the Plan support interchange area management, 
including the following: 

Plan Section 2: Willakenzie Planning Area Goals 
Develop a transportation network that: (a) facilitates safe and convenient vehicular access; 
(b) minimizes through traffic on residential streets; (c) minimizes traffic impacts on existing 
and future land uses; and (d) encourages alternative modes of transportation. (Page 6). 

Findings: This goal emphasizes the need for a cohesive transportation network that 
promotes safety and mobility, and that focuses through traffic on streets (such as Beltline 
Highway or Interstate 5) on non-residential roadways. The goal also discusses the need to 
plan for future land uses in relation to transportation impacts. The goal supports the 
I-5/Beltline IAMP by promoting projects such as the proposed interchange improvements 
that intend to facilitate safe access, concentrate through traffic on the interstate and regional 
arterial system, and encourage alternative modes via the construction of new nonmotorized 
facilities. 

Plan Section 3: Land Use Element 
Land Use Policies and Proposed Actions (Page 15): 
Policy #4: Recogruze Coburg Road, the Ferry Street Bridge, Beltline Road, Delta Highway, 
Interstate 5 and the Eugene-Springfield Highway (1-105) as designated entrance corridors to 
the city as identified in the adopted City of Eugene Entrance BeauMication Study. 

Findings: This policy holds implications for the I-5/Belthe interchange in that there is also 
a desire that the interchange area function as a gateway to the cities of Eugene and 
Springfield. This means that attention will be paid to the interchange from an aesthetic, 
congestion and safety point of view at the local level. 

Residential Policies and Proposed Actions (Page 16): 
#3: Ensure that development plans include street sizes adequate to meet future demands. 

Findings: This policy asks that development provides faciiities adequate to meet future 
traffic volumes. This promotes the protection of the interchange in that new development is 
to include plans for increases in traffic on local roadways, whch in turn provides a 
congestion management tool for the interchange management area. 

General Commercial and industrial Poil'cies and Proposed A cfions: 
tf3 Encourage the consolidat;_on of parkkg lots, development of joht access, and m e  of 
access controls on commercial and industrial developments. 

Findings: This policy discusses the need for access management - including access/ 
driveway sharing and promotion of internal circulation between multiple properties. These 
types of practices help to preserve roadway capacity and can enhance the safety of a 
roadway corridor due to a reduction in the number of potential conflict points. Although 
not directly relevant to the interchange management area, since access is controlled along 
Beltline Highway in Eugene, 
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Plan Section 4: Transportation Element 
Transportation Policies and Proposed Actions: 
Major Streets, #1: The transportation network within the Willakenzie area shall be planned 
and designed to ensure: a) preservation of existing neighborhoods; b) an adequate system of 
arterials and collectors for the efficient movement of through traffic; and c) the preservation 
of the use of local streets for local traffic. (Page 97). 

Findings: This policy promotes preservation of the functional classification system. The 
functional classification system can be used as a tool for management of the interchange 
area, because certain roadways are to be designed to certain standards or to carry certain 
levels of traffic, which helps to ensure that the local and regional street system is in place to 
accommodate local and regional trips. The IAMP was developed within the framework of 
the existing functional classification system, and is consistent with this policy. 

Major Streets, #2: The City shall maintain and encourage the safe and efficient operation of 
major streets by limiting private, direct access to these streets when necessary. (Page 97). 

Findings: This policy promotes access management techniques along primary corridors, 
which is a long-range traffic management tool that works to preserve capacity and enhance 
safety. This policy fits closely with the intent of the I-5/Beltline IAMP, and means that no 
additional private access will be allowed to Beltline Highway within the interchange 
management area. 

Major Streets, #5: The City shall work with major developers and employers to ensure that 
transportation demand management strategies are incorporated into their facilities planning 
and operations. 

Findings: This policy emphasizes the use of TDM as a long-term transportation 
management tool for the Willakenzie area. This type of long-term approach helps to support 
interchange area management goals, in that TDM works as a tool to preserve infrastructure 
(capacity and safety), which could pull traffic from the interchange. 

Major Streets, #6: The city shail work with developers to provide and participate in 
transportation mitigation measures which are necessary to resolve direct traffic impacts 
resulting from new development. Mitigation measures could include such things as traffic 
control, street widenings, turn lanes, and other access improvements. 

Findings: This policy emphasizes the use of TDM as a long-term transportation 
~ a n a u p m ~ n t  traffic IPveh. n n l i r x r  c ~ ~ n n n v t c  Inqg-term mznagement of the kkterchsaq 0 A* .- o-----A= y""'J ""yY""" A"' 8.- 
area, by identifying the need for a resolution to traffic impacts related to new development 
through mitigation. 

Major Streets, #7: To the greatest extent possible, the City shall encourage regional and 
intercity traffic to use major rather than minor arterials. 

Findings: This policy promotes preservation of the functional classification system, which 
supports the intentions of the I-5/Beltline IAMP. The functional classification system can be 
used as a tool for management of the interchange area, because certain roadways are to be 
designed to certain standards or to carry certain levels of traffic, mrhich helps to ensure that 
the local and regional street system is in place to accommodate IocaI and regional trips. 
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Gateway Refinement Plan, November 1992, and Gateway Refinement Plan Text 
Amendments (Jo.No. 2002-08-244), 1110105 
The Gateway Refinement Plan is a City of Springfield subarea plan of the Metro Plan that 
addresses the area bound by 1-5 to the west, Pioneer Parkway to the east, Eugene- 
Springfield Highway to the south, and Game Farm Road to the north. The Plan emphasizes 
the significance of development in the Gateway area for Springfield. The Gateway-Beltline 
intersection is listed as a continued focus of redevelopment and new development. The Plan 
supports the viability of Gateway Mall and long-term development trends. The Plan lists 
proposed transportation projects for the Gateway area. 

Recent amendments to the Gateway Refinement Plan have allowed for the development of a 
large medical services complex in the area, which has implications for regional traffic. 
Specific new policies relate directly to the I-5/Beltline IAMP and promote interchange 
management by implementing trip caps and trip monitoring plans for master plans for 
property at the McKenzie-Gateway MDR site. The amendments primarily affected the 
Residential Element, Commercial Element, Transportation Element and Public Facilities 
Element of the Plan. 

Certain goals and policies from the Plan are particularly relevant to I-5/Beltline interchange 
area management: 

Plan Section: Community and Economic Development 
Goal 2a. Enhance opportunities for industrial, commercial, recreational, and tourism-related 
property to be developed, redeveloped, improved, rehabilitated, conserved and protected in 
ways that will: 

a. ensure that public improvements and Infrastructure in the Refinement Plan area are 
sufficient to acconunodate current and future development, while mitigating any adverse 
impacts of such development on residential, school, park, and other uses. (Page 10). 

Findings: This goal identifies the relationship between development and adequate 
infrastructure. This goal supports the IAMP by promoting the sufficiency of infrasbucture 
to support current and future development. IAMP recommendations were developed to 
support existing and future growth as outlined in local and regional plans, and to improve 
existixag and future safety and operations conditions at the hterchange. 

Plan Section: Residential Element 

Policies and Implementation Actions: 
Policy and Implementation Action 13.4. In addition to the requirements of SDC Article 37, 
the Master Plan shall address, at a minimum, the following development issues: 

a) Preservation and enhancement of natural assets identified in this Refinement Plan; 
b) Access and circulation needs; 
c) Access to arterial and collector streets; 
d) Provision of public facilities and services; 
e) Development needs of future users; 
f) Provision of open space areas; and 
g) Public access to the McKenzie River. (Amended, Page 17). 
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Findings: This implementation action states that any development in the Master Plan area 
for the "McKenzie-Gateway MDR Site" must implement appropriate access management 
standards and must account for development needs for future users, meaning mitigation for 
impacts on the transportation system that could create barriers for future developments if 
left unmitigated (e.g. roadway capacity). The implementation action supports interchange 
management at the I-5/ Beltline interchange by promoting transportation management tools 
for new development near the interchange. 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.5. In addition to the requirements of SDC Article 37, 
the initial Master Plan application in the hlc-Kenzie Gateway MDR site shall include a 
conceptual street map an bicycle and pedestrian circulation system plan for all annexed 
property in the blcKenzie-Gateway MDR site and shall be exempt from the requirements of 
Section 3.050(2)(b) of the SDC. (Amended, Page 18). 

Findings: This implementation action supports interchange area management by promoting 
nonmotorized transportation within the interchange area, which encourages nonmotorized 
travel and can result in a certain percentage of trips made via bicycle or foot rather than 
vehicle in the interchange area, thus preserving capacity. 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.7. blaster Plans for property at the McKenzie- 
Gateway MDR site that proposes to apply the MUC and/or MS zoning district pursuant to 
Residential Policies and Implementation Actions 12.1 and 12.6 shall be subject to the 
following requirements: 

1. An approved trip monitoring plan shall be a requirement of Master Plan 
approval. 

2. The trip monitoring plan shall demonstrate compliance with all conditions 
contained within applicable plan amendment adoption ordinance(s), and trip- 
generation estimates shall be performed using assumptions and methods which 
are consistent with those employed in the plan amendment traffic impact 
analysis. 

3. Traffic generated by land uses within the Master Plan boundaries where the h3S 
and MUC zoning districts that are proposed in Phase 1 of the Development shall, 
prior to 2010, be linuted to a maximum of 1,457 vehicle trips. Beginning in 2010 
for Phase 2 of the Development, traffic generated from site development within 
the subject districts shall be Iirmted to 1,840 Phl Peak-Hour vehicle trips. Vehicle 
trip are defhed as the total of enterhg PIUS exitihg trips as estimated ~s 
measured of the PM Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic. This trip monitoring 
plan limits allowed land uses to be consistent with the planned function, capacity 
and performance standards of affected transportation facilities. 

4. Subsequent Site Plan Review applications for sites within the Master Plan 
boundaries shall be in compliance with the approved trip monitoring plan. 

5. Any proposal that would increase the number of allowable PM Peak Hour 
vehicle trips for the MS and MUC area beyond the limits specified in section 3 
above shall be processed as a refinement plan amendment, a zoning map 
amendment or Master Plan approval pursuant to SDC 37.040 or modification 
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pursuant to SDC 37.040 and 37.060(3) and regardless of which type of process is 
sought, each shall demonstrate compliance with applicable provisions of the 
Transportation Manning Rule for such proposal. 

Findings: This policy/implementation action directly supports the IAMP and interchange. 
management by providing local mechanisms to limit the number of trips generated by 
specific land uses in a specific location within the interchange area. This gives assurance that 
future development at this location will not skyrocket beyond anticipated levels, thereby 
helping to preserve interchange capacity and function. The policy/implementation action 
provides interchange protection through trip caps, as well as trip monitoring plans and site 
plan review. Also, proposals that increase the number of allowable PM peak hour trips must 
notice ODOT per TPR procedure and prove that the development meets TPR requirements. 
These are interchange protection measures, because they control the amount of congestion 
in the interchange area and allour for both local ODOT review of any significant 
development. 

Plan Section: Industrial Element 
Policies and Implementation Actions: 
Policy and Implementation Action 3.0: Ensure adequate emergency vehicle access to the 
McKay Site while protecting neighboring residential development from the potential 
adverse impacts of through industrial traffic on local neighborhood streets. 

Findings: This policy emphasizes the need to ensure emergency access. This is in consistent 
the 16/Beltline IAMP, because the IAMP seeks to enhance traffic operations, which in turn 
enhances the mobility of emergency vehicles. 

Policy and Implementation Action 8.0: Provide for an efficient and flexible transportation 
system for the McKenzie-Gateway SLI Site. 

Findings: This policy promotes a comprehensive transportation system for a specific 
location, providing guidance relating to congestion management in the interchange 
influence area. Specific implementation actions include the inclusion of an east-west 
coliector between Intemational Way and Deadmond Ferry Road; inclusion of a north-south 
collector from a polnt near the existing intersecbon of Game Farm Road East, Game Farm 
Road South and Deadmond Ferry Road; and that this intersection become the interim 
primary access point pending future development to the central and eastern portions of the 
site. 

Plan Section: Transportation Element 
Goals: 
Goal 1: Provide for a safe and efficient transportation system in the Gateway Refinement 
Plan area. (Page 48). 

Goal 4: Plan and design and efficient and flexible transportation system for undeveloped 
lands within the Refinement Plan area to ensure minimum traffic impacts. (Page 48). 

Goal 5: Reduce future traffic congestion, air pollution, and noise by establishing 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM), Transportation Supply Management (TSM), 
and Traffic Reduction Ordinances (TRO) Programs. (Page 48). 
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Findings: These goals are consistent with the intent of the I-5/Beltline IAMP, including the 
promotion of a safe and efficient transportation system that is flexible enough to 
accommodate anticipated future development. The goals also support interchange 
management by promoting TDM and TSM, which are management tools that can help to 
preserve capacity. 

Policies and lmplementation Actions: 
Policy and Implementation Action 4.0: Limit access to minor arterials as redevelopment 
occurs. (Page 49). 

Policy and ImpIementation Action 4.1: Encourage the use of joined driveways during the 
site plan review process. (Page 49). 

Policy and Implementation Action 4.2: Require large subdivisions or retail outlets with 
direct access on arterial roads to use "right in right out" drives as appropriate. (Page 49). 

Findings: These policies and implementation actions promote access management, which 
functions to preserve roadways and enhance corridor safety. Access management can be 
used as a tool to control circulation, congestion and safety in the interchange influence area. 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.0: Future transportation system development in the 
McKenzie-Gateway Campus Industrial and the 180 acre MDR sites should occur as needed 
in conjunction with CI and MDR, MUC and MS development. (Amended, Page 51). 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.3: Upgrade Beltline Road between Gateway and 
Game Farm Road, widening as needed, including sidewalks only between Gateway Street 
and Hutton Way, and excluding bicycle lanes. (Page 51). 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.4: Upgrade Game Farm Road North between Belt 
Line and 1-5 overcrossing to urban standards, including sidewalks and bike lanes. (Page 51). 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.6: Through the site plan review process, ensure that 
all plans for development of the McKenzie-Gateway SLI and 180-acres MDR sites plan for 
and maintain the opportunity to achieve efficient and effective road systems. (Page 51). 

Policy and Implementation Action 13.7: Implement the following road system 
improvements, consistent with the recommendations of the Gateway Neighborhood 
Transportation Svstern Analysis, and proposed TransPlan amendments needed to 
incorporate them into the TransPlan project list: Develop a collector road that connects the 
extensions of Beltline Road and Raleighwood Avenue; Extend Beltline Road eastward,, 
mitigating the impact on existing homes to the maximum extent practical, to connect with 
the McKenzie-Gateway MDR Area's collector system; Develop an east-west collector within 
the McKenzie-Gateway SLI site. (Page 52). 

Findings: These policies and implementation actions outline future planning for the area 
northeast of the I-5/Beltline interchange. In general, the intent is that adequate roadway 
improvements are made to accommodate any future new development. This supports the 
IAMP by providing local road improvements that will enhance the operations and 
functionality of the interstate system; local roadway connectivity can draw trips off the state 
or regional system. 
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Policy and Implementation Action 16.0: Explore the feasibility of a Transportation Demand 
Management program to reduce demand on the transportation system. (Page 52). 

Findings: This policy promotes the use of long-term transportation management tools 
(TDM) that will enhance management of the interchange management area. The 
policy/implementation action supports interchange management by providing a 
mechanism to minimize congestion in the interchange area. 

Policy and Implementation Action 18.0: Explore the possibility and feasibility of providing 
incentives for employers who encourage their employees to commute to work in ways other 
than driving along during morning and afternoon peak travel periods. (Page 52). 

Findings: This policy promotes the use of long-term traffic management tools that will 
enhance management of the interchange management area. Flexible schedules can 
contribute to congestion reduction during peak hour travel, which promotes interchange 
management. 

Policy and Implementation Action 19.0: Establish Traffic Reduction Ordinances in the 
future to reduce peak hour vehicle trip generation by major employers in the area. (Page 52). 

Findings: This policy promotes the use of long-term traffic management tools that will 
enhance management of the interchange management area. This supports the IAMP by 
providing a congestion management tool for the interchange area. 

Policy and Implementation Action 25.0: Facilitate the efficient operation of transportation 
systems serving the commercially developed area. (Page 54). 

Policy and Implementation Action 25.1: Provide for the future expansion of the intersection 
of Gateway Street and Beltline Road when reviewing site plans for developments fronting 
this intersection. (Page 54). 

Policy and Implementation Action 25.3: Work with the City of Eugene, Lane County, the 
State of Oregon, and the Lane Transit District in developing regional transportation 
solutions to accommodate traffic generated by the Gateway mall and other commercial 
developments in the planning area. (Page 54). 

Findings: These policies and implementation actions underscore the importance of linking 
efficient transporta~on operations with commercial land uses in the Gateway area. This 
policy language provides support for the 7-5/Beltline IAMP, m that the importance of 
planning for increased traffic a t  the  Gateway Sbeet/Beltl;ne Road ktersection area is 
recognized. 

Local Development Codes 
This section describes relevant code provisions from local development codes (City of 
Springfield and City of Eugene) relating to 15/Beltline interchange management. These 
local jurisdictions have development approval and land use decision procedures that are 
designed to ensure that consistent standards are applied to new development and 
redevelopment, and that new development and redevelopment fit within the policy 
framework and vision of the jurisdiction and area. The jurisdictions also all have 
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requirements for traffic impact studies, depending on the type and level of new 
development (e.g. public/private school uses, industrial sites, special uses, etc). The 
development codes work to implement local, regional and state policies regarding growth 
and development. 

Springfield Development Code 
The Springfield Development Code is a stand-alone document, available from the City of 
Springfield. The following provisions from the Springfield Development Code work to 
promote interchange capacity protections or long-term interchange management tools: 

Discretionary Uses 
Criteria. 10.030(2). A Discretionary Use proposal may also be required to comply with the 
following Site Plan Review criteria of approval in accordance with Section 31.060 of this 
Code: 

(b) Proposed on-site and off-site public and private improvements are sufficient to 
accommodate the proposed development as specified in Articles 31,32, the appropriate 
zoning and/or zoning overlay district Article and any applicable refinement plan. 

(d) Parking areas and ingress-egress points have been designed so as to facilitate traffic and 
pedestrian safety, to avoid congestion and to minimize curb cuts on arterial and collector 
streets as specified in Articles 31,32, the appropriate zoning and/or zoning district Article 
and any applicable refinement plan. 

Findings: This provision requires access management and congestion mitigation 
requirements for discretionary uses. This code provision supports the IAMP by assuring a 
level of congestion and access protection for the transportation system and interchanges 
when discretionary uses are developed. This is important for the IAMP, in terms of knowing 
that future discretionary uses will need to nutigate for congestion and enact access 
management. 

Discretionary Use Criteria for Multi-Unit Developments. 10.035(10)(b)(4). Where 
practicable, consolidate or share driveways and internal streets with driveways or internal 
streets serving abutting sites. 

Findings: This provision encourages shared driveways and accesses, which works to 
preserve roadway capacity and enhance safety. This supports interchange management by 
providkg a too! to promote interr,a! drcidatior; rather than multiple accesses, which can 
cause congestion and safety issues. 

Multi-Unit Design Standards 
Vehicular Circulation. 16.110(4)(i)(2). Shared driveways shall be provided whenever 
practicable to minimize cross turning movements on adjacent streets. On-site driveways and 
private streets shall be stubbed to abutting MDR/HDR properties, at locations determined 
during Site Plan Review process to facilitate development of shared driveways. 

Findings: This provision encourages shared driveways and accesses, which works to 
preserve roadway capacity and enhance safety. This supports the IAMP, by providing a 
congestion management and safety tool for traffic in the interchange area. 
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Minimum Development Standards 
Site Plan Review - Information Requirements. 31.050(3). An Access, Circulation and 
Parking Plan complying with the standards of this Code. 

Site Plan Review - Information Requirements. 31.050(5). An Improvements Plan 
complying with the standards of Article 32 of this Code. 

Findings: This provisions outline requirements for access and improvement plans for 
development, in conformance with Article 32 of the Springfield Code. These minimum 
development standards support the IAMP by ensuring that all developments are consistent 
with local and state access, circulation and planned improvements (e.g. those recommended 
in the IAMP). 

Site Plan Review - Criteria. 31.060(3). Parking areas and ingress-egress points have been 
designed to: facilitate vehicular traffic, bicycle and pedestrian safety to avoid congestion; 
provide connectivity within the development area and to adjacent residential areas, transit 
stops, neighborhood activity centers, and commercial, industrial and public areas; minimize 
curb cuts on arterial and collector streets as specified in Articles 31,32, the appropriate 
zoning and/or zoning overlay district Article and any applicable refinement plan; and 
comply with the ODOT access management standards for state highways. 

Findings: This provision requires access management plans for site plans, and requires 
compliance with ODOT access standards for state highways. This code provision supports 
the TAMP by requiring coordination with ODOT and other access standards. Access 
standards are a tool used for mitigation against congestion and safety issues related to 
multiple turning movements. 

Article 32. Public and Private Improvements 
Streets - Public. 32.020(1)(a). The street system shall ensure efficient traffic circulation that 
is convenient and safe. 

32.020(3)(a)(l)(a). Streets shall be designed to efficiently and safely a c c ~ m o d a t e  all modes 
of travel including emergency flre and medical service vehicles. 

32,02O(l)(a)(l)(c). Streets shall be interconnected to provide for the efficient provision of 
public facilities ancl for more even dispersal of traffic 

32.020(l)(a)(l)(g). The street design shall enhance the efficiency of the regional collector and 
arterial street system by providing relatively uniform volumes of traffic to provide for 
optimum dispersal. 

32.020(1)(c). A developer may be required to prepare a Traffic Impact Study to show how 
the design and installation of on-site and off-site ilnprovements will minimize identified 
traffic impacts. The study shall be included with a development application, in any of the 
following instances: 

1. When requesting a Variance from the transportation specifications of this Code. 

2. When a land use will generated 250 or more vehicle trips per day in accordance with the 
current version of the Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation 
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Informational Report. Descriptions of the requirements of a minor/major Traffic Impact 
Study are described in the Department of Public Works Standard Operating Procedures. 

3. When the installation of traffic signals may be warranted. 

4. The Public Works Director may require a Traffic Impact Study for a land use when the 
proposed development creates a hazardous situation or degrades existing conditions to 
an unacceptable level of service. 

5. The Public Works Director will determine the nature and the extent of the TIA 
requirements relating to the number of trips associated with a specific development and 
potential traffic hazards. 

Findings: These provisions in Article 32 outline requirements for public streets that are 
constructed or reconstructed in coordination with development, and also outline Traffic 
Impact Study requirements. This is important for maintaining the basic functionality of the 
transportation system as new development or redevelopment occurs. These provisions 
support the IAMP by requiring Traffic Impact Studies for developments with a specific 
number of trips. It is assumed that the Public Works Director will ensure that new 
developments will be consistent with the IAMP and IAh4P recommendations, along with 
other state and local plans and codes. 

Subdivision Standards 
Tentative Plan - Criteria for Approval. 35.050(4). Parking areas and ingress-egress points 
have been designed to: facilitate vehicular traffic, bicycle and pedestrian safety to avoid 
congestion; provide connectivity within the development area and to adjacent residential 
areas, transit stops, neighborhood activity centers, and commercial, industrial and public 
areas; minimize curb cuts on arterial and collector streets as specified in Articles 31,32, the 
appropriate zoning and/or zoning overlay district Article and any applicable refinement 
plan; and comply with the ODOT access management standards for state highways. 

Findings: This provision requires access management plans for site plans, and requires 
compliance with ODOT access standards for state highways. This code provision supports 
the IAMP by requiring coordination with ODOT and other access standards. Access 
standards are a tool used for mitigation against congestion and safety issues related to 
multiple turning movements. 

Master Plan Standards 
Criteria - 37.040(2). The request as conditions conforms to the applicable Springfield 
Development Code requirements, Metro Plan policies, functional or refinement plan 
policies, applicate state statutes and administrative rules. 

Findings: This provision requires conformance of a master plan (as conditioned) with other 
local and state plans and policies. This means that any master plan in Springfield must be 
consistent with the IAMP and IAMP recommendations, and therefore, supports the IAMP. 

Criteria - 37.040(3). Proposed on-site and off-site public and private improvements are 
sufficient to accommodate the proposed phased development and any capacity 
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requirements of public facilities plans; and provisions are made to assure construction of 
off-site improvements in conjunction with a schedule of the phasing. 

Findings: This provision requires that public improvements proposed as part of master plan 
developments are adequately planned to accommodate capacity requirements. This 
provision helps to protect interchange function by assuring that development does not 
impact the capacity of the transportation system without mitigation. This provides a level of 
protection for proposed projects in the IAMP. 

General Development Standards for Mixed-Use Districts. 
Street Connectivity and Internal Circulation. 40.100(5). In mixed use developments: 

(a) Streets and accessways of any one development of site shall interconnect with those of 
adjacent developments or sites . . . 

Findings: This provision encourages shared driveways and accesses, which works to 
preserve roadway capacity and enhance safety. This code provision supports the IAMP by 
requiring access management as a tool used for mitigation against congestion and safety 
issues related to multiple turning movements. Internal circulation can pull local trips from 
the state/regional system, which preserves capacity. 

Eugene Development Code 
The Eugene Land Use Code is Chapter 9 of the City's municipal code (Eugene Code). 
Chapter 7 of the municipal code is the Public Improvements code section. The following 
provisions from the Eugene Development Code work to promote interchange capacity 
protections or long-term interchange management tools: 

Standards for Streets, Alleys and Other Public Ways 
Street Connectivity Standards. 9.6815(2)(b). The proposed development shall include street 
connections in the direction of all existing or planned streets within mile of the 
deveIoprnent site. The proposed development shall also include street connections to any 
streets that abut, are adjacent to, or terminate at the development site. Secondary access for 
fire and emergency medical vehicles is required. 

Findilzgs: This provision promotes street comectivih/-, which helps to mainta~n the local 
street network, which places less pressure on major arteridls m terms of congestion levels. 
Thls serves to preserve the improvements recommended as part of the I-5/Beltline TAMP. 

Traffic Impact Analvsis Review 
Applicability. 9.8670. Traffic Impact Analysis Review is required when one of the following 
conditions exists: 

(1) The deveIopment will generate 100 or more vehicle trips during any peak hour as 
determined by using the most recent edition of the Institute of Transportation 
Engineer's Trip Generation Manual. In developments involving a land division, the 
peak hour trips shall be calculated based on the likely development that will occur 
on all lots resulting from the land division. 
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(2) The increased traffic resulting from the development will contribute to traffic 
problems in the area based on current accident rates, traffic volumes or speeds that 
warrant action under the city's traffic calming program, and identified locations 
where pedestrian and/or bicyclist safety is a concern by the city that is documented. 

(3) The city has performed or reviewed traffic engineering analyses that indicated 
approval of the development will result in levels of service of the roadway system in 
the vicinity of the development that do not meet adopted level of service standards. 

(4) For development sites that abut a street in the jurisdiction of Lane County, a Traffic 
Impact Analysis Review is required if the proposed development will generate or 
receive traffic by vehicles of heavy weight in their daily operations. 

Findings: These provisions outline Traffic Impact Analysis Review, and when it is required. 
These provisions are important for maintaining the basic functionality of the transportation 
system as new7 development or redevelopment occurs. These provisions support the IAMP 
by requiring Traffic Impact Studies for developments with a specific number of trips. It is 
assumed that the Public Works Director will ensure that new developments will be 
consistent with the IAMP and IAMP recommendations, along with other state and local 
plans and codes. 

Approval Criteria. 9.8680. The planning director shaLl approve, conditionally approve, or 
deny an application for Traffic Impact Analysis Review following a Type I1 process, or as 
part of a Type 111 process when in conjunction with a CUP or PUD. Approval or conditional 
approval shall be based on compliance with the following criteria: 

(1) Traffic control devices and public or private improvements as necessary to achieve the 
purposes listed in this section will be implemented. These improvements may include, but 
are not limited to, street and intersection improvements, sidewalks, bike lanes, traffic 
control signs and signals, parking regulation, driveway location, and street lighting. 

Findings: These provisions describe the types of mitigation acceptable for development with 
impacts on the transportation system, These mitigation measures are ways to maintain the 
transportation system structure, which supports the IAMP by providing means to preserve 
the surrounding transportation system. 
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TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

Requirement I 
-- 

How Addressed 

734-051-0125 Access Management 
Spacing Standards for Approaches 
in  an lnterchange Area 

( I )  Access management spacing 
standards for approaches in an 
interchange are: 

(a) Based on classification of 
highway and highway segment 
designation, type of area, and 
posted speed; 

(b) Apply to properties abutting state 
highways, highway or interchange 
construction and modernization 
projects, planning processes 
involving state highways, or other 
projects determined by the region 
Manager; and 

(c) Do not apply to approaches in 
existence prior to April I ,  2000. 
Exception: (C) Where a highway 
or interchange construction or 
modernization project or other 
roadway or interchange project 
determined by the Region 
Manager, the project will improve 
spacing and safety factors by 
moving in the direction of the 
access management spacing 
standards, with the goal of 
meeting or improving compliance 
with the access management 
spacing standards. 

lnterchange area is within the Urban Growth Boundary of both 
the City of Springfield and the City of Eugene with a posted 
speed of 55 miles per hour on 1-5. The interstate segment is the 
demarcation line running north-south between the two cities. The 
interstate would be considered urban with respect to the spacing 
to the next adjacent interchange 1.2 miles farther south. 

The cross road of Interstate 5 is OR 69 ("Beltline Highway"), 
which is a Region Level highway between 1-5 and Gateway 
Street. The interchange is in an urban setting with commercial 
and traveler related services. OR 69 becomes "Beltline Road" 
0.22 miles (1,162 feet) east of 1-5. The Highway has an 
operating speed of 55 mph, while the Road has a posted speed 
of 35 miles per hour. 

This interchange area management plan is required as part of a 
modernization project programmed in the STIP. Therefore, the 
access spacing must move in the direction of the standards, 
which it does. 

(2) Spacing standards in Tables 5, 6, 
7 and 8 and Figures 2 ,  2, 3, and 4, 
adopted and made a part of this rule, 
identify the spacing standards for 
approaches in an interchange area. 

(3) When the Department approves 
an application: 

(a) Access management spacing 
standards for approaches in an 
interchange area must be met or 
approaches must be combined or 
eliminated resulting in a net 
reduction of approaches to the 
state highway and an 
improvement of existing 

There is no prior access management plan or lnterchange Area 
Management Plan. In Division 51, Table 6 and Figure 2 for 
Minimum Spacing Standards Applicable to Freeway 
Irrterchanges with ???uiti-Lane Crossroads define :he iniiiimum 
distance to the next adjacent interchange ramp to ramp distance 
is approximately 1 mile and crossroad ramp distance to nearest 
public road is less than 1320 feet. 

Approaches would not meet standards and a major deviation 
has been approved from the interchange ramp to the nearest 
public street (Gateway). Public road accesses would be reduced 
with some turning movements prohibited. Private approaches 
will be restructured and reduced with proposed improvements to 
the local system. The access spacing is moving in the direction 
of the access spacing standards. 
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interchange management areas 
spacing standards; and 

TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-05 1 

(b) The approach must be consistent 
with any applicable access 
management plan for an 
interchange. 

Requirement How Addressed 

(5) Location of traffic signals within 
an interchange management area 
must meet the criteria of OAR 
734-020-0400 through 734-020- 
0500. 

(4) Deviations must meet the criteria 
in OAR 734-051 -01 35. 

Proposed traffic signal spacing on Beltline Highway and Beltline 
Road requires a progression analysis, which was performed as 
part of the traffic analysis for the Environmental Assessment. 

See 734-051-0135. 

(6) The Department should acquire 
access control on crossroads 
around interchanges for a 
distance of 1320 feet. In some 
cases it may be appropriate to 
acquire access control beyond 
1320 feet. 

The Department has access control 1,320 feet from the NB off 
ramp at Beitline Highway to and including the intersection of 
BeltlineIGateway. 

734-051-0135 Deviations from 
Access Management Spacing 
Standards 

(1) A deviation will be considered 
when an approach does not meet 
spacing standards and the approach 
is consisieni with safety factors in 
OAR 734-051 -0080(9). 

Roadway character, 
Traffic character, 
Geometric character, 
Environmental character, and 
Operational character 

A deviation has been approved. The roadway character is urban 
with travel (gas, food, and lodging) related businesses in the 
immediate interchange vicinity. The built environment 
immediately adjacent to the interchange is commercial and 
heavily dependant upon the interstate and travel related 
exposure. Other nearby developments include the many major 
retail stores of the Gateway Mall, which serve regional and 
greater service areas heavily dependant upon interstate access. 

Travel patterns in the interchange are a mixture of local trips, 
regional east-west trips, and interstate related trips. The vehicle 
types and travel modes include trucks, recreational vehicles, 
cars, bicycles, pedestrians, and transit. 

The existing geometry is deficient for all vehicle types and travel 
modes. Without improvements to the interchange geometry, 
these conditions could lead to an increase in the number of 
crashes, particularly along 1-5 and Bettline Road through the 
weave sections, between interchange loop ramps. 

The EA investigated potential impacts of the project to natural and 
human resources. Because the project area is compact, already 
disturbed, and committed to urban use, few environmental issues 
were found to be of concern. Proposed mitigation and 
conservation measures were addressed in the EA and REA. The 
lnterchange Build Alternative would include direct impacts to two 
jurisdictional wetland sites of approximately 7,160 square meters 
(1.8 acres) total. 
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The operational deficiencies parallel the geometric deficiencies 
identified above and include the relationship between the 
lnterchange and the nearby BeltlineiGateway intersection The 
operational characteristics will be improved to a multimodal 
transportation facility in an urban setting complementing the 
roadside character. 

TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

(2) For a private approach with no 
reasonable alternate access to 
the property, as identified in OAR 
734-051 -0080(2), spacing 
standards are met if property 
frontage allows or a deviation is 
approved as set forth in this 
section. The Region Manager 
shall approve a deviation for a 
property with no reasonable 
alternate access if the approach 
is located: 

Requirement 

(a) To maximize the spacing between 
adjacent approaches; or 

How Addressed 

(b) At a different location if the 
maximized approach location: (A) 
Causes safety or operation 
problems; or (€3) would be in 
conflict with a significant natural 
or historic feature including trees 
and unique vegetation, a bridge, 
waterway, park, archaeological 
area, or a cemetery. 

Properties with frontage along Beltline Road will be provided 
alternative access from local streets. 

(3) The Regional Access 
Management Engineer shall 
approve a deviation if: 

(a) Adherence to spacing standards 
creates safety or traffic operation 
problems; 

(b) The applicant provides a joint 
approach that services two or 
more properties and results in a 
net reduction of approaches to 
the highway; 

(c) The application demonstrates that 
existing development patterns or 
land holdings make joint use 
approaches impossible; 

(d) Adherence to spacing standards 
will cause the approach to conflict 
with a significant natural or 
historic feature including trees 
and unique vegetation, a bridge, 

The interchange area management plan is being prepared under 
the project development guidelines rather than an application for 
an individual permit application. 

The basis of deviation for access spacing is being pursued on 
the basis that the improvements are being designed to improve 
safety and operations whiie moving toward the access spacing 
standards. 

Full compliance with the access spacing standards would result 
in significantly more investment to reconstruct local streets, 
relocate utilities, and additional displacements of building 
improvements beyond those already part of the selected 
alternative. 

The Regional Access Management Engineer was directly 
involved in analyzing and establishing the project specific access 
spacing parameters to reach an acceptable compromise to move 
in the direction of the access spacing standards. A deviation has 
been approved. 
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(e) The highway segment functions 
as a service road 

TABLE D-I  
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

(f) On a couplet with directional 
traffic separated by a city block or 
more, the request is for an 
approach at mid-block with no 
other existing approaches in the 
block or the proposal consolidates 
existing approaches at mid-block; 
or 

Requirement 

waterway, park, archaeological 
area, or cemetery 

(g) Based on the region Access 
Management Engineer's 
determination that: (A) Safety 
factors and spacing significantly 
improve as a result of the 
approach; and (B) Approval does 
not compromise the intent of 
these rules as set forth in OAR 
734-051 -0020. 

How Addressed 

(4) When a deviation is considered, as 
set forth in section (1) of this rule, and 
the application results from infill or 
redevelopment: 

(a) The Region Access Management 
Engineer may waive the 
requirements for a Traffic Impact 
Study and may propose an 
alternative solutions where: (A) 
The requirements of either 
section (2) or section (3) of this 
rule are met; or (0) Safety factors 
and spacing improve and 
approaches are removed or 
combined resulting in a net 
reduction of approaches to the 
highway; and 

(b) Applicant may accept the 
proposed alternative solution or 
may choose to proceed through 
the standard application review 
process. 

A traffic analysis was performed as part of project development. 
The proposed build alternatives would improve both safety and 
operations over the no build. The selected build alternative 
would correct or improve geometric, operational, and safety 
deficiencies, and would accommodate safe bike and pedestrian 
movements while improving mobility. 

(5) The Region Access Management 
Engineer shall require any deviation 
for an approach located in an 
interchange access management 
area, as defined in the Oregon 
Highway Plan, to be evaluated over a 
20-year horizon from the date of 
application and may approve a 

The I-51Beltline lnterchange Environmental Assessment is based 
on a transportation analysis. The analysis considered existing 
conditions, future no build and future build alternatives for year 
2025. The results indicate that safety and operations for the 
selected alternative would improve safety and operations within 
the interchange vicinity. 
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TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
IdIBeltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

Requirement 1 How Addressed 

deviation for an approach located in A deviation has been approved for the access spacing on the 
an interchange access management intersection of BeltlinelGateway. 
area if: 

(a) A condition of approval, included 
in the Permit to operate, is 
removal of the approach when 
reasonable alternate access 
becomes available; 

(b) The approach is consistent with 
an access management plan for 
an interchange that includes 
plans to combine or remove 
approaches resulting in a net 
reduction of approaches to the 
highway; 

(c) The applicant provides a joint 
approach that services two or 
more properties and results in a 
net reduction of approaches to 
the highway; or 

It is assumed that ODOT's design process would fine tune the 
location, dimensions and construction details based on actual 
field conditions. Addressing changes in road approaches would 
be subject to right-of-way laws governing property owner rights 

(d) The applicant demonstrates that 
existing development patterns or 
land holdings make utilization of a 
joint approach impracticable. 

(6) The Region Access Management 
Engineer may approve a deviation for 
a public approach that is identified in a 
local comprehensive plan and 
provides access to a public roadway if: 

The selected alternative is consistent with the local 
comprehensive plan and transportation system plan. 
Approaches requiring deviation are public roads providing 
network connections with the local system facilitating travel flow 
through the interchange vicinity. 

(a) Existing public approaches are Full adherence to access spacing standards would cost 
combined or removed; or significantly more for the relocation of local streets, public 

(b) Adherence to the spacing utilities, and displacement of additional building improvements. A 

standards will cause the approach has been approved. 

to conflict with a significant 
natural or historic feature 
including trees and unique 
vegetation, a bridge, waterway, I 
park, archaeological area, or 
cemetery 

(7) The Region Access Management 
Engineer may require that an 
access management plan, 
corridor plan, transportation 
system plan, or comprehensive 
plan identifies measures to 
reduce the number of approaches 
to the highway to approve a 
deviation for a public approach. 

The intent is to seek lnterchange Area Management Plan 
concurrence by the City of Springfield and the Oregon 
Transportation Commission prior to the start of construction of 
Phase 1 of the selected alternative. 
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(8) The Region Access Management 
Engineer shall not approve a 
deviation for an approach if any of 
the following apply: 

TABLE D-l 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

(a) Spacing standards can be met 
even though adherence to 
spacing standards results in 
higher site development costs. 

Requirement 

(b) The deviation results from a self- 
created hardship including: (A) 
Conditions created by the 
proposed site plan, building 
footprint or location, on-site 
parking, or circulation; or (B) 
Conditions created by lease 
agreements or other voluntary 
legal obligations. 

How Addressed 

(c) The deviation creates a significant 
safety or traffic operation 
problem. 

(9) The Region Access Management 
Engineer shall not approve a 
deviation for an approach in an 
interchange access management 
area where reasonable alternate 
access is available and the 
approach would increase the 
number of approaches to the 
highway. 

(10) Where section ( Z ) ,  (3), (4), (5) or 
(6) of this rule cannot be met, the 
Region Manager, not a designee, 
may approve a deviation where: 

(a) The approach is consistent with 
safety factors; and 

(b) The Region Manager identifies 
and documents conditions or 
circumstances unique to the site 
or the area that support the 
development. 

( I  1) Approval of a deviation may be 
conditioned upon mitigation 
measures set forth in OAR 734- 
051-0145. 

The Environmental Assessment addresses right-of-way 
displacements, local circulation, and business access. 

The number of accesses will be reduced to improve safety, flow 
of traffic and improvement of operations. 

Public road approaches have been analyzed. The analysis 
results indicate there would be safety and operational benefits to 
the selected alternative and intersection option that includes a 
local access couplet design. 

Noted. 

See OAR 734-051-0145. 

(12) Denial of a deviation is an Noted. 
appealable decision. 
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734-051-0145 Mitigation Measures 

TABLE D-l 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-05 1 

(1) The Department may require 
mitigation measures on the state 
highway or the subject property lo 
comply or improve compliance with 
the Division 51 rules for the continued 
operation of the existing approaches 
or construction of a new approach. 

Requirement 

The number of accesses will be reduced to improve safety, flow 
of traffic and improvement of operations. 

How Addressed 

Public road approaches have been analyzed. The analysis 
results indicate there would be safety and operational benefits to 
the selected alternative and intersection option that includes a 
local access couplet design. 

(2) Unless otherwise set forth in 
Division 51 rules, the cost of mitigation 
measures is the responsibility of the 
applicant, permittee, or property owner 
as set forth in OAR 734-051-0205. 

Mitigation costs are incorporated as part of project development 
and factored into the estimated construction costs. 

(3) Mitigation measures may include: 

(a) Modifications to an approach; 
(b) Modifications of on-site storage of 

queued vehicles; 
(c) Installation of left turn or right turn 

channelization or deceleration 
lanes; 

(d) Modifications to left turn or right 
turn channelization or 
deceleration lanes; 

(e) Modifications required to maintain 
intersection sight distance; 

(f) Modification or installation of 
traffic signals or other traffic 
control devices. 

(g) Modification of the highway; 
(h) Modi.fication or installation of 

curbing; 
(i) Consolidation of existing 

approaches or provisions for joint 
use accesses; 

(J) Installation of raised medrans; 
(k) Restriction of turn movements for 

circumstances including: (A) The 
proximity of existing approaches 
or offset of opposing approaches; 
(B) Approaches within an 
lnterchange Management Area, 
(C) Approaches along an 
Expressway; (D) Areas of 
insufficient decision sight distance 
for speed; (E) The proximity of 
railroad grade crossings; (F) 
Approaches with a crash history 
involving turning movements; (G) 
The functional area of an 
intersection ; and (H) Areas 

Mitigation factors would include signal modifications, left turn or 
right turn channelization, and raised medians. Kruse Way and 
Hutton Road would be realigned. 
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TABLE D-1 
Interchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline Interchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

I 

(4) Mitigation measures are directly 
related to the impacts of the 
particular approach on the 
highway and the scale of the 
mitigation measures will be 
directly proportional to the those 
impacts, as follows: 

Requirement 

where safety or traffic operation 
problems exist. 

(I) Installations of sidewalks, bicycle 
lanes, or transit turnouts; 

(m) Development of reasonable 
alternate access; and 

(n) Modifications of local streets or 
roads along the frontage of the 
site. 

(a) Where safety standards can be 
met by mitigation measures 
located entirely within the 
property controlled by the 
applicant or within existing state 
right of way, that will be the 
preferred means of mitigation. 

How Addressed 

(b) Where safety standards cannot 
be met with measures located 
entirely within the property 
controlled by the applicant or 
within existing state right of way, 
ODOT will make an effort to 
participate in negotiations 
between the applicant and other 
affected property owners or assist 
the applicant to take necessary 
actions. 

(c) When cumulative effects of the 
existing and planned 
development create a situation 
where approval of an application 
would require i-niiiyation 
measures that are not directly 
proportional to the impacts of the 
proposed approach, the Region 
Manager may allow mitigation 
measures to mitigate impacts as 
of the day of opening and defer 
mitigation of future impacts to 
ODOT project development 
provided the applicant conveys 
any necessary right of way to 
ODOT prior to development of the 
subject approach. 

Not applicable 
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(5) Mitigation to an alternate access 
may be more significant where 
the property fronts a highway 
classification of highway than 
where the property fronts a lower 
classification of highway. 

TABLE D-1 
Interchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-057 

Noted. 

Requirement 

(6) An applicant may propose an 
Access Mitigation Proposal or an 
Access Management Plan to be 
implemented by the applicant or 
the local jurisdiction. 

How Addressed 

The number of accesses would be reduced to improve safety, 
flow of traffic and improvement of operations. 

Public road approaches have been analyzed. The analysis 
results indicate there would be safety and operational benefits to 
the selected alternative and intersection option that includes a 
local access couplet design. 

(7) The Department will work with the 
local jurisdiction and the applicant 
to establish mitigation measures 
and alternative solutions 
including: 

(a) Changes to on-site circulation; 

(b) On-site improvements; and 

(c) Modifications to the local street 
network. 

The number of accesses would be reduced to improve safety, 
flow of traffic and improvement of operations. 

Public road approaches have been analyzed. The analysis 
results indicate there would be safety and operation benefits to 
the selected alternative and intersection option that includes a 
local access couplet design. 

(8) Where mitigation measures 
include traffic controls: 

(a) The applicant bears the cost of 
the controls and constructs 
required traffic controls within a 
timeframe identified by the 
Department or reimburses the 
Department for the cost of 
designing, constructing, or 
installing traffic controls; and 

(b) An applicant that is a lessee must 
provide evidence of compliance 
with required traffic controls and 
must identify the party 
responsible for construction or 
installation of traffic controls 
during and after the effective 
period of the lease. 

Mitigation for project development was considered an integral 
part of the Environmental Assessment and was integrated into 
the selected alternative. 
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TABLE D-1 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

Requirement I How Addressed 

(9) Traffic signals are approved in the 
following priority: 

(a) Traffic signals for public 
approaches. 

(b) Private approaches identified in a 
Transportation System Plan to 
become public. 

(c) Private approaches. 

Location of traffic signals within an interchange management 
area must meet the criteria of OAR 734-020-0400 through 734- 
020-0500. The selected alternative considers the criteria. 

(1 0) Traffic signals are approved with 
the following requirements: 

(a) A signalized private approach 
must meet spacing standards for 
signalization relative to all 
planned future signalized public 
road intersections; and 

(b) The effect of the private approach 
must meet traffic operations 
standards, signals, or signal 
systems standards in OAR 734- 
020-0400 through 734-020-0500 
and OAR 734-051 -01 15 and 734- 
051-125. 

Traffic signals of the selected alternative would be a 
modificationlreplacement of existing traffic signals. 

(1 1) All highway improvements within 
the right of way resulting from 
mitigation constructed by the 
permitee, and inspected and 
accepted by the Department, 
become the properby of the 
Department. 

ODOT, as owner, is responsible for final acceptance of project 
construction and would include the City of Springfield for 
acceptance of improvements to local facilities. 

(12) Approval of an application with 
mitigation measures is an 
appealable decision. 

734-051-0155 Access Management 
Plans, Access Management Plans 
for Interchanges, and lnterchange 
Area Management Plans 

(1) The Department encourages the 
development of Access Management 
Plans, Access Management Plan for 
Interchanges, and lnterchange Area 
Management Plans to maintain 
highway performance and improve 
safety by improving system efficiency 
and management before adding 
capacity consistent with the 1999 
Oregon Highway Plan. 

Noted. 

The operational analysis for the I-51Beltline lnterchange 
Environmental Assessment meets the mobility standards for the 
Oregon Design Manual, which are more stringent than the 
mobility standards indicated in the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan. 
The selected alternative access management and moving 
toward the access spacing standards. The selected alternative 
would improve safety and operations before adding capacity. 
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TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-05 1 

where: I business while providing necessary capacity for the ~lanninq 

Requirement 

(2) Access Management Plans and 
Access Management Plans for 
Interchanges are developed for a 
designated section of highway with 
priority placed on facilities with high 
volumes or providing important 
statewide or regional connectivity 

(a) Existing developments do not 
meet spacing standards; 

How Addressed 

OR 69 (Beltline Highway) is designated a Region level highway 
between 1-5 and Gateway Street. Access spacing standards 
have been analyzed and reviewed with the Oregon 
Transportation Commission, City of Springfield, City of Eugene, 
Lane County, and property owners and businesses as a part of 
the I-5lBeltline Interchange Environmental Assessment. The 
selected alternative minimizes adverse impacts to existing 

(b) Existing development patterns, 
land ownership patterns, and land 
use plans are likely to result in a 
need for deviations; or 

(c) An access management plan 
would preserve or enhance the 
safe and efficient operation of a 
state highway. 

horizon of 20 years after construct~on.  he direction to ODO? 
staff was to proceed in resolving interchange access and 
circulation issues by coordinating efforts with the agencies and 
stakeholders. 

(3) Access Management Plans and 
Access Management Plans for 
lnterchanges may be developed: 

(a) By the Department; 

(b) By local jurisdictions; or 

(c) By consultants. 

The Beltline Management Team (BMT) (ODOT and consultant 
management staff) in coordination with the City of Springfield, 
City of Eugene, and ODOT technical staff worked with the 
Beltline Decision Team (BDT) comprised of FHWA Operations 
Engineer, ODOT Area 5 Manager, Lane County Commissioner, 
City of Springfield Councilor, and City of Eugene Councilor as 
the decision making body. 

The Stakeholder Working Group (SWG) represented a wide 
range of interests, including affected user groups and 
communities. The SWG reviewed detailed aspects of the project 
design, provided guidance to technical staff, and made 
recommendations to the BDT for alternatives addressing access 
management that were studied in the Environmental 
Assessment. The selected alternative incorporates access 
management. The number of accesses would be reduced to 
improve safety, flow of traffic and improvement of operations. 

(4) Access Management Plans and 
Access Management Plans for 
lnterchanges comply with all of the 
following: 

(a) Are prepared for a logical 
segment of the state highway and 
include sufficient area to address 
highway operation and safety 
issues and development of 
adjoining properties including 
local access and circulation. 

(b) Describe the roadway network, 
right of way, access control, and 
land parcels in the analysis area. 

The transportation influence area is generally the portion of the 
Metro Urban Growth Boundary east of 1-5 and north of Harlow 
Road. 

The number of accesses would be reduced to improve safety, 
flow of traffic and improvement of operations. 

Public road approaches were analyzed. The analysis results 
indicate there would be safety and operational benefits to the 
selected alternative and intersection option that includes a local 
access couplet design. 
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(d) Are consistent with any applicable 
adopted Transportation System 
Plan, Local Comprehensive Plan, 
Corridor Plan, or Special 
Transportation Area or Urban 
Business Area designation, or 
amendments to the 
Transportation System Plan. 

TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

(e) Are consistent with the 1999 
Oregon Highway Plan. 

Requirement 

(c) Are developed in coordination 
with local governments and 
property owners in the affected 
area. 

(9 Contain short, medium, and long- 
range actions to improve 
operations and safety and 
preserve the functional integrity of 
the highway system. 

How Addressed 

(g) Consider whether improvements 
to focal street networks are 
feasible 

(h) Promote safe and efficient 
operation of the state highway 
consistent with the highway 
classification and zoning of the 
area. 

(i) Consider the use of the adjoining 
property consistent with the 
comprehensive plan designation 
and zoning of the area. 

(j) Provide a comprehensive, area- 
wide solution for the local access 
and circulation. 

(k) Are approved by the Department 
through an intergovernmental 
agreement and adopted by the 
!oca! government, and adopted 
into a Transportation System 
Plan. 

(I) Are used for evaluation of 
development proposals 

(m) May be used in conjunction with 
mitigation measures. 
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TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

Requirement I How Addressed 

(5) The Department encourages the 
development of lnterchange Area 
Management Plans to plan for and 
manage grade-separated interchange 
areas to ensure safe and efficient 
operation between connecting 
roadways: 

(a) lnterchange Area Management 
Plans are developed by the 
Department and local government 
agencies to protect the function of 
interchanges by maximizing the a 
capacity of the interchanges for 
safe movement from the mainline 
facility, to provide safe and 
efficient operations between 
connecting roadways, and to 
minimize the need for major 
improvements of existing 
interchanges; 

(b) The department will work with 
local governments to prioritize the 
development of lnterchange Area 
Management Plans to maximize 
the operational life and presewe 
and improve safety of existing 
interchange not scheduled for 
significant improvements; and 

(c) Priority should be place on those 
facilities on the interstate system 
with cross roads carrying high 
volumes or providing important 
statewide or regional connectivity. 

Geometric deficiencies and no build operational analysis indicate 
and justify the purpose and need to improve traffic flow through 
the interchange area safely and efficiently. Short term measures 
have been put into place as a stop gap until facility 
improvements can be constructed to meet today's and future 
travel demands. 

ODOT and the Cities of Springfield and Eugene have a long 
history of coordinating improvements to the interchange. In 
1986, there was a major reconstruction of 1-5 at the Beltline 
Interchange, including additional lanes and ramp modifications. 
In 1999, a safety improvement project separated northbound off- 
ramp freeway traffic. The I-5lBeltline lnterchange study and 
design is shown as programmed project number 606 in the July 
2002 Transplan. In the spring of 1996, ODOT began a Facility 
Plan for the I-51Beltline interchange Project. In the year 2000, 
ODOT began a highly structured public and agency project 
evaluation screening process leading to the selection of 
environmental study alternatives for documentation in an 
environmental assessment. In the year 2000, ODOT and the 
local agencies began a highly structured public and agency 
project evaluation screening process leading to the selection of 
environmental study alternatives for documentation in the 
Environmental Assessment, which was approved in 2003The 
volume and impacts to the interstate continue to cause this 
interchange to rank highly for STIP funding. 

(6) lnterchange Area Management 
Plans are required for new 
interchanges and should be 
developed for significant modifications 
to exlsting interchanges consistent 
with the following: 

(a) Should be developed no later 
than the time an interchange is 
designed or is being redesigned; 

(b) Should identify opportunities to 
improve operations and safety in 
conjunction with roadway projects 
and property development or 
redevelopment and adopt 
strategies and development 
standards to capture those 
opportunities; 

The proposed lnterchange Area Management Plan has been 
developed prior to start of construction of the selected alternative 
of the Environmental Assessment. Consideration to local 
circulation and property accesses were carefuliy considered in 
coordination with adjacent property owners and local 
government staff. The Transportation Operational Analysis 
Report analyzed existing conditions and future needs through 
2025 consistent with local plans and Oregon Highway Design 
Manual for mobility for the purposes of determining lane 
configurations. Queuing and progression have been considered 
to determine auxiliary lane lengths for right and left turn lanes. 
Capacity preservation measures have been developed 
considering the land use zoning and potential risk for using up 
the excess capacity prematurely. Local, state, and federal plans, 
rules, policies, and codes create an effective web of interchange 
management strategies for the 20-year planning period. A key 
component of the selected alternative is the IGA for traffic 
monitoring and improvements of the BeltineIGateway 
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(d) Should consider current and 
future traffic volumes and flows, 
roadway geometry, traffic control 
devices, current and planned land 
uses and zoning, and the location 
of all current and planned 
approaches; 

TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

(e) Should provide adequate 
assurance of the safe operation of 
the facility through the design 
traffic forecast period, typically 
20 years; 

Requirement 

(c) Should include short, medium, 
and long-range actions to improve 
operations and safety in the 
interchange area; 

(f) Should consider existing and 
proposed uses of all property in 
the interchange area consistent 
with its comprehensive plan 
designations and zoning; 

How Addressed 

intersection. 

(g) Are consistent with any adopted 
Transportation System Plan, 
Corridor Plan, Local 
Comprehensive Plan, or Special 
Transportation Area or Urban 
Business Area designation, or 
amendments to the 
Transportation System Plan 

(h) Are consistent with the 1999 
Oregon Highway Plan, and 

( i )  Are approved by the Department 
through an intergovernmental 
agreement and adopted by the 
local government and adopted 
into a Transportation System Plan 

734-051-0285 Project Delivery I 
(1) This rule applies to construction of 
new highways and interchanges, 
highway or interchange modernization 
projects, highway and interchange 
preservation projects, highway and 
interchange operations projects or 
other highway and interchange 
projects. Access Mitigation Strategies, 
Access Management Plans, and 
Access Management Plans for 
Interchanges are developed during 
project delivery to maintain highway 
performance and improve safety by 

The project was developed with the goal of working towards 
achieving the access spacing standards. Access controls were 
included as part of the selected alternative to preserve capacity. 
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improving system efficiency and 
management before adding capacity, 
as provided by this rule and consistent 
with the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan. 
All approaches identified to remain 
open in an area that is not access 
controlled in an Access Management 
Strategy, Access Management Plan, 
or Access Management Plan for an 
lnterchange Area are presumptively 
found to be in compliance with 
Division 51 rules once any measures 
prescribed for such compliance by the 
plan are completed, and subsequent 
changes will be measured from that 
status. However, that status does not 
convey a grant of access. 

TABLE D-l  
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

(2) The Region Manager shall develop 
Access Management Strategies for 
modernization projects, projects within 
an influence area of an interchange 
where the project includes work along 
the crossroad, or projects on an 
expressway and may develop Access 
Management Strategies for other 
highway projects. 

Requirement 

Access management strategies for Beltline Highway and Beltline 
Road and included in the selected alternative would prohibit 
private accesses, reduce public approaches, and provide raised 
median and access control within the interchange influence area 

How Addressed 

(5) The Region Manager may require 
modification, mitigation, or removal of 
approaches within project limits: 

(a) Pursuant to either: (A) An Access 
Management Plan or an Access 
Management Plan for an 
lnterchange adopted by the 
Department or (B) An approve 
Access Management Strategy; 
and 

(bj I f  necessary to meet the 
classification of the highway or 
highway segment designation, 
mobility standards, spacing 
standards, or safety factors; and 

(c) If a property with an approach to 
the highway has multiple 
approaches and if a property with 
an approach to the highway has 
alternate access in addition to the 
highway approach. 

(d) The determination made under 
subsections (a) through (c) of this 
section must conclude that the 
net result of the project including 

The number of accesses would be reduced to improve safety, 
flow of traffic and improvement of operations. 

Public road approaches were analyzed. The analysis results 
indicate there would be safety and operational benefits to the 
selected alternative and intersection option that includes a local 
access couplet design 
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TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

Requirement 

closures, modification and 
mitigations will be that access will 
remain adequate to serve the 
volume and type of traffic 
reasonably anticipated to enter 
and exit the property, based on 
the planned uses for the property. 

(a) Are developed for the project 
limits, a specific section of the 
highway within the project limits, 
or to address specific safety or 
operational issues within the 
project limits. 

How Addressed 

(6) Access Management Strategies 
comply with all of the following: 

(b) Must improve access 
management conditions to the 
extent reasonable within the 
limitation, scope, and strategy of 
the project and consistent with 
design parameters and available 
funds. 

Conditions have been met as described in previous responses. 

(c) Promote safe and efficient 
operation of the state highway 
consistent with the highway 
classification and the highway 
segment designation. 

(d) Provide for reasonable use of the 
adjoining property consistent with 
the comprehensive plan 
designation and zoning of the 
area. 

je) Are consistent with any applicable 
adopted Access Management 
Plan, Transportation System Plan 
or Corridor Plan. 

(7) Access Management Plans comply Noted, see prior discussion 
with all of the following: I 
(a) Must include sufficient area to 

address highway operation and 
safety issues and the 
development of adjoining 
properties including local access 
and circulation. 

(b) Must improve access 
management conditions to the 
extent reasonable within the 
limitation and scope of the project 
and be consistent with the design 
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parameters and available funds. I 

TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-51Beltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

(c) Describe the roadway network, 
right-of-way, access control, and 
land parcels in the analysis area. 

Requirement 

(d) Are develop in coordination with 
local governments. 

How Addressed 

(e) Are consistent with any applicable 
adopted Transportation System 
Plan, corridor Plan, or Special 
Transportation area or Urban 
Business Area designation, or 
amendments to the 
Transportation System Plan. 

(f) Are consistent with the 1999 
Oregon Highway Plan. 

(g) Contain short, medium, and long- 
range actions to improve 
operations and safety and 
preserve the functional integrity of 
the highway system. 

(h) Consider whether improvements 
to local street networks are 
feasible. 

(i) Promote safe and efficient 
operation of the state highway 
consistent with the highway 
segment designation. 

b) Consider the use of the adjoining 
property consistent with the 
comprehensive plan designation 
and zoning of the area. 

(k) Provide a comprehensive, area- 
wide solution for local access and 
circulation. 

(I) Are approve by the Department 
through an intergovernmental 
agreeinent and adopted by the 
local government, and adopted 
into a Transportation System 
Plan. 

(8) In the even of a conflict between 
the access management spacing 
standards and the access 
management spacing standards for 
approaches in an interchange areas 
the more restrictive provision will 
prevail. These spacing standards are 
used to develop Access Management 
Plans for Interchanges and where 
appropriate: 

Access spacing considerations have been site specific and 
considered travel patterns, roadway and adjacent properties. 
Enhancements to alternative modes are included in the selected 
alternative by providing sidewalks and bike lanes. The selected 
alternative considers planned transit development. 



APPENDIX D, I-SIBELTLINE IAMP POLICY AND CODE REVIEW 

TABLE D-I 
lnterchange Area Management Plan Requirements (OAR 734-051) and Project Compliance 
I-5lBeltline lnterchange Project 
OAR 734-051 

Requirement I How Addressed 

(a) Support improvements such as 
road networks, channelization, 
medians, and access control, with 
an identified committed funding I 
source, and consistent with the 
1999 Oregon Highway Plan; 

(b) Ensure that approaches to cross 
streets are consistent with 
spacing standards on either side 
of the ramp connections; and 

(c) Support interchange designs that 
consider the need for transit and 
park-and-ride facilities and the 
effect of the interchange on 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic. 

(9) Notwithstanding other provisions of 
this Division, the Region Manager, not 
a designee, may recognize an 
approach to be in compliance where 
there is no Access Control, and where 
construction details for a Department 
project show the intention to preserve 
the approach as part of that project, as 
documented by plans dated before the 
original effective date of Division 51, 
April 1, 2000. 

Not applicable. 



APPENDIX E 

Decision Summary and Correspondence 



SECTION 1 

Project Decision Summary 

1 .I BDT Decision Recommendation 
The follo~ving are proposed actions to complete the Revised Environmental Assessment 
(REA): 

Noise - Build a wall in the SFV quadrant 

1. Place a copy of EWEB's and ODOT's letter in the REA. 

2, Specify that the proposed mitigation includes berm removal, wooden fence replacement, 
and bike / pedestrian facility location. 

3. Update the noise impacts to reflect removal of be~m and fence, include the updated 
readings in the REA 3s appropriate. 

4. Update figures to include the placement of the new walls for consistency to the 
commitment and mitigation. 

5. Indicate the wall will be built as part of Phase 1 i t 1  the REA. 

6. The Metroyolitm Polity Committee fMPC) will request funding for wall construction as 
part of its federal funding earntark pruposal. 

PeaceHealth - Traffic impacts will be accon~n~odated Ihrough 2025, according to 
preliminary foxerasts 

7 .  Specify that ODOT will continue its coordu~ntion artd mox~itoring program with 
PeaceHealth and the City of Springfield to stay ctarrent on the status and to review 
i~dormation, 

3. Update the secondary impacts section of the REA tvith ca~rrent facks at the time of 
document preyaratim. 

Phase 2 Implementatiun - City to be lead fox P11ase 2 implementation 

9. Update the response to comments to reflect the modified language r'roxn Phase 2 
implementation mJ be included as an appendix to the REA. 

18. I~~cltade the Modified Phase 2 Implementation Language in the mitigation section of the 
REA. 

Costs-A TSransPlan Amendment is not xequired, The project i s  consistent with 
TransMan 

11, Include a letter with LCOG staif a-td FWWA endorsement that TransPlan is consistent 
with REA in tI.te Appendix of the REA. 





u i a r e  council s Governments 
99 East Broadway, Suite 4010, Eugene, Oregon 97401-3 I 1 f (54 1) 682-4283 Fax: (54 1) 682-4099 7TY:  (54 1) 6$2-4567 

November 7,2002 

Fred Patron, Senior Transportation Planner 
Federal Highway Administration 
Oregon Division 
530 Center Street NE, Suite 100 
Salem, OR 97301 

Dear Fred: 

As you know, the Beltline Decision Team (BDT) is scheduled to discuss the 1-5/Belttine 
Interchange Revised Environmental Assessrnenl (REA) on November 14'~.  An issue 
that has been raised has to do with the consistency between the REA and Transplan,. 
We understand that demonstrating consistency between the EA and plan is a 
requirement before FHWA can take action on the EA. The purpose of this letter is to 
outline the MPU's assessment of this issue and to seek your concurrence, 

Status of I-5/Beltiine Proie~t in Transpian 

As adopted, TransPIan includes the I-518eEtline project as Project 606, categorized as a 
Major Interchange improvement in the list of Financially Constrained 20-year Capital 
Improvement Actions (Table la). The TransPfan planning horizon is 2021. Transf Ian 
includes the foilowing detaif cm the project: 

1-5 @ Beitline Highway - Recsnstruel interchange and i-5, upgrade Bellfine Road 
East fo 5 lane urban faciiiy, and construsb 1-5 bike; and pedestrian b r a e ,  
ResponsibilRy: ODOT; Cost $53,390,000. 

Current Status of Revised Environmental Assessment 

In materials being provided to the BDT for discussion on November 1 dth, a section on 
Transportation Improvement Costs autl~nes the most current phasing and cost analyses 
for the project. Three phases were identified. Based upon traffic analysis conducted 
for the EA, the first WQ phases are required by 2015 to meet safety and operational 
needs. The same analysis indicates that the third phase, originally timed for year 2020, 
can be deferred to 2022 and still meet it" intended need by 2025. The REA will list the 
third phase as needed by 2022, which puts it beyond the Transpian planning horizon. 

The cost analysis provided in the materials to the BDT indicate that the construction 
costs for phases 1 and 2 come to $52.2 Million in 2002 dollars. This equates to $49.2 



Mitlion in year 2000 dollars (Transplan's base year for financial constraint), less than 
the $53.3 Million planning cost estimate used in TransPlan for the project. The third 
phase construction cost equals $26.4 Million in 2002 dollars, or $24.9 Million in year 
2000 dollars. 

Summaw of MPD Assessment of Consistency 

As refined in the EA process, the project scope remains consistent with Transplan's 
goals and policies. The refinements indicate that there are increased costs and 
extended timing of the project compared to what was indicated in TransPlan. Given 
that the REA indicates that the costs for improvements needed during the planning 
horizon fall within the planning cost estimates in Transplan, we see no implications on 
the pian's financial constraint assumptions. 

What remains different between the two documents is that the third phase, by virtue of 
it" falling outside the Transplan plannirig horizon, wotr!c! be considered a future pr~ject. 
in Transplan, we assumed that the entire project wouHd be completed within the 
planning horizon, In some cases, an extension of a project's timing might affect a 
region's air quality conformity. However, the extended phasing of this project has no air 
quality conformity impiications for the plan or TIP given that it is outside the region's 
conformity boundary (downtown Eugene), Beyond possible air quality concerns, we 
see 

Given that the REA does not impact either the Plan's financial constraint or air quality 
conformity we see no reason for amendment of the current plan and are proposing that 
issues associated with the third phase of the project be taken up as pad of the three 
year update process. The first phase of project construction is not due to begin until 
2005. We expect the three-year update of Transplan to be complete by that time, and 
will have inctrrded the third phase of the project within the financially constrained project 
list of the update. 

The coordination af the plan and environmental processes is complex and, 
unfortunately, cftsn leads to confusion. We appreciate your review and feedback on 
the issues described above. PIease review this memo and provide us witt-t your 
response a: yceii. earliest convenience, 

Thomas Schwetz 
Program Manager 
Transportation and Public lglfrastructure 

REGElVED 

Page 2 



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HlGHWAY ADMIN1STRATION 

THE OREGON DIVISION 
The Equitable Center, Suite 105 

533 Center Street NE 
Sa~ern, Oregon 97301 

503-399-5749 

Novembw 13,2002 
IN REPLY REFER TO 

HPL-01% 
39048 

MI. Thoillas Schwetz, Progrsrn Manager 
Lane Council of Governments 
99 East Braatlway, Suite 400 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 -3 1 1 1 

Dear Mr, Schwctz: 

?four Novenlber 7,2002, letter assessed the consikency between the Revised Environmental 
Assessment (REA) for tllc I-SBeltlinc Interchange and RansPlan and asked for concurrence by 
the Federal Highway Admix~istration [FI-lWA). To summaraze, yctu noted that: 

The I-S/IBeltlit~e project is identified in the financially constrained list of projects included 
in the current TransPlm, reflecting project details and costs that were available when the 
plan was last upclated. The TransPlan planning horizon is 202 1. 

a More recent cul;clysis coriducterf for the REA indicates the fCdlowing: 
o Total construction costs for the project will he greater than previously estimated 

in TransPl an 

c The project Lends itself to eonslru~tio~t in three wases (two within the current 
Transplan plmnir~g k o ~ z a n  and the hlaird after 2021) 

o The scope and costs of the first two project phases renzair, consistent with the 
financially constrained %st of projects included in TransPlan 

Lane Cvur~cil of Governments (LCOG) is co~nmitted to reflecting the third phase of the 
project in the financially canstrained Transplan during the next scheduled tl~ree-year 
update cycle (2005) 

* The new information fro111 the RFiA has no regiorlaf air qualily confomity inrlplications 

e LCOG concludes that the construction phases in the REA are consistent with "TransPlan 

?Ye agrce with your staterlient that tfre cotlrdirtation of tile regional transportation pIan and 
envil.onmer-nta1 processes is complex and can often be confusing. A primary reason for this 
cc~nfi~sion is chat while neither proccss is static, both ~llusl describe details, as they are krlourr~ at a 



particular poil~t in time. Because tlae process i s  iterative, it  is expected that plan andlor project 
adjustments will be needed pesjodically as details are refined. The question of whether the ppdn 
needs to be adjusted i~rmediatdy or during the next routine update depends upon the 
significance of tile changes that are at hand. 

FHWA's primary concern is that information provicled through the regional transportation plan 
and the environmental PI-ucess remains consistent. Based on the information provided in your 
letter oPNovember 7, 2002, we agree that the first two phases of the I-5Weltline hLnterclrange 
project described in the REA are consistent with the t3nancially constrained list of projects 
currently shown in TransPIan. h addition, we concur in LCOG's proposal 10 reflect issues 
associated with the third phase of the project during the next sckeduled TransPlan update. 

Sincerely, 

Fred P. Patron 
Senior Transportation Planner 

cc: 
ODOT (Bob Phie, Region 2) 

(Eric Havig, Region 2) 
(John DeTs, Wegioin 2) 
(Serri Bobad, TDD) 
(Jim Cox, Enviro) 



APPENDIX F 

Region Access Manager Engineer Approval 



INTEROFFICE MEMO 

TO: Jeff Scheick, P.E., Region-2 Manager 

FROM: Dave Warren, P.E., Region-2 Access Management Engineer 

DATE: July 29, 2005 

SUBJECT: Standards Deviations for I-5lBeltline lnterchange Area Access 
Management 

I have reviewed the access management measures for the I-5lBeltline lnterchange 
Project that are included in the lnterchange Area Management Plan (IAMP). On the basis 
of this review, I am authorizing the deviations noted in the IAMP, which are integral to the 
project's selected alternative of the approved Environmental Assessment. The deviation 
for access spacing is on the basis that the improvements are being designed to improve 
safety and operations while moving toward the access spacing standards identified in 
Table 6 of OAR Chapter 734, Division 51, Spacing Standards Applicable to Freeway 
lnterchanges with Multi-Lane Crossroads. 

Full compliance with the access spacing standards would result in significantly more 
investment to reconstruct local streets, relocate utilities, and additional displacements of 
building improvements beyond those already part of the selected alternative. The 
authorized deviations are listed below: 

1. Table 6 of OAR Chapter 734, Division 51 establishes Spacing Standards 
Applicable to Freeway lnterchanges with Multi-Lane Crossroads. The 
recommended distance to first intersections where left turns are allowed is 1320 
feet. This spacing standard would apply to the distance between the northbound 
ramp terminal and the Gateway StreetINorth Game Farm Road intersection. Upon 
completion of the project this distance will be approximately 820 feet, which is 500 
feet less than the required 1320-feet. 

OAR 734-051-C125(6) recommends that access control be acquired on 
crossroads around interchanges for a distance of 1,320 feet. Upon completion of 
this project access control will be maintained for a distance of 820 feet along the 
Beltline Highway from the northbound ramp terminal to the Gateway StreetIBeltline 
Road intersection. To meet the recommended 1,320 feet, ODOT would need to 
purchase access control on Beltline Road east of the Gateway StreetlBeltline 
Road intersection. Beltline Road east of Gateway Street is under the jurisdiction of 
the City of Springfield. 

Cc: Karl Wieseke, Project Leader 
Gerry Juster, Access Development Review Coordinator 
Victor Alvarado, Senior ROW Agent 
Terry Cole, Special Projects Coordinator 
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